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Gen. Rosecrans was eagerly looking over
this document when Gen. Thomas was an-
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seven

[I

ran

the (

inc^nati Cazttte.]

subscribers hgvp this day tanned
nershi under the name of

The

“That

been frequently spoken of by his superiois for

passed through

the minds of some after this order was read,
but noue could give a sufficient reason why
he should be thus relieved, for, said they, docs

fectiveness of the ‘secret service’

good features,

but his countenance betokrather free use of Confederate

his tent, relieved himself of his accoutrements,
called his servant Tom, aud set out for headquarters, with none but his sable compan-

of the LARGEST

nel?”

and

F

INEST

In the

CASH

City,

shall offer them at the LOWEST

wo

BRICES.

Custom Work.
GEO. W. RICH,
RUSSELL LEWIS,
BENJ. LEWIS.

SIT Particular altentiou paid

Portland, Ni

to

of

which will be manufactured inti Garments which
cannot be surpassed fur style and make in the
city.
Also aFine asssortment of

Nearly opposite Pet Office.
Portlaud. N'ov. 9th, 18C5.

was, Colo-

Atnl

lull

a

variety

^R&(G^e^ofBEST

At
And

Bragg’s headquarters were at Tullahonia. The two armies were lying in a semicircle, the rebel right resting on the Cumberland at Hartsville, above Nashville, tbeir left
resting at the ‘shoals’ below.
Gen. Van Dorn commanded the left, with
headquarters at Spring HilJ. Our right wing
rested at Franklin, which is nearly on a direct
line between Spring Hill and Nashville. This
much by way of explanation.
One morning in February, 1863, two persons were making their way on horseback
from Shelbyville to Spring Hill. The first of
these was dressed in Quaker garb, and bestrode a light built, dapple bay stallion, whose
small, sinewy limbs, broad chest and open nostril betokened both speed and bottom. Horse
and rider were ill matched, but seemed to have
a perfect understanding
General

The other person was a negro, dressed like
his master, broad brim, white necktie and all,
mounted on a stout roadster. They were last
approaching a vidette post; were shortly
hailed by a cavalryman. They drew rein and

dismounted.
“Is thee a man pf war?” asked the Quaker.

know; rehkon though I Drought
But what’s your business, Quaker ?”
“I don’t

be.

“Does thee know a Mr. Van Dorn about
here ?”
“Well, I reckon I does; but h'ell mister ye,
if ye call him that.”
Well, I have business with him, and I desire admittance into thy camps.?’
“All right, old fellow, wait until I call the

Corporal.

General Van Dorn

was

examining

some

maps and charts, when an orderly entered
and announced that a Quaker desired to see
him.
Admit him,” said the General.
“Is thee Mr. Van Dorn, whom carnal wen
call General ?”
“What is your business with me, sir?”
asked the General, without answering the

question.

“I am sent, friend Vah Dorn, by my ffociety
to minister comforts and consolation to these
men of war, and would ask permission to
bring in such things as they may need or my

‘•Thurston,” suggested the Quaker.
Thurston, is a pass through the lines,
at will, for such articles as you may see proper to bring. That is all, sir.”
“May 1 ask, friend, how far it is to those ungodly men who are persecuting our people
call

•‘Yes, sir, about fourteen miles. See that
for they have a
you give them a wide berth,
curious way of burning men of your persuatr
1
sion.”
“Yea, verily I will,” and with this the Quaker retired.
“Queer character, that,” remarked the General to himself, “but it takes all kinds to make
out among the camps*
meeting a smile here and a rough jest there,
but they seemed not to ruffle the placidity of
his countenance; though the negro’s eyes
would flash out, who followed a few steps in
the rear. The Quaker seemed to have a good

Very like, friend; good day to you.”
“Massa, didye’s see dat debbu’s eyes bright-

en

last? tolls ye
up towards the

ter be

trabblin.’”

“Yes, Sam, I

saw

it, and

sure

we’d bet-

my recollection is

lilm prisoner at
better than his, for I took
soon after‘Stone River,’ though he escaped
as possible.
wards. We will pass cut as soon
after the Quaker and hts colored
Not

long
the smooth
companion were galloping over
slack*
pike. As they approached a house (hey
of sight they
ened tlieir speed, but when out
on tul
•gain increased it, Thus they pushed
•Bor dark, when they name to a by-road into
which they rode some miles, and finally drew
after rerein at a little log cabin, at Which,
connoltering a little, the negro advanced and
knocked, aud a voice from the inside bid hun
master.
enter which he did, followed by his
That night a dispatch went to Gen. Bragg,

winch read:
“Look out for a Quaker followed by a, Ulgi
He is a spy, Arrest him.
zer.
4
Gen. Van Dohn.”
(Signed)
MurfreesboThe next day a negro rode into
on to Gen. Krsecrans’ head•o
passed
and presenting a pass was admitted
and handed tlm
i,|> private apartments,
and
a paper which read: (2)
f r
(2/W°J
0) huts, (37)
UJU.
at
Spring
be unconverted
..

am/*

Lrters,
General

overeats

(ike to
from his horse
here,
stop a while wid yc, If yon please, Missus.
“Very well, I'll send a boy out to help him

oocur.

»

Address,

WM. GRACE

CO.

&
Are you much hurt, sir?”
“No,madam, I think not; my horse got j1
PORTLAND, MAINE.
some
In
the road and
object
frightened at
threw me heavily upon my right shoulder.—A
P0BTT.4NU, ME, No,. IB. X8M.
,.-T
to whom ftmsy concern:
wHt
enable
me to purmadam,
night’s rest,
We have examined Wm. Grace & Co.'s Order Box
sue tny journey I thick.
and nertJto that if. contains oh they have adverOur hero found upon examination that fmed. XV e also certify that P contains a liberal prothere were no bones broken, and yet the portion of prders for Engrafrlagcq worth from r$l,50
bruises was severe enough to make him covet 1 to $15, and the orders for the Piano^jewing Macliine,
Chamber Funtfture^TwlfrSftbvesi w&e^feftied in our
a night,s rest, in preference to passing it fn the !
prosonce and placed in the box by ourselves.
saddle. So without more ado, he submitted
JAMES BAILEY,
P. P. REED,
to his hostess’ desire to bathe the bruised
JOSEPH B. HALL,
shoulder and prepare him a comfortable bed
Nov 18—dlw

in.

.ji

■

was

■

awakened

Choice Dried Apple*,
J noli .on

“
“
«

“

M
“
“

there is

FINE ASSORTMENT of VELVET, SILK,

I
CASSIMERE, and
fancy
vestings,
At'
A. D. RKEVESMoil.r,
NoV 4—dtf
98 Exchange St.

QENTLEMEN, get your
OVERCOATS
A» D. REEVES’, Tailor,
98 Exchange St.

Nov 4—dtf

THE
'xetrt

ARTIST

distf

Tennyson’s

1

_.

waiting for him, |
“Massa, dese debbils has ‘sprised’ us, and
we’d bettor be leabin. I’s got a ‘nigh shoot’

niggahs,

dat

ena cut across to
Manchester and up fru de gap from lieah.”
“All right, Tom; where’s the homos?"
“1’se got urn, mgssa, out below lieah.”
we

“Here's (hr them, then, Tom;

oome on

CHASE

PORTLAND,

Spyofel urittr,

Partes, f—tli Ind. Yols.) is' hereby orreturn to his
command, and is recompromotion. By older,
Jv
Hoskqrahs, Major General.
Lieut.

dered to

mended for

Col, C.

Goddart,

A. A. G.

Ambrott/pes

fJUIK

the City.

NoyTT-^tf63

t

il,

_

N. B.—Any vessel coming consigned to this House
guaranteed a return cargo of Cotton. Present
Freight are one and a half cents per pound
(on Cfcttonj to lioston. An experience of fifteen
years heroin the business justifies me in ottering to
securo^cargoes as above. Correspondence solicited
and promptly answered.
THOMAS F. WALKER.
novl&llm

Wait, Wait, Wait!
a

large

MeGlLVERli

lor

DAVIS,

161 Commercial St.
Not 17—dlw

sum

of

tn

a

per

ol'prolit,

a

a

try it.

loo to 3QO Per Cent. Net

Profit.

Such opprotunitlm nre seldom offered to the public, Any one wishing to be so fortunate as to secure
chanoe to make
money Quickly, Easily and Surely,
by investing from ten dollars to three hundred as
UP°n*" Bddre“ing

ISVSKTOn’S
Nov 18—dlw‘

GOURLAY,
80 Federal St.
PoBXhAUPi

EXCHANGE,

Petris-Poplins,

Black Silks,

Cashmere Shawls,
<

Balsam

Alpaccas,

Gray Linseys,
Mowmind Dress Goods,
Polka Spotted Thibets, Ac.

<

Consumption!

',

Cod Liver OU

Bottled expressly for Medicinal use by BEED,
CUTLER & CO., who have lacilities for obtaining oil
ol tlie most reliable quality. Large Bottles, 81,00.
Now 10—dawflrn

DRY
r-i.-yjb ufcoh unA
ofHi ,J im

SEMINARY!

Winter Term of this School will commence
on WEDNESDAY, No*. Mb, 1885.
For lull
particulars apply to W. U. LORD, A. M., Principal,

11HE

or to

J. A. WATERMAN,
Sec* 01 Trustees.
Nov.
17,18G5—d&w2w
Gorham,

Only Perfect Piano Forte!
Call and

McKEXMEl, Agent,
cor.

picture
mult.
THE
place In Portland t.> act them is at
A. M.
beantlihl

of Centre

ever

eorncr

WHITE

of Centre Street.

J, W, ADAMS, at his Nursery at MorgK# rill's Comer, offers a lew oxtra sized Pear Trees
with fruit buds of Bartlett, Flemish Beauty,
Louise Bonne, *c. S3 to S3 each.
Equally good Dwarf ami Standard Pears,of smaller
size, at 50c to J1 each.
EX. LARGE GRAPE VINES, to l>e removed from laud already xulil.
Price according to
quality,
oct21cod&w5w

LINENS;

MA

dlwtwtf

GEBRISH,

Exchange St., Portland.

Albums, Engravings, Crayons,

ARTICLES, for
A. M, MeKEV.VEV’S,
AND
St.
Oct S—eod&eow3m
FANCY

drawing’

in

sale at

284

Congress

P L U M B E IT!
MAKER OF

Force

HOOP

10-4

BOWEN,

AT
TO MAKE

PORTLAND.

CHASE, CRAM & STURTEVANR,
GENERAL

Commission Merchants,

DjYist^y&
F i

S3f

Superior Gray Flannel.,

a

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

and Moan's

prices to snit

Dont forgot the number, ICG Middle Street,
Hav's Drug Store.
\V. R. HOWARD.

above

I

it

lull
**

|)
f.

r»«

C.

their

It.

:i
ioi

I

the

received

great variety

!

For CLOAKS, CASSOCKS and DRESSES.
GILT AND STEEL
ORNAMENTS!
Oct 21—Cv 19 id2w

Mo«mlngBonnetB.

rnoshtninont

a

Any i«raon

want

should cad inunediniclv
NEW KUBUElt EMPORIUM,
14 T Middle St.
of

french,

English

and

Straw

Aalc for Minion*a—Taka no other*
Sold bj dru^ist* generallj.

Julyl—eod6m
OOR’ BUSINESS SUITS, of the best Canada
Grey, made to order, at
^
A. D. BEEVES,
9* Exchange St.
nov4dtf

TUST RECEIVED aa.l lor sal' hy
null HOUGHS a 111 I)M)\,
4 FxtiiE Steeet Block.
novRdtf

mr

S
At

vfu

Just Received,
SKIN ONIONS at ?l,0(t per bushel.
BKT)

No 2

novlt

do

at

Central Wharf, cargo
d2w

'PE CsI

,88

schooner Civile,
F. O. TltOMES.

IVi; A.ISTSHCIF I
in this art

SudbuTy St., Boston, Mass.

will be

given,lioth In tlte
aiternoon and evening, by EM HA E. COOK.
INSTRUCTION
Booms lint Federal
secoud

floor.
Street,
25? Manuscripts Copied. Visiting Cards marked
at reasonable prices.
nov7d2w*
I

Forwarding

MERCHANT.
fcST- Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold on
KotU\eni account.
.i Office.—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf.
Norfolk, Va.

Consignments solicited.

Sup

Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Senter; GoTristi & Pearson; John Dennis & Tq.:
Clark, Read & Co., Portland, Me.
may23d6m

Removal.
have this day removed, to
STORE FOBMr.BLY OCCUPIED DT

D.

T.

CHASE,

ESQ.,

of Lons Wharf*
BRADLEY, COOLIDGE & ROGERS.
Head

Portland,

Oct.

d2m

2, J&$.

BRADBURY .P SWEAT,

and Counsellors at

Attorneys

Lav/,

Office III Middle Street,

}

poit

tl and< -”*■

novS’Udti

DAVIS,RESERVE,HASKELL* 00..
Importers and Jobbers qf

Goods

Dry

Arcade
DAVIS,
]

and

18

Free

t Seu! |
E.

Woolens,
Street,

PORTLAND,

ME.
novti'GSUtf

J

CHAPMAN.

SINGER’S

SEWING MACHINES!
W00DUAN, TRUE & CO,
Agents,
■
Middle Street*
54 and 50 • •
Needles and Trimming always on band,

mar inti

WARREN'S IMPROVED
FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT

COMPOSITION,
—

dr

a v e

Anfa/ne Reception

Brackets,

{^“Beware of Counterfeits.

110 and 112

ME.

HENRY P. WORCESTER,

noons,

»A. I>. REEVES’.Tailor,
No. 98 Exchange St.

and
HaU Chairs and Fancy Carved

Rich Silk "Velvetis
And Velvet Mibbons !

and

on

at his

Eleyant

A Hint Kxqnisilc, Delicate mill Fin.
■rant Perfume, Distilled from the
Hart and Beautiful Flower froiu
wbirh it lokeo its name.
Manuihctared only by PI1AI.OIV A AON.

Rooms,

Sale

F.

inst,
Hankinpt
..1 RUBBER OVERCOATS which bo h
HasShirk
to sell at $3.00 each.
In

At

LABGE ai"l CHOICE SE-

PORTLAND,

of impcrior

u. a. Hall
jiermitiori

op

PREBLE STREET, (Near Preble House.)

and Produce Business,

Grocery

No. 00 Middle Si.,
Portland,

TRIMMINGS

w:i3

Under tire Jimi name of DANFOKTil & RICKER,
ttt 1 S3 Fore Slicet.
F. A. DANFORT!!•
nolM&wli
Portland, Not. 7th, IBOtt

N^v l—dtf

A

Faro rite Fear !

pant

M. & A. P. DARLING,

KIMBALL,

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

*

HAVE this dav admitted as patlner, D. B.
RICKER. and for the future wi 1 confiue in

The
AMERICAN

Oct G—eod tf

P.

MANUFACTURER

Exelmnge’an.l^il^rlrSfreets.

BrtnokU said 4*It

best

BABB,

In ALL SHADES and AVIDTHS.

No. 01 Federal Street.

Not. S—iltl

patronage.

Between United State. A Preble House.

“

Clothing,

Barry, of 7?rv-A/.?/*r, V. F., pronounced It
quite Worthy of rating teW.”
Mr. Tlorey, Brest. <4 Ma--. ITorf. Society, thought
‘*»t was so bard % as ■<> .esfcrt ibocold which bo general/ ad<\lMd the Bartlett; and in quality it certainly wn> Its Biiperlor.’*
Ron. M. P. Wilder a mi.lion.
Breek, Ex-Presiclent of the same Society, say they ‘can endorse all
that has been :;n!d in*n»!aM»s to its excellence.”
PHfQE.—1Trees, of ihrce years, generally having
fruit-buds, $3 each; $80 per do-/.. Smaller $12 to $24
per dos.
J. \V. AUAMs’ Nursery,
Oct 20—d&w5w
Morrill’s Corner.

lad
®

C.

UENEUAL

NOTICE.

customeruuUl tad our pHces at
rates, and as a rule less than
Wo aim at making it pay our
us

Porllaud* Maine.
Work executed in every part oi the State.
juneldti

Ay.

The

c*i
our

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

Commission and

I'ETCES GIVEX

at.wc11
‘P'ality.
Mr.

HOLIDAY GOODS.

HEAVY TICKINGS,
WHITE CAMBRICS,

As heretofore

Fresco and Banner Painter,

Very large;

Soc.
lafe Dr.

Woodbury S. Dana,

John a. S. Dana.

June ldtf

si aflur to the Bartlett in
form,
less miL-ihy in daror; vino us, melting, bnttv, and iuieyj fine texture; ranks best.”—

t£^l>ut
enr

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

CHECK CAMBRICS,
WHITE MARSA1LLES,
CASHMERE BORDERING,
LINEN 1IDKFS.

l*

Salt,

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

BBES: EXTRA KENNEBEC CRANKER11EES fur ealo how by

Clairp’s

co.,

(1

7i n

Luther DaiIa,

THIS!

Promo. 8onrfy.
Xi‘c trou is *‘oi healthy and thrifty habit.”—Aor-

l

li

_____

BROWN,

NEW PERFUME

ALSO,

SHIRTINGS,

'•{A
OV

Asn.

Nov 10—dtl

Teliow Flannel.,
Unbleached Cotton Flannel.,

the lowest market
many other tRoroa.
Cntndt to extend to

iT

1

Comtr of
novlSdtf

COST!

ROOM FOR

everybody.next

Bleached and Unbleached Cottons!
STRIPED

0ood«

Hoop Sk'rts made from Washburn

Henry White Twilled Flannel.,

'r '<

_

9

s

Cranberries.

Ladle t of

ii

STREET,

ME.

Sllrar Plated Cock*.

St

juneltf

«r7. i
um«jU or t 'J.Iookji’i olm
Clothing, of all linds Cleansed and Eepairod In
and
at short notice, i Se.ariiHKand Cloth
good siyh*,
iug buMb'Ut aj»d st^l,
septdOdlt

uomr.

DATS,

iu.it*

Closets,

KRY description of Water Fix:grp, (or Pweli ling Houses, Hotels, Public
Building,. Shops,
*«., arranged and set up In the best manner, and oil
orders in town or country ialthfliliy executed. Ali
kind* of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS oi all descriptions.
aprhdtl

Messes.

Of all .UUeripthm«, Ir,

Street,

best wife, at cost for a few days only.
Fsnov Goods, of every dascrlptlon, at

Flannels,

•Blenched A

»t

occupied

Second-Hand

ANDt

Fancy

Fine English Flannel.,
White Cotton and Wool Flannel.,
«>“4 White Flannels,

Red Flannel.,

_K6+*-EftW'
LOOK

SKIRTS,
*J

•'

'J

Flannels, Flannels!

Shaker

No. 06 Bx-

Irom

JIcCiliTHy & KERRI’.

CIttiAT

Hand-Knit Breakfast
Shawls,
oil!
i[

ALSO,

i!

mBwpi

,\i

HOWARD,

NEXT TEiV

and Water

Pumps

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

sgpSHdU

Epfei.G. OTKVENS £ SON.

No. 2 Free Street Block.

166 Middle

*•

LAW,

Patents,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Aug 28—dti

FRENCH,

No. 97 Middle Street,

/SOLD
‘CHEAP.
o

R.

AT

of

Xo. 10S Middle Street.

..

THE

Wtf.

BOSOMS, Ac.

ARLEXJT10tJ^rinf;

For Sale.
story anil a lialf Brick Dwelling House,
•with wooilcn Ell arnl Barn, with about three
acres o< Land, situated in Cumberland Centre, on the Cohnty road, one mile from the Railroad
Station; formerly owned by Mr. James Blanchard.
For particulars enquire of Mr. SAMUEL TRUE,
Cumberland Centre, or
Nov. 15—

AN

-roc—

iA^EN SHEETINGS;

The only

eu.

74

CLIFFORD^

WILLIAM H.
COUNSELLOR

nov2du'

tiTKlerf6;AK'| hftv^’removed
cluugu Struct, to

’toiiii: swwr

__

W.

PORTLAXIt.

Sept 7-dtf

~——

»
s
;ir,i.Ifii ,9UO
I icifm sgrnn 9* A.- *«.

Nov 7—d2\v

of Maine.

State

Mdd GO Middle St.,

S8

Removal, Removal!

v

SWISS MUSLINS,

Large Pear Trees!

OLIVER

and

Please seu.Uuif.Cire4lat,

bo

CRASH;
DAMASK;
NAPKINS; TOWr^^; DIAPER;COLORED DAMASK; PIANO COVERS;

McEEII.VEy^,

284 Congress St.,
3—eod&eowSm

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,
Agent* ibr EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES fur

Wldgery’e Wharf,
Poutlasd, Me.

C. O. FILES, 28 HANOI'EM ST.,
¥BINC1PAL.

WOO L.EN m f
Khiitl .ahjooq if«8|
Which will

;

Furnishing Goods !

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

GOODS !

Portland, Nov. 1,1855.

GOODS!

French, Toilet and American Quilts!
respectfully announce to the
WOULD
Portland that he will sell for the
Russia and Amerioan,
Table

I -,ili ,.i iHl

Kiml of Packing Boxes,
made of £, l or | inch lumber, at short notice, and at
the lowest prices, by
S. T. SUAMON, Saco Maine.
Saco, Sept. 10,18C5.
&ep20eod2m

Congress St.,

And Gents'

HORTON.

’,

OF

Dry Goods, Woolens,

•TOHN P. SHAW,
FRED E. SHAW.

and Plaid

ALSO,
♦nrl

solicited for Cigar, Soap, Candle, Boot,

284

JOBBERS

octiedtt

Portland Academy!

a

Mil liken & Co.,

Successors to G. L. Storer tf Co.,

—

I’sred*

i

''

Isolated Plaito.

copart-

a

JiTFarj Exchau^cd, Repaired

12 nad U Franidi* Strain,

VICKERY &

Heavy Blaok CUak Cloth*; JPlaln
Ladies Cloths for Traveling Dresses.

Boxes !

Any

The

Deeririyr,

stueet,

AND

—

SATINS, VELVET, FEATH-

receiVItTg

Stock Ladies Cloths!

Large

SHOOK.

GORHAM

Miin>i4:

FTTH

^

^nii1

niKK

,■

ALSO.

I

/~|RDE1£S

October 2—dCm

HATS, CAPS,

VICKERY & BOWEN
tin'r-.iit-"-| mo'^uniTOi
,
Are
new loTof

—-■

In 1832, and still the. best known
ESTABLISHED
J remedy for all affections of the Lungs, Throat anil
Chest. Bo varetul to get the genuine.
BEED, OUTLElt &CO., Boston, Proprietor..
Large Bottles, 41.00.
Small, 50 cents.
Pure

Hardware & Window Glass,

Buwla, Bras*

Where thev will be CONSTANTLY SUPPLIED
DAT EST ST 1DES of

English Crapes,

1

r-

,r.

oct3eod&eow3m

Vegetable Pulmonary

a

W.

Merinos',

Saxony Plaids,

Picture9
A. M. MeKENNEY’S, 284
new method, in a superior

For Cough*, Cold* ; and

iao

Colored Corded Edye

Sept 4—asm

Black and Colored

_-jjj-

kind done at

any
OFCongress
St., by

ex-

amine the RARE OHAfiCES which lie oilers to all
alassos of ipeu to enter a buslass which .requires but
a very SMALL CAPITAL, and is not laborious, hut
on the
contrary, gives one a pleasant employment,
and which
pays flfcuB

French

Copying

Oct

will bo
rales ol

W*j

_

manner; call and

of

given
WILLIAM H. HORTON a ''-tj
\ TNSTltrrftrrON
Q0„
i iLUAUIAN, Au.
.-r,/
.viUiDIPd)
nooa -A

offering the choicest and most extenwe haye ever had, consisting of

Plaid. Poplins,

Nov. 15—dlw$w2w

most

Conant& Co.;
Maine. Loomis Taylor, Esq.; Bangor, Maine.

ni .v*u-U)

h

All Wool Delaines,

ii.V

-I-

‘JrHfc

_Li_

Empress-Cloths,

a

.?

Lumber.

Street,

are now
sive stock

SUPPLY OF

Hallotypes!

<& J. B. Cummings; R. O.
Watson Newhall, Esn.; Portland,

THOUSAND dry Shipping
Merrill’s Wharf,
sale by
SEVENTT-N1NJ5
Lumber,
sa^ribirlMMEDZtTLY8 N.
BIAS A
on

__.

£ WAVES.

,

...Inpui

AK«nt,,

Refers to— Messrs. T.

investing

Tlie two-spjry Uriok House No. 40 Danfortli
|j| Street.
JAMES E, CAETEB,
IL Icquireof
No. 4 Portland Pier,
Or. WM. H. STEPHENSON,
Nov Is—dtf
S&ooitil National Bank,

Shipping

~

money
small
business that is laborious and pays but
BEFORE
give the subscriber call and
cent,

Commercial St.

JA

.51

Received I
LARGE

4

Co.,

Dealers in all kind* of

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

.‘BROTHERS,

■

..

200 Fore

;

....

of and

175 Middle and US
Federal Stu.

At Hie old stand of J. P. SHAW,

A lull Stock ol Straw am! Frit Good*, ad anted to City and Country trade, now ©p^iuug and Tor
sale at the lowest market prices to dealers only, by

MELAINOTYPES

rrrra-T.TT

Just

JTo. GB Cruriee St., SEW OIUAAVS.

tons
,ons

For Sale,

,r

Also,

SHAW

DRESS TRIMMINGS.

CONGRESS STREET.

Glass!

on

Succes iors to Chase, Littlefield &

Importer*

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

ERS, FLOWERS, GLOVES,

<0. K.

KING & I) E X T E R,

—

A. M. McKENNEY’S
284 Congress St.
Oct 3~*eod&eow3ro

.,

SILKS,

Vi.

c2

oc3eod*cow3m

Wanted.
Two Scluwners from B0
to 100
burtlien to load for Boston
Apply to
V. T. 8. RICK A CO.,

-AT—

,,

"5’Sted.*

CALV IN EDWARDS & CO.

TTIT]

Fall aud Winter

“

Mm jfsoturer of Mirror & Ploturs
Frames,
Mo. i8 MARKET SQUARE,
)mnel2tf
Poutlamd, Mi.

Fortes,

«mlcrsl*^nc«l have tkls day formed
nership under tftfc firm style of

Plaid & Fancy Bonnet Ribbons,

tu,>

As
K.
F I i k i: T T,
Dealer in Photographic
Goods,
Mirrors and Engravings.

lot, and tuning done by cxpcrioiiced

Xuncis.
flaxen 8—‘USrwtt

°Ut

-fder“lrom

yMay M^dtl

Copsirfnorsliip.

RIBBONS!

augll’65codis&wly
C.* v.»

,i.'nifC.

Pianos lo be

LARGE STOCK!

MAINE.

POBTI.AND, MR.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing

hand

on

with all the

Black

I>LA-IN AN1» ohnamrntai.

STUCCO AND MASTIC
W0&KEP.8,
Oak Street, between,
Congress ard Free Sts.,

satisiaetioa.

&c.

FALL GOODS!
Comprising* full Stock

Dry Goods

Artificial Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver and Vulcanite base. All operations warranted to give s^tis-

host in

Fancy Goods.

PLARTERERS,

Holloltor

Stein way <fr Sons, of New York.
All instruments sold'by utNare warranted to give

Black & Colored Velvet Ribbons,

Clapp's Block,

acliou.
-;‘i

NEW
Black and

DENTIST,
market Square,

No. 8

Trimmings,

NETS,

Aug. 26—dtf

patronage.

and

keep constantly

Piano

Fancy Goods Headquarters,
145 Middle Bt., Portland.

OSGOOD,

C. H.

JE2&

Commission, Merchant, PAKMELEE’S
be convinced.
A. M.
Sliippiu+e

Dry

BROTHERS,
Head Long Wharf.

Nov. 4—S,T&Ttf

Patent

qui-

is needless to follow them further, suffice
it to say
they reached our lines the following
evening, and repopted to General Bosecruns.
The
following oidcr explains itself:

AMOicM

GENERAL

:

etly,”
It

-■

■■

THOMAS F, WALKER,

share of public
Not 9—d4w

from prime Southern Yellow Corn, tor sale

IN

spy in our lines that we are anxious
to catch, and he has, so far, eluded us, and if
Poems I
we meet a stranger, we are anxious to find out
rj T UTT
Illaitvated by Hamiaatl Billings,
his standing. I’m satisfied with this one, for
a man will tell the truth when he’s asleep.”
Will be ready SATURDAY, Nov. 18.
This Edition
“Your supper’s ready, sale,’
will be illustrated with
“And I’m ready for it,” replied the General,
and left the room.
ORIGINAL. DESIGNS,
’,
*
Our hero moved, grunted, and finally turn7f;,
ed oV», and found his hostess still in the room which will not bo usod in any other edition.
and behind her he saw “Tom” at the door,
.making motions for him to come out.
Xbelady asked ft he felt comfortable? had J. E. TIJTTON £■ CO., BOSTON,
U*
,,
he slept well, <Src., to all of which he replied in
PUBLISHERS.
the affirmative, upon which she left the room,
>'
■<
Nov 18—d3t
ca: 1
:il
■'
A.:i>
and he followed soon after and found Tom
1

good

Ctapp’s Block.

No.fl

and Childrens

ROSS £ JFEEJV Y,

P PETES.

with aU tlm modem improvement*, which they ran
eell as LOW as ran he pm-closed el*,
where, ol the
saiufj 'iiiality. We Itave male arrangement*, also, to
keep an assortment ol New York ana Boston Piano
forth*, among which are

For variety and eompxe*iojiJiiveiie»« we think our
equal to any iu our largest cities, and will be
offered to the trade upon such terms as will secure
their patronage.

fashionable stock of

Gents, Boys and

Portland, Me.

nounce

stock

Wtvery description.
Having for some years past been in the employ of
Messrs. A. & S. ShurllefF& Co., Shoe Manufacturers
aud Wholesale ;<lealcrs in this city, feel confident that
1 can Bellas low as the lowest; and by strict attention and fair dealing, hope In a short ume to gain a

Superior Meal for Table Use /

IT"-

u

AND
Ladies, Misses,

and

Street,

QfPioduce._sep20dlyr

Tfce undersigned beg* leave to anthat (hey are manufacturing and

Stock

BellClasps,

Belli nap,

MECHANICS' HALL,

a new

PIANO

pre-

Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns,

Congress Street,

OPPOSITE

C. K. BABB.

Packing

EDITION

_0I._
Hu

320

Sept. 1—d&wjhp

GOODS,

HEAD

found’
fou*ii

FRAMES,

Eggs, Lard, Beans.

atten^R I»aid to consignments of oil kinds

wish-

one

out d town or in the
city.
i luive the old negatives «f Mr.
Morrison’s at mv
room*, taken when lio was in business; friends who
hail them there will hud them
here, from w hich
Copies can be taken without recopyjng, at the IowobI
pnccs.
The public are requested to call and
give me a Iry
as I am bound to mak% as
good work a* can be
An assortment of
&c.. will bo

f_

FANCY

to wait upon any

hero. raUuua^esolicited.
Card Picture* £3,00 a 1)okcu< as good as
anyone makes.
GOHNEB of MIDDLE and UNION STS.

are now

Complete

Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store,
select from

,'iOOfi Yds. Poplins and Thibets,
down and to he sold at bargains.

MARKED
novll

New and

and

ready

is

lor
ol Ibemselves or friend*, at rcas-miprices, lor asg»od wv.rk ai is to be had at any
m the city.
Copying done of all kinds of picyooiu
tures, and worked up by a c nape tout artist al the
Especial
attention
puld to Chili Irens picfuoilw*
$kk "r deceased iiei-sons
1

WOULD

Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’

No.

Dirp i: !•;
PHOTOGRAPHER I
where he

wholesale dealers Uf

ble

inform tlftir frieuds tunl the Trie to generally that their spacious store, lately damaged

NEW

wear

:a

a

from de

EE ouse,

J i.

MAYpictures

MERRILL & SMALL

invito the attention of their
public generally.

Ao, 3 Lime

or

ing

novlldtf

by fire, is again in complete repair,
pared to show a

and

Butter, Cheese,

ho h.und at No. 122 Middle
Street,

ALL RIGHT A GAIN1

GO TO

PORTLAND.

At

ali'

E. D.

J. M. JOHNSON’S

No. 63 Commercial St.,
Nov. 15—dff

i.

RATE©

EASTMAN.
Portland, Nov 10,18C5.

*«■••<«

foil to command thci&vor ol
whether in regard to DualPrice.
Every articia warranted as recommended. Grateiul for the liberal patronage of (he last
Twenty rears
we hope lor tbs c ontinuance ol the fovorn ol oar
oW
Irionds :uul Die public.
oc18*I3iqos
Boston! September 3J, 1805.

ity, Style

found at any other Stoic !

be

can

Commission Merchants,

In every varict % cannot
sill in want of Furniture

B. M. EASTMAN,

Rubber Belts, How and Packing,
Lace Leather, Hemp Packing, tfc,

PO.’S

Commission

V

■

&c.,

&

As

Station

Hhivniture !

and Germitd Doeuius
Caul meres*

LOW

CHIL-

Men’s and Women’s Wool Lined ARCTIC GAITERS, and VENTILATED BUCELITOVKES.
A large assortment of Mon's, Bays’ and Youths'
Cnir und Thick Book, with a good stock oi
Women’s, Misses’ and Ohfldven’s Boots and Shoes.
Jiff-Men’s RUBBER COATS, LKGQINS, and

Te all of which ttoy
old customers and the
Oct IS—d2mos

—AT—

RICE

and

Passenger

ilayiuorki-t Square,
opened with a new and flesh stock of

cszssur*-

FL A^nSTEXaS!

RUBBER BOOTS & SHOES.

Oider, Buttor, Pickles, Backwlioat Hour,

Apples,

BOYS’, MISSES’

have taken

Our sfoAk, mostly niauufactured by ourselves, hi
the most. RShful manner, of the Latest DeBi 'ns.com-

A choice selection of BALMOUALS and NT7BTAS.
Our gooija being purchased at greatly reduced
prices we are prepared to sell at as

Street.

the

the
the

over

have

we

gOOtfc.

UNDERVESTS and DRAWERS,

HOYT’S PREMIUM LEATHER BELTS,

’n?spnr'

pasture.—

Exchange

Cassocks,

Gioves. lloeiery, ami Woolen Yam; 1M, all Wool
BLAX K.fc.rb, very CllEAl* ; Cotton and Linen Goods in all
varieties;Russia and Scotch Crash.

—Also,—

HWflmttUCARRIAGE MAKERS

nigger with you.”
“Ha, ha,” laughed the General, “lie’s all
right. I’ll bet on him. But you see, madam,

Take every

8

Boston and Maine

LADIES CLOTH, in all desirable STiadcs. Thibets.
Poplins, Alpacas—plaid and plain; Mohair Goods of
every variety; Prints, pelaines^a new style of silk
luster finish.

Caps.

No. 2 Rosin,
630 Boxes Mnuutaetnred Tocacco,
40 Cases Manufactured Tobacco,

A

•■i

stand,

we

over

where

stoves.

res^l«i<!lt-

our

COT"

EDWARD GOVE &

I>RIED APPLES, &c.

^BANCROFT
lire at

Jarjje

auj

jTbarbour,

J. * c.

the recent

BROADCLOTHS,
English, French,

,i„a

J^ards.

PRODUCE

OF

old
SINifE
Worcester rasseneer Station,
and boautii'ul liaiis

Chinchilla Cloths of all Shades,

Made

None bat the belt workmen employed, and the
shop constantly supplied with the beet of stock, rey
gardless of expense.
Mr. J. L. WILLEY, who has had
long experience
In manufacturing custom work, in this
city, has
charge of the manufacturing department.
PUNCTUALITY is the motto of .this establishment, and aU work ready for delivery when promised.
REPAIRING noatty done at short notice.
Sept 13-dtf

BUCKLEY

of

LONG AND SQL'AKE J

Cloaks, Capes

Stoves,

HEAVY IRON.
PU‘£' “OKT LEAD, and
\KA?
(U1 klmL, ut Tin, Copper and Sheet
iron, hi quantities to suit.

cd^ferjt*52F

SHAWLS!
&

WORKERS

ALur«»o Ji'urnrteoeK

"...

Consisting in part

Office and Parlor

~1.

Sole A^inU tu Portland (hr the Celebrated

Boston and New York Markets,

St.,

MX.

Boots

a

Direct trom

Witn Fuir fSatoll.

“

75

HARRIS’'
ttATS AJVD

.*

receiving

mrw

EASTMAN BROTHERS.

OU,
Spirit* Turpentine,
Wilmington Tnr,
Wilmington Pilch,
No. 1 Rosin,

sow,

1>UT?.

0H0I0E LOT of ENTJBELY NEW GOODS

WORK,

Class

M^k|WOMEN-S,

Kerosene

“

A

the

First

All

No.

No. 1 Syrup,
Fancy Baltimore Flours,

50

50

Federal

PORTLAND.

fob

Potatoes,
Codec Crushed Sugars,
Granulated Sugar,
No. 2 Syrup,

“

•»

at that time, but he resolved to trust to
CAPS
luck, and if that failed he would try what vir’
tue there was in ‘right angles, horizontals,’ <fcb.
OPPOSITE
POST
OFFICE.
the
and
an
dcor
officer
enopened
Presently
-—-f:——
tered, dressed in the height of Qonfetterale •r » TJ ■>
lace
and
showed
at
buttons,
gold
style, gilt
all,
Esquimedux Hat,
a glance that he bote the rank of Lieutenant
Delmonico Hat,
General. The conversation that ensued, informed our horo that he had the honor of oC- I
Saratoga Hat,
cupying the same room with .general Hardee. ■ni') i-Dictator Hat,
He had as yet feigned sleep; he heard the
Rusher Hat,
General ask the lady if she knew, who he was,
West End Hat,
andher reply that she did not, then followed
the story of his getting tlirown, and so on.—
Dasher Itat,
He was anxious to establish his reputation
Laplaml Hat,
with the General as a soutid seceaJi, and a litr
DUnderburg Hat.
tie ruse occurred to him which lie resolved to
i
practice even to the extent of making himself
In BLACK, WINE and OKAY, at HARRIS’,
ridiculous.
Suddenly calling oat as if asleep: Opposite the Post Ottee,
“Bun Tom, the infernal Yankees are comNovember 18* 18C5.
a.
2wed
all the horses in the hack

ing, put

woild.”
Quaker passed

The

mistaken.”

flowed

just

“Mr.

‘•Wasn’t you up here at ‘Stone River,’ at
the fight?”
“Nay, verily,” returned the Quaker, “I go
not about where carnal men do battle.”
“No I Well, I must have seen you some
where. Likely I’m
place, hut 1 don’t recollect

a genunen dat got
out
and would

250 Barrel.

_

Mr.-”

“Very likely,”

“Missus, dey’s

boom

500
250
100
250
115
50
S
100
200

Are

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,
Ill

And

129 Middle Street,

Manufacturer and Dealer in

No.

CsoJrin-r,

Having

RUBBERS, RUBBERS!

Must

MMtyeach

During the conversation which occurred
outside he heard the name of ‘Van Dorn’
mentioned, and the thought that they might
meet was anything but comfortable to him

“Never mind,” said the General, whHe the
comers of his mouth began to jerk, “here,

supply of tracts and religious papers which he
scattered freely, wllh a word of gentle admonition to the card players, and a hint of the
world to come to all. He was particular in his
inquiries for the sick, anu even visited all the
iorts and fortification* and made particular inquiries about them for Ibe »frk, writing a letter to one, tarnishing a stamp to another, so
that at the close of the day he bad visited ait
and made a memorandum of what was needcd, aud was preparing to leave camp, when a
Lieutenant came along and accosted b‘ni
with—
“I say, stranger, haven’t wo met before ?"

“Golly, inassa Cap’n, you’se been talking to
the ole debbil hisseit”
Pve got one
“Hush! not sh loud, Tom.
more for to visit, and then we’ll be off, and
take a ‘straight shoot’ up Hoover’s Gap.”
“Cap’n, Cap’n 1 dey’s a regimental of desc
dirt rebels just started up the Manchester
road, dat’s going up from Hoover’s Gap, for I
lieerd the Kurnel say so.”
“All right, Tom, we’ll take the ShelbyviUc
road and run the risk of meeting ‘Van Dorn.’
Go on through the ‘abatis’ the same way we
came with the horses, and I’ll meet you in:
half an hour, by that old house.”

by
hoofs, followed Immedia
loud
U
O
:
“hillqa.”ately by

aud here—”

a

“Certainly, and here is a bill of protection
for person and property.
No thanks—good
day to vou.”

loud clatter of horses’

may supply.”
“Have you any recommendations ?”
“Yes, verily;” and the Quaker prodoead a
bundle of papers, and commenced assorting
them out. “Here is one from friend Broadbent, and here is one from friend Quakerbush,

men

another Stone River for hi m.”
“Good for you, General.
Don’t leave one
of the cussed mudsills on our soil. But it’s
1
and
must
getting late,
try and get some supplies before I go back. Will you accommodate
me with a pass ?”

by the fire.
During the night he

means

with fire and sword whom carnal
the Yankees?”

Georgia and Alabama troops shortly, and If
the cowardly Dutchman don’t run i’ll make

We will sell an order upon Wm. Grace & Co., ( he
orders are in scaled envelopes) for <me I>olla«* which
entitles the bearer to one picture, retail price
$1»- A large proportion ol envelopes will contain,
instead, an order for one of our engravings, valued
from #1.50 to $15,00. Our Order Box com ains Five
Thousand sealed orders, each customer selecting lor
himself, and In addition to the above there is placed
in the box
tme Order lor a Splendid Piano, valued $X
$450,0Q
One Order ihr a Wheeler & Wilson's* Sewing
150.00
Machine, full cose, valued at
One Order f ur a Splendid Solid Oak Chamber
Set, with Bla°k Walnut Mouldings and
Marble Top, all complete, valued at
100.00
One Order for a painted Chamber Setycomplete, 50.00
w
One
45.00
Ono Order lor a P. P. Stewart Pallor Cook
45.00
Stove, No. 44, valued at
One Order for an N. P. Richardson Criterion
Cook Stove, valued at
32.00
It will b©jpotif-etl that every purchase* is sure ol
a picture worth all he pays, and
everywhere considered cheap at the price, while the more fortunate
ones will obtain, iuslead, engravings worth from
$ V<0 to $15.00 or one ot the inoi'e valuable articles
mentioned at*>ve.
Our Customers are assured that every article in the
stock will be lairly sold oti these terms, without favoritism,
person purchasing an order will
have an equal chance with hie neighbor.,
*-W The Order'Box jvlfi be constantly replenished;
thus. If to-day the order for thy Piano is sold, another
order for another Pfiffo wifi be Immediately placed
in, Uio box, thus giving all a fair chance at all times
tor obtain some ofour valuable, articles.
The furniture offered is on Exhibit ion at the Great
Furniture Warehouse of BURROUGHS & HUDSON, No. 4 Free Street Block. The other goods may
be seen at our store.
Orders by mail will be promptly answered. On receipt of $1, with stamp for return postage, oue of our
sealed orders will be selected and for wanted to any
address. In sending, bo *>ure to writ© your name and
post ©dice address plainly, that no mistakes may

PARKER.
to clcasing Bed and

be stqld to make
LABOE CONSIGNMENTS.

NO GIFT ENTERPRISE!
NO JEWELRY HUMBUG!

Operations:

Notice,

a>

FURNACES, RANGES,

pcnctased' the stack ot dby goods
ami taken the store formerly occupied by S. B.
COWELL,

hTjones,

b.

I {nr«»-niiiM!

Great

NOVELTY SALE,

Manner,

Saliafaotiuu Guaranteed in nil Cases*

Mattress Ticks.
Nov 4—dtf

<

Plan of

Short

C.
N. B.—Special attention paid

—

will lie.”

nolBti

jvoyhs

Business

l^ohang,, StYe<,t,
PORTLAND
MAINE,
Manufacturers of and

EASTMAN BROTHERS,

CAJiJviT%:0,1i?ir0n8

Hanover St.

Got up in the Best Possible

oi

BALL’S

and Gentlemen, from the
very beat
aleck to be found in the
metropolitan and foreign
markets, made to order, and warranted to glvo entire uatiafhctrion.

GENTS’ LITSTEISr

LOTUS,

Street.

j\.

No. -.05

New, New!

For Ladies

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,
Ao. 36

SAMUEL

CUSTOM

Street,

of all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
without injury to the finest fabrics.
Over and Under Garments, LINEN

“Ashcroft, sir.”
“Yes, yes; I have heard of your family.— GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,
You have done nobly for our cause from reGen. Kosecrans was quartered in Judge
a« Cheap
the cheapest,
Res-dy’s house, and had a private suit of rooms port.”
“We tried to do our duty, General, and
on t.he second lloor, with windows opening
TUE MA#KEt AFHe was sitting before a what little 1 have left, you are welcome to, but
upon a verandah.
to
I
don’t
Yankees
it,
want
these
d-d
get
bright fl-e on the evening our story opens, in I seni down
by General Wheeler’s command,
undress uniform, with nothing but the butP. MORRELL & CO.
of
meal
os a
busliels
other
an
hundred
the
day
tons to betaken rank. An orderly entered and
gift.”
The General
announced Captain Carter.
No. US Exchange St.
“1 wish we had more like yon,” said Bragg.
arose quickly, and advanced to meet him with
“Let me fill your glass again. Colonel. I wish
By Coat-M akc r s Wanted.
that easy, smiling look, that put the Captain’s
I had something better to offer yon.”
Nov 2—dim
The General took him bv the
fears at rest.
me to send out to my portmanteau
baud, while liis countenanee assumed a more for“Permit
a bottle of rare old wine.
thoughtful look, or rather settled in repose,
“Tom, here Tom, bring me that bottle of
and said:
Wm, Grace & Co.’s
wine.”
IndiThis is Captain Carter, of the
“Yes, sah.’*j
ana ?”
G RANU
“Rare vintage this, General.
It’s one of a
“It is, sir,” replied the Captain.
>
“You received a peremptory order this eve- lot I got up north before the war.”
“Excellent,” says Bragg. “I would like to
ning to report forthwith.”
have a supply.
By the way, Colonel, did you
“I did, sir; and have done so.”
see
of a Quaker like personage on the
“Yes, yes; take a seat,Captain. Iam in roadanything
this morning?”
(Entered according to Act of Congress )
want of a man of some experience, Captain,
“Riding a bay horse, with a nigger followwho has not oidy a ‘hand to do and a heart to
BY if. S. GOVERNMENT.
LICENSED
dare,’ but also has judgment to guide and direct both. Geu. Thomas, after quietly look“Why yea. He came to my plantation last AT DEPOT BUIEDING,
ing through his command, has picked on you;
I insisted oti his staying all night but
:and I have such confidence in the ‘grizzled night.
Corner Congress and Center Sts.
old hero' that I have summoned you here for he was in ahfirry and could not stop.”
“He was a Yankee spy,” said Bragg.
NO LOTTERY!
service. Are you willing to undertake it with
“Anything. General, for our country’s good.”
“Very well, sir; you will remain here tonight. Any of your effects you may need,
send for by the orderly at the door. During
the night I will inform you what your duties

90 Exchange

Congress

_
per
annum, in advance.

-^-^.Miscellaneous.
A.

°f 0)6 best solooted stock.
,A., ,VSIt0ES a”1! EUBBEliii that can be
found la this city, which will be sold at tho lowest
cash price, at 353 Congress Street, near Green St.
SAMUEL BELL.
OotM-dti

Particular at eution paid to BOYS’ CLOTHING—
Cutting done to go outot the Store.
By strict attention to wants of customers and prices
reasonable, a share of patronage is solicited.
Remember the place
No.

In retiring from the Custom and Ready-Male
Clothing Business, I would take thte opportunity to
tender my thank* to my humorous customers ibr pa»k
favors, and cheerfully recommend them to my sucfiMon, Messrs. H. W. Rich & C6., as Worthy ot
their trust and patronage.
AM. SMITH.
Nov. pMd2w

C

“The devil I and to think that 1 gave the
d—-d rascal his supper.”
“Well, well, never mind, Colonel, we’ll pick
him up yet. I’m going to make a feint on the
enemy’s flank to-morrow with ray cavalry,
and we will probably get him.
He has information that will be valuable to tlte enemy. I
look tor a couple of offlcei-s in a few days, that
I sent up to Franklin to find out the enemy’s
strength. If they bring me a eorrect report,I’ll
match Rosecrans with all his low cunning.
Besides this, Colonel, 1 am looking tor some
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CLOTHING

No. 90 Exchange Street,
recently occupied by Messrs. MCCARTHY & BEIt
RY, whore may be found all the LATEST STYLES

■

UP TO WIST

Tailor,
CLASS

Dry

Boot, Shoe& Rubber Store,

CHISAM,

a

Gents’

ion.

all its risks ?”

Boots and Shoes.

NEW STORE/

Merchant
HASr^?oa ^ FIRST

Goods!

IfltilmisMng

whisky.

name

co.,

STORE,

W. F.

1

STREET.

FOKE

m
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would be

“Where do you reside ?” asked Gen Bragg.
“I live near Bradyville, General, and come
down to ace If something cau’t he done to
keep those infernal Yaukees from our section.
They were down there yesterday and carried
off over two thousand bushels of com, and
nearly alt the wheat in the country.”
The speaker was a middle aged man of rath-

“What did you say your

copart-

a

——

row.

ened the

NEW

For tha purpose of curving ou the CUSTOM and
UK A L>Y-M A1 )E PLOTiUNG BUSINESS, and have
taken the store Tocoiitly occupied by ABEL M.

right,” said Rosecrans; “the ef-

greatly impared by having the names of those
engaged in it made known. 1 enjoined the
utmost secresy upon the Captain, aridiept
him here that night that he might not be
questioned too closely by liis comrades. We
wIU hear from him again in a few days; his
negro will rejoin him by ten o’clock to-mor-

er

imply disgrace1 But these
mutlerings were not heard at headquarters,
The Captain retired to
and were of no avail.

not the order

was

w. rich &

ono

lerms

•■

Miscellaneous.

Notice!

Copartnership
geo.

■

_

CLOTHS! CLOTHING!

of course /knew nothing obout it.”

the gallant old —th in January, 1803. The
cotton fields and cedar thickets of “Stone Kiver” were as yet scarcely dry from the loyal
blood which had there been given up to freedom’s cause. The regiment was struck dumb,
so to
speak, and the Captain most of all—
What could such an order mean ? Surely,
none deserved censure less than Capt. Carter.
He was the idol of the regiment—a perfect
specimen of manly strength, bold and tearless
in battle, perfect master of the “sword” and
“gloves,” kind and gentle hearted, always
•bund upon the sidfe of the weak. He bad
These thoughts

Spring

Hill.”

j

“Humph I Some of Captain Carter’s ingen- SMITH,
uity.” said Gen. Thoma"',
NO.
“Yes, he is doing his work nobly, so far. I
Having
only hope no harm may come to him.”
“Well, General” said Thomas, “Colonel R—, Stocks of
of the —tii Indiana, was asking me to-day
why the Captain was relieved of liiscommand ;

GeneralOrders No.—.
Captain Carter,—tli Indiana Volunteers, is hereby
relieved from his command indotinitely, and will rejwi t at those headquarters immediately.
•
By order of Mqj. Gen. Uosewaus,
Lieut. Col. Goddard, A. A. G.
[Curasnt Series.]
The above was read upon dress parade to

gallantry.

additional guns; 3,200 troops, 2,000 of

which *e cavalry at

The Secret Service.

his

Clothing.

The latter was cordially met by
Rosecrans, who hnmndiately, handed him the
paper he had just received.
“This is all cypher to me, General,” said
Thomas.
“I suppose so,” said the former, who had
been writing. “Well, here Is something more
intelligible; two forts of six guns each; thirty-

Hlwr’
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FOR FLAT ROOFS.
E. MERSEY, Agent,
No 16 Union Street.
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are

thi Dally

in want of any kind oi
Press

Office.
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daily press,
PORTLAND.

soughl^tetary

ary, and vfehave even known weather-bound
sojourners in country inns to extract a crumb
or two OfeofiifJrt from the advertising col-

Monday Morning, Nov. 20,1865.
---

-—9 ^

The daily »ss«e
d emulation

on

lhau the
of the Press is larger

of

nil the other dailies

in

Tee ms-$8,00 pe r year 1,1 advance.

jy Reading Mattor

on

coiti-

the city.

old newspapers; but, save in a single
one to
instance, we have never known any
instance
find amusement In a Directory. This
for we passis in our own personal experience,
very pleasother
the
day,
two
ed an hour or
not to say profitably, in reading through,
“
the Portland Directory
from cover to cover,

umns of
_

all Pour Paces.

The World—Again.

antly,

When according to Milton, Satan headed
rebellion against the hosts of Heav- for 1823.”
is a thin little book,
routed
The volume in question
en and, failing, addressed his broken,
situ- which looks so much like a Primer, or an As“the
on
followers
in
a
speech
and ruined
he refused sembly’s catechism, that we have no doubt it
ation,” it will be remembered that
field
wat lost, went into the rubbish-pile from which we
the
to despair because, although
the
“immortal hate” survived, and though
pfTtd jt, mistakenly supposed to be such. It
on-' has a curious air of old times about it, and
arch-rebel had found himself, to hivdost,
this enwould no doubt recall to a Portlander of 1828,
able to cope with Omnipotence, yet
itself on feeble the very spirit and action of that day. Even
wreak
could
hate
yet
during
the inno- to us, who were very young when its dingy
Man. It could find relief in ruining
page3 were printed, it gives a strange imprescent and the helpless.
to find among sion of the time, a picture of the little PortIt might be supposed difficult
to the spirit here
land of those days, quiet, sleepy, dignified and
human beings any parallel
have takreaders
our
aristocratic, that we have never felt before.
manifested, but if any of
trouble to read the New
In 1823, so Mr. N. G. Jewett, the compiler
en the disagreeable
week past, they will of our Directory, informs us, Portland had
the
York World for
a

precisely
have found there a disposition
Milton’s Satan
sembling that manifested by
re-

so

not yet become

could enable

that no conceivable spectacles
It seas that the
to detect a difference.
has
suffered in the
its
that
party
field is lost,
ruinous
recent elections an overwhelming and
which has been
the voice of the

people,
defeat,
that
called the voice of God, has pronounced
but still the it arid
irrevocable
doom;
party’s
no
does not find its occupation gone. It bates
For
jot of its malignant, its satanic activity.
is there not, forsooth, still remaining the nigOn his devoted
ger to be hated and injured?
and most innocent head may he wreaked all

tions of

ing facilities from

more

South,”

dislike to

and is in-

the North who are laboring to relieve
misery under which many, both black and
white, are suffering in the southern states; became the World (ears that if the state of things
there existing shall be investigated and exposed it may result unfavorably for the.plaus of
those re-constructing rebels who wish to get
the negro wholly into their own power that
they may work their devilish will with him
unhindered by any interference of the GenerHere is a specimen of the
al Government.
base insinuations by which, rather than,by any
fair and open argument, it seeks to attain its
point:
If the war for the Union and the emancipation of the blacks wore to result in paralyzing
the industry of the Southern communities,
and in making paupers of both the white and
black races at the South, we should liavo small
reason to thank God, on the 7th of December
next, for our victories vouchsafed by Him.
sons at

the

have done their utmost to throttle the constitution, or restrict the sacred right of every
planter to wallop his own nigger! If the result of the war is to be

the imperiling of
these, then indeed we have
little cau.,e for thanksgiving to God on the 7th
ot December!
If there tvas ever anything in
in the spirit and purposes of the arch-fiend
himself, meaner or more malignant than that
here manifested, we are unable to point it out.

things

so

sacred as

The United States House of Representatives.
The Advertiser a few days since had a long
leader from which we extract the following:
Tiii appalling difficulty is almost certain to
ari
oa the assemblage of the members elect
of the next House of
Representatives, if the
ex-efor of the house, as radical
papers now
indicate, has determined to leave from his rrli
the numbers elect of the Southern
Stales,
wh'aly, or in part. If these members present
-•
ir/in the executive of a state that
cy
•»
at duly elected members of the
H*'V
1 ::
:
o. H /use
of Representatives, “in
w.'h the jaw s of their states re'..e U'-s of the United
v
States,”
•/;
artuljr excuse for rejecting
&u
:
*,<*> «*. bfc.Tejre *nob rej-action,
l!
v:
, .ar-/>-'i in by large num•
<
*
*
ber
We hope, tat the 1
: j> jz- or
e nation, no radi at- I
tempted ezeituMB trffl be j^Tti-texi in.
'i'iiis indicates the “radkaT
tuwAmA
■

■

may be noticed in the case
A glance at the

In

1823, nine churches provided the religious

instruction for the religiously inclined, while
the Democrats and Bepublicans of those days
found in the Portland Gazette and Eastern

Argus sources of general and political information, and vehicles for partizan abuse, in no
way very di^erent from those enjoyed by their
descendants. The Argos seems to have been
somewhat in advance of "its contemporary and
rival, for it advertised in the Directory.
The

names

of

some

of the streets of the

city have been changed within the memory of
rainy now living, y;t it seems strange to see
Congpese called if ain St., and E xcliange, Court
St.' At the same time, Park was called Ann
street, Brown, Beaver street, and Brackett,
JefTersoti street. Essex street appears prominent in the Directory, but we confess we do
not know where that was.
unfamiliar to us.

Chub street is al-

so

The

Directory

followed by eighteen pages of
advertisements, and the first upon the list is that of “Oliver
Gcrrish, Watchmaker and Jeweller, No. 6,
Exchange street.”
The only other advertisers whose faces as well
as names are familiar to the Portland of today, are Charles Farley, Jeweller, David Buxton, Bookbinder, and W. W. Thomas, Dry
Goods.
proper is

It is very sad to see in the lists of the citiof Portland in the year
so few of

zens

1823,

the names now prominent in the affairs of the
town, as well as to know that many, if not
most, of those old families are not represented
in Mr. Beckett’s last
record. What has

■

become of the
the lawyers, the
physicians and the divines of those days?—
Many of them, and those not the least distintinguisbed, have, as far as Portland i3 concerned, vanished from the face of the earth.—
Their very names look strange to us to-day,
and their memories will shortly
perish, unless
speedily rescued from the pit of forgetfulness
into which they seem to have fallen. There
are not a few yet living who can still recall
the old Portland men and the old Portland
Why will they not do it ? Let us hear

times.

from Mr.-or Mr.-(our readers will
easily supply these blanks) some reminiscences of the last generation.
Let us hear something of the social life of that eminently social age; of the rides to “ Brewer’s” and
“Broad’s,” and the festive suppers at more than
one famous hostelry in town.
Let us hear

something of those princely merchants, whose
ships were upon every sea, who built tlie elegant mansions that even now, more than anything1 else, give Portland its distinctive external character, and whose enterprise almost
puts to the blush their successors of ’65. Let
us hear something of the
lawyers and politicians of those days, whose quarrels, and whose
bonmots and repartees were famous then all
over the country.
Let us hear something
about the privateers of Portland; perhaps we
may learn a lesson from the story, that may be
of service to us,before
long. Let us take, with
the assistance that some one is
surely able to
give us, a good long look back into those old
times; a peep at them does not by any means

satisfy us.

.....

A

Tbe K.4P. Railroad Imbroglio.
paragraph has been going the rounds of

theprei* setting forth that a Bait bad been
programme.
According to the spirit of the ■ commenced by the Ken. & Port. Railroad
above, the clerk ha- no right to refrain tiuu, Company again**, the pr.aent, or Port. <fc Ken.
j
entc.-.ng upon bis roll the" names of ps-r- Company, to dhspotv:** the Utter of the road
soo. c. at
ruing seats under the credential* Of tttid fra,i -e. aij'i ta restore them to the
tac Gove mors of the late
revolted stales, aml j original company. Thinking we understood
the Hou e has no
right to que tion them, or to the animal of ti,i* tutt; that it was instigated
a-it any conditions not
impoanl upon the tty an ambtUo u* young lawyer rather to Bern .ml/ers
from the loyal states.
Can any- fore a Ox:, or to worn pel somebody to buy biru
thing be more absurd ?
off, than frow any expectation of winning,
•Since the 4th of March,
we have not bit milt/1
not
one of
mi,
upon to aid the
ih v, states has been
plot try pub; w n,< the report. The following
represented in Congres*.
-So far as the
composition of that august legbe fr'/ro the A. w ^ correspondent of the Jtosbni.o tribunal lias been
w<! think presenU a fair and
concerned, tb(,,e ton Ailr.tr
ttaio
have

been unknown; the same
truth fo' vj,.w 0f tim wlxile ease:
as
though they had no existence. In other re\,iuch baa boon written and spoken wnlations and for other
purposes they have been
ceraingthe suit recently brought by the Kenknown. Their Senators and
nebec and Portland Railroad Company against
Representative
prior to the date named, withdrew tiotlse Portland and Kennebec llailroad Compa“the
national legislature, took formal
ny. It lias iicen dignified witii an importance
“ri^ ^lna* which does not belong to it. Tin: old compaleave, giving notice upon the floony, the Kennebec <fc Portland was bankrupt
*' °* their rcBpcctive chambers that their
almost from the beginning. The stock was
oul of the
states
had
gone
valueless for years before the present company
Union,had abband henceforward
took possession. It never paid a farthing as a
-red their allegiance’,
w
dividend from the formation of the company
ould be to the Federal
Government as for
to the present time. The road was regularly
Then those S
-eign states,
mortgaged, and in due time the mortgage was
selves an in
states formally declared themlegally foreclosed.
ed armie
aependeut Confederacy, they raisThe old company, which was unable to fulb they made war, they seizad
rvi .cn-'
forts, fill its contracts, even to the payment of interest on its debts, in the natural orilerof
os,
revenue cutters, mints, custom
events,
died.
.Some of the old stockholders were
Louses <oC., they blockaded the
of
navigation
to
that
green
could
resuppose
they
rivers, and in all possible ways ignored the au- gain a enough
mastery over the road. The shrewder
and
defied
the
thority
power of the Govern- ones hope only to place themselves in a jxisitidn to be bought olf. The
ment oi w mcli the national
power of calling a
congress is a
meeting of the old corporation re-,ted in jx;rbranch.
sons
haying interest in the new company, and
nereis the last known officially of those
refused to call one. The Legislature of
1804
States by congress. It is known that
inconsiderately gave toother persons this
they
rigjit, and under this authority the old corporahave been in rebellion, that they have been

onquered, that they have yielded to superior
force, that they are under martial law, that
pi visionaljGovemors now.fill their executive
office:;, aud yet we are told that, should men
appear from them claiming a light to hold
seat.: in Congrcthat body has no right to go
c

behind the certificates of those Governors!—
Was ever proposition more monstrous?—
St a!

may rebel with impunity and return to
t11 ir prior status without
questions being askel! 'IbisIs the doctrine.* Comment cannot
make it appear more ridiculous.
s

tion is resuscitated and
comes into court with
this suit. The
only ground of complaint, bo
lar as I can
learn, is that the stockholders of
the ne w
company were able, through the exy
of the Kennebec and
,p?or cr8(llt to
Compa»y>
buy their bonds at a
beIieve it is true that they
»s bard to see in what respm
l0 < er'i are
in-iwed by this
transfer ot
obligations. The
only
OM
** 3etlled by ‘his

Sf
Urfrl r1

fT0"1!1; \
Jt
l1l,jit0^k
wi^t
depf^c!ateJ

s$t rwhetberV
the conditions
of

l,Can

awChr^egVoffrfc toe’

SPECIAL NOTICES.

The South Carolina

tS^-JasjG.

>

ter.

says:

“Toby Candor,” the Augusta correspondent
of the Boston Journal, in his last letter, informs us of the precise manner in which the

Legislature of Maine is to be organized,
and how the various State offices are to be
tilled. This is kind indeed. It saves a world
of speculation and trouble. It is an improvement upon the old plan ot electing those officers after the Legislature shall assemble.
It
removes one of the most troublesome of tasks
from the shoulders of the members to those
of “Toby Candor.” We fear, however, that
when he announces that Hon. A. D. Manson
has withdrawn or will withdraw as a candidate
for the Presidency of the Senate, or that Mr.
Manson’s friends have withdrawn or will withdraw his name, he speaks without book. We
have not yet received that news here.
next

city
merchants,

The italics are ours. They show where lies
the meat in that cocoa-nut. Let
every unfortunate in the South whom war has de-

how you limit the power of unrepentant rebels, beware how you interfere with the
“rights under the constitution,” of men who

change

their ancestors of 1823.

Let us see to it, while..we are stretching
forth our hands to feed the hunger and to
clothe the nakedness of the South, that we do
nothing to strengthen a policy which threatens
to make these acute miseries of our fellowcountrymen chronic, by denying to the whites
the sacred rights and wise immvn ltes of local
self-government, and by depriving the blacks of
the wholesome and needful discipline of a settled, plain, and easily comprehensible system
of relations between themselves and the rest of
the communities in which they are to live.
Whether the Northern agitation of the aboltion of negro slavery did or did not lead directly to the horrible results of revolution and
war which lie behind us in the immediate
past, it is, we repeat, unnecessary to now
discuss. But it is far from being unnecessary,
it is vitally important for us to consider the
not less horrible results to which the Northern agitation of negro
suffrage, if now persisted in, must lead, by delaying the political
reorganization and confounding the social reconstruction of the Southern States.

ware

Cumberland,

Directory tells us that the Hon. C. Q. Clapp,
Henry Goddard, Esq., and E. Howe, Esq.,
have not changed their places of residence
siuce Mr. Jewett’s record was published, while
many of our old families, though partially broken up by death, still live in the houses of

tended to bi ing discredit upon and to throw
difficulties iu the way ol those benevolent per-

prived of food and shelter perish in hi9 destitution, no matter what may be his color; let
women and children starve and
shiver, but be-

the Bank ot

of several other old citizens.

now before us, which we take
recent issue of the same paper.—

It is headed “Relief for the

The

Two of the Directors of these institutions—Elias Thomas
and John Mussey—still survive, and. strange
to say in this age of restless change and movement, they are both passing their ripe and
honored old age in the same houses in which
they lived forty-two years ago. This same

States are unfit to be trusted with political
liberty. Conceived in a similar spirit

article

more

and the Bank of Portland.

and civil
a

a

merchants or old Portland derived their bank-

negroe; had rai ed an insurrection in Jamaica,
therefore the whole colored race in the United

an

boyish pranks and seraphs to
grey-headed readers.

than one of our

the evil passions engendered by disappointed
ambition, detected hypocrisy, and treason exposed and foiled.
A few days since wc had occasion to allude
to an article in the paper in question, by which
it was proposed to show that because certain

is

city, being governed by

board of selectmen, all of whom have now
passed away. The schools of the little town
were under the supervision of a School Committee,—the chairman of which seems tohave
been our distinguished fellow-citizen, Hon. T.
A. Dablois. Ot his associates, Judge Ware, of
the U. S. Court, is the only survivor. The
evil-doers of those day3 were held in awe by
one police officer, Wm. Pollays,—and we suspect that his name will bring back recollec-

one

from

a

items of state mews.
g^—The Chattanooga Rolling Mills arc runday and night, and employing 500 men.
ning
Legislature, according
the
of
the
Machias
papers,
Union
jyyfanth
The London News says there is evidence
gy
to the Worlds correspondent at Columbia, is
and 4h<» Republican, me worthily engaged to on
side that the result of civil war has
every
what
calls
“a
make
he.
engaged upon
plan to
ht§»ulate the steamboat enterprise between raised the prestige and credit of America and
negroes workwhich means, it seem3, a law that place and this <dty.
her enterprise higher than they ever stood becondcmnl4£ them to forced labor upon state
Jenldag, Esq, of Eliot, raised
sA
—' Jore.
bushels
of
fine
if
nine
sweet
works they refhse to “enter into contracts”
potatoes this year!
has the palm for adherence
Kentucky
gy
6ST"Tbe Machias Union says that Mr. C.
with planters.
Five disto slavery, and free negro hating.
Shorcy, since 1852 landlord of the Eastern
There are a certain number of white workingcharged colored soldiers, on their way home,
IB
about
to
remove
from
Hotel,
to
view
men in South Carolina who will probably
Machias, settle have been mortally wounded I The gallows
at Wintlirop.
the passage of such a law with composure, and
for the murderers.
President Cham pi in of Waterville Col- yawns
Treaties have been made with all the
perhaps even approve it. And yet its direct
gy
lege, urges the payment of the subscriptions in
effect will be to cut down the wages and break
most dangerous tribes of Indians that infest
Maine to' the $100,000 fund in order to
give the the plains on the usual routes to California.
down the independence of every white workcollege the immediate benefit of the second
The Northwestern Indians have been defeated
man in the State.
subscription of $25,000 from Mr. Colby of with
great loss. They will yet be pushed off at
There are in South Carolina at this time Boston.
c
Tvr TT 7
rT'
of the log! lat. 49 north.
end
the
than
white
black
workmen.—
probably more
!®“Tbe Whig says John McDonald, a man
gy John Minor Botts is in Washington,
The State had, by the last census, two hun- about 45 years of ago,- IsU at Bangor
through
a claim for $10,000 fur wood token off
dred and ninety-one thousand whites and four the hatchway of the schooner' Oriental, from urging
estate near Brandy Station, Va., by our
his
hundred and two thousand blacks. Now sup- New York, and was so severely injured that he
troops. He has already received $4000. The
died Nov. 15th.
pose that such a law as is proposed comes into
General considers the demand
the
8S^“Thft Eastport Sentinel says that on Fri- Quartermaster
operation;
following conversation between
as extortionate.
an employer and a white workman will show
day evening, 10th inst, Annie, daughter of
|yA dispatch from Washington says the
Capt. John Jordan, fell down stairs, breaking a President
its effects:
is getting daily more disgusted and
Kerosene oil lamp in her fail. The oil
ignited annoyed by Southern pardon seekers and adWhite workman—“I would like to 'work for
and a portion of it having been thrown
upon
you. I am a blacksmith; a first rate work- her
visers, and states that hereafter he will exerhead [and. face in some way, she was inA notorious exman.
cise greater discrimination.
I ask two dollars a day.”
stantly enveloped in flames. An older sister rebel General upon insisting upon an interEmployer—“I need a blacksmith; I like ran to her assistance, and after
considerable
had his card returned with a message
your looks, and will give you seventy-five cents effort succeeded in putting out the fire. The view,
that his persistency was impertinent; and a
per day.”
younger sister was vary! severely burned, and Richmond personage who insisted on
defining
White workman—“I can’t support my fami- the elder one; hod her hands and neck
badly his position to the President at the same time
such
on
burned.
pay.”
ly
proffering some advice as to the governmental
$y The Lewiston Jourrial says heavy supEmployer “I can get a colored blacksmith
had his card thrown on the floor and the
policy,
plies of butter and cheese are accumulating in interview summarily closed.
for fifty cents per day.”
White workman—(After cursing the- the interior, because of the reluctance of the
gjy Marcus L. Ward is elected governor of
and otherapeoulaton/to send their
New Jersey by 2917 majority, a Republican
niggers for a while.) “Tour fifty cent nigger dairymen
produce to market and take the ruling prices gain of 10,242 since last year, when MoClellan
is not worth one quarter as much as I, to work
for it.
had 7295 majority.
for you, or else he would not work so low.”
!S5r*Tb« Whig says Mr. J. R. Wells of North
gy The Pittsburg Commercial concludes
Employer—“He is just as good a workman, Soarsmont, has a yoke of oxen four
years old
the “Tylerizing” of Andrew Johnson has
buthehasgottohirehimseltat once, or else last spring, that girt seven feet and five inehes that
been postponed indefinitely. We presume so,
work at convict labor for nothing for a year.— each, weighing 3578 lbs.
and the Johnoonizing of the Democratic party
That’s according to the law we passed last
tyxhe Bangor Whig learns that proposi- is likewise at an end.—[Buffalo Express.
session.”
tions have been made to the Board of Agriculgj^-Lynn has laid the corner stone of a new
White workman—“And because you’ve got ture for the location of the State Agricultural City Hall. It is designed to make it the finest
him on the hip, you cut under me, too P—
College at Orono, upon the White and God- public building in Essex county.
dard farms, located upon the Stillwater stream,
Your law against the blacks takes away my
gy On Friday New York city was envelthree-fourths of a mile from Orono village—that
living.”
oped in fog so dense that navigation was sushas been favorably received,
Employer—“Can’t help that;.I'm not bound the proposition
pended.
and that a meeting of the Board will be held
to pay you two dollars when I can get another
gjp-Patrick Shehan of Portsmouth,has been
in that city within a few days, to further conI offer you half as much
man for fifty cents.
acquitted of the murder of Joseph W. Carlton
sider the matter. It is believed that the form
is Newbnryport, in September last.
again as 1 would give him, to show you that I which is a
large and fertile one, will be donated
gy Saluave, the rebel leader of the Haytien
value a white skin.”
for the use of the College by the towns of revolution, was killed by a shot from the Bull
White workman—(If he is not a fool)— Orono and
Oldtown, and that nearly all the Dog frigate in Cape Haytien harbor.
“You use your laws against the black worksubscriptions made in Bangor and vicinity for
gy Hon. R. M. Johnson, formerly United
men to destroy us white workmen and our
the College to be located at Orriugton, will be
States Senator from Arkansas, is in Washingfamilies. You are cutting our throats with a
transferred to the location at Orono, the Board
ton seeking the restoration of his valuable
‘nigger contract’ law.”
having decided against the Orrington location. plantation in the South, now in possession ot
Employer—(Turning on his heel, very well We have seen the farms referred to above, and the Freedmen’s Bureau. The property will be
satisfied)—“Seventy-five cents per day is bet- they are in one of the pleasantest spots in the restored to him.
ter than nothing; if you are wise you will take
State, and as fertile as pleasant.
gy An order just promulgated by the War
i'Sf Major Albert Tracy of the regular ser- Department musters out eight more volunteer
it Next Monday is contract day, then I can
get that nigger for twenty-five cents per day, vice, formerly Adjutant General of this State, organizations, consisting of cavalry, artillery
for he’ll take that rather than work for noth- having, on account of impaired health, been re- and infantry.
tired from the “active list” of the army, has reing on the State works, as the law directs.”
to
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Exit white workman, cursing, not now the turned Bangor.
The Hallowell Gazette says that at the
but
the
and
blacks,
planters
capitalists who, levee held by the ladies of Richmond, last
New Goods, New Goods t
week,
under pretence of ‘a plan to make the negroes
1b<$ sum of $300 was realized. This money will
JUST RECEIVED AT
have
a
law
which
white
work,’
passed
obliges
be used in handsomely furnishing the new
99 EXCHANGE STREET.
DRESSER’S,
men to work for starvation
wages.—[Evening Town Hall, reoentfy completed in that vilPhotograph Albums from 50 Cts. to $8. All kinds ol
.>>.>
Post.
lage.
Jewelry going cheap. Poitmonuaies from 20 cts. to
Dancing Dolls 26 cts. AH kinds of goods
CIP"The Machias Union urges the citizens *2. Rubber for
30 days. Give DRESSER, a call at
Slightly Sarcastic.
going cheap
of Cbeiryfield to build a monument to the bis
Old Stand above the Post Office, Exchange St.
The Bangor Whig Is somewhat sarcastic
Soy. 18—flNd4w*
memory of Gen. Hiram Burnham, who was a
upon that singular compound of bombast and resident of that town.
egotism, who annually or oftener, makes up
tSfThe Lewiston Journal says petty larceny
GENTS’ ^
y
the programme of our State matters for the is
becoming a crying evil i% that community.
First Class Custom Boots t
amusement of the readers of a Boston paper. Crying evils are
generally of a juvenile characOF ALL BINDS!
But no amount of ridicule will stop him; his ter,
/.
// !
[rv
Made from the best material, and In the best manannual developments are as sure to come as
8SP“The lumbermen on the St. Croix river,
ner, tad warranted equal to the best made in the
the chicken pox, mumps, or measles to chil- both in this State and Sew Brunswick, are precity, and at the LOWEST PRICES, at
to
do
a
business
the
winand
are
much
more
large
harmless. The Whig paring
coming
dren,
GOWELL’S,
A Benoiicent Scheme in the South.

A Peep into Old Times.
One would hardly expect to find very agreeable reading matter in the pages of a Directoof a rustic
ry. We have #11 ^eard the story
who
recreation from a Diction-

A Bear Stobt.—The St. John Globe tells
following story :—A live bear of average

the

size, and, as it would appear, of more than
average ferocity, which was brought to town
by some lucky hunter a day or two ago, and
carefully chained up in the yard of the Fisher
House, on King street, broke his chain on Saturday afternoon, and taking refuge in a wood
shed, bid defiance to all encroachments on his
Fears were entertained that
stronghold.
Master Bruin might take it into his head to
make a raid upon some of the streets, and to
nail him up hard and fast was the best thing to
be done; but here was the difficulty. As soon
as any one approached the open door, Bruin
made a rush upon him. Two men armed with
axes, however, kept him at bay, while a third
nailed up the embrasures in the forftflcation.
A volunteer officer who conducts a flourishing
business under the
sent

for,

Waverly House,

was now

and a bullet from his Enfield ride put

end to poor Bruin's resistance to law and
order. The shot was a good one, taking effect
an

rr-The Lewiston Journal Bays several volunteers for the Mexican Republican army have
been secured in that vicinity lately. They were

promised $1100 bounty on reaching Boston.
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED
Tile Boston Transcript, referring to reevents at Tullahoina, quotes the saying of
Chateaubriand, that the first thing a Spaniard
does on landing in a new country is to build a
church, the first thing a Frenchman does is to
build a ball room, the first thing an Englishman does is to build a tavern; and
adds, “If we
should extend this*general idea to American
tendencies, it might he said that the Yankee no
sooner lauds in a country than he proceeds to
erect' a school-house, and that the negro-hating
Southerner no sooner sees the school-house
thaa he proceeds to demolish it.”
cent

I3f“The Vicksburg^ Herald soliloquizes as
follows : “Shall Mississippi ratify the Constitutional Amendment ?
We answer no, ten
thousand ttqies no 1" The Herald will have to
vote “no” more times than that to
out-weigh

the .unanimous affirmative of the people of the
United States.
By In a Philadelphia court, a few days ago,

photographic views

of

a

house in Chicago were
a suit against the
*

produced in evidence, in

Pennsylvania Bailroad Company.
ly Sotghum planting will be extensively
carried

on

in Connecticut next year.

Mills for

crushing and boiling have been built, and syrup
of a fine quality, worth one dollar and
fifty
cen|» pe# gallon, hits been made this year.
By The United States Surgeon-General determined some time since to send a model of
the Hicks United States Genera*
Hospital, situated in Baltimore', to the Universal
Exposition.
in Thrift ii 1867, and has
in

the
obtained space
American department for It.
between the eyes, although the range was not
By A London bookseller, who announces
long—being some three or four yards. , T < ria^e’fjPo^afln a cheap reprint for the English people, takes the
liberty to print the name

xvor the Press.

“J.

Saturday the citizens of Machias and ricinity were to have a meeting to see what
could be done for a steamboat to run from
this city to that place.
They have already got subscribed a handsome sum. The
subscriptions in this city are swelling up to
t he desired amount; they have already taken
t’ne matter in hand on the route. It is desirous that the whole amount necessary for a
good steamer .should be raised at an early period, to enable those having the matter in
charge to have the boat purchased and ready
for a trip early in March.
It has been intimated tbat the leading ones
are thinking of a steamer ni?w in this
vicinity,
which is entirely insufficient /hr the route.—
All steamers running from Boston to the
Eastean portion of the state, are fast and
commodious; and it is hoped that a first class
boat wifi be procured, such that our Eastern
travel will take pleasure in patronizing, and
feel quite at home on board.
Otto.
(Second Auditob’s Office.—The Washington Republican says the number of accounts
settled in this office during the month of October, is thirty thousand six hundred and fiftythree, as follows:
34
Paymasters.
Indian agents.
30
805
Orduoace, medical and miscellaneous.
Bounty, arrears of pay, etc. 8,DM
288
ltsoruitmg service, enrolment and draft.
Property—Ordnance and Quartermaster De-

partment. .. 20,882
Property—Ordnance In charge. 133
Deserters’ money refunded.

(IT

Total.30,663
■Number of claims registered and briefed,
38/i.Vr; 11 umber of letters written, recorded and
mailed, 21,721; number of requisitions registered and posted, 224; number of certificates
issued upon requests of I’ay Department and
Commissioner of Pensions, 4,172; making the
largest amount of labor ever reported from the
office.
Godey’b Lady’s Book for December is aholiday number, and presents some unusual atMarion Harland contributes a
tractions.

charming Christmas story called “Nettie's
Prayer,” and other talcs and sketches bearing
more or less reference to the same festival are
included in the numbor. A fine steel engraving representing two children returning from
the snowy woods, where they have been to out
the “Christmas Tree” and gather holly, forms
the frontispiece, and is faced by a very beautiful vignette title in which are depicted various
Christmas scenes and sports.
A Winter

Soene,” Out in the Cold,” New Music, colored
fashion plate, and the usual miscellaneous assortment of patterns, etc., complete the illustrations.
Published by L. A. Godey, Philadelphia, at
$3 per year.

Godfrey

Saxe”

-seeing which the author
sai^j_“I pardon the cockney for stealing the
poems, hut for sedeviling my name in that
affeoted style, I would like to pull his
piratical
nose

for liim !”

;

fcy Henry B. Harrison of New Haven is
talked of for the republican candidate for
gov-

ernor, to succeed Gov. Buckingham.
ty A barber in England, during the prevalence of the cholera, expressed the
opinion to a
customer on whom he was operating, that after
the
cholera
was in tite hair,
all,
“Then,” was
the answer, “y»» ought to he very careful what

brushes yoh uSe.” “Oh, sir,” replied the
barber,
laughing, “I didn’t mead the 'sdr of the ’ed, hut

^atmosphere." 1
Ard Taylor informs the editor of

tl

f the

the

Rural

Afoertis^if that he has raised the present
season a

few plants of the real Latakia tobacco, probably the first ever grown in the United
States. ThS seed was brought from Egypt, and
he oonsiders the plants he has grown
fully equal
to any he ever saw on. Mount
Lebanon, from
whence the Latakia tobacco comes. It is
quite
a distinct
species, having a broad velvet leaf
and a pa e yellow blossom.
try “You ean’t deny that we have mustered
some

of the finest armies ever seen on the
!” haughtily said the rebel General Wade

globe
Hampton to General Kilpatrick, during the
negotiations of Johnson’s surrender to Sherman. “Yes,” quickly replied the
dashing cavalryman, “yon mustered ’em and we peppered
’em*

One

reason now assigned for the remarkably favorable teems of the reciprocity
treaty to the Canadians, is that Mr. Marcy intended that rite Canadians should enjoy the advantages of it for a time, and then his government would abrogate the treaty, make the Canadians uneasy, and insist on annexation. It is
evidently working that way.—[Traveller.

tyMiss Dickenson is said to be in the receipt of $15,000 annually from her lectures.
This pay* better than running a sewing machine, or making army clothing at shoddy contractors’prices.
|y Spain has at last taken active measures
to provide for the abolition of slavery; and, as
the drat step in this great reform, the Spanish
Ministry have reported to the Queen that it is
the imperative duty of the government to seek
the extinction of the slave trade. The American oopperhead Democrats evidently intend to
be the last to give up the institution.
$5r*The great oil well at Pithole, Pa., known
as the Frazier or United States well, stopped
flowing suddenly on Friday. It had been yielding 480 barrels daily. "This was the first well
struck on the Holmden Farm, and the failure
causes much excitement among the oil men.

gyThe Traveller says Ex-President Pierce
is dangerously ill, although his symptoms are

favorable than they have heed.
Thomas has been ordered on an inspecting tour of the colored troops in Louisiana. He is a man whom it is safe to trust on
I such a service.
more
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Almira, Pray, Pbipsburtf.
NOTICE to mariners.
MEDITRKRANEAN FIXED LIGHT AT TORROX. SOUTH COAST OF SPAIN.
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SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.
Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to your-

LADIES’ LIST.
Alton Henry C mrs
Armritjonf John mri
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TEETHING

which greatly facilitates the process of Teething, by
softening he gunw> reducing all inflammations, wlU
allay all pais and spasmodic action, and is

selves,

ton*1
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COLGATE'S HONEY SOAP!

WINSLOW,

Letters

Stephen. NB

^

THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, lit such universal
demand, is made from the choicest materials, is
mild and emollient in Its nature, fragrantly scented
and extremely beneficial in Its act upon the slin.
For tale by all Draggists and Fancy Good.’s Dealers
) »1
JuneSldlyr

Soothing

Pbfilelphla.

Brid Arctuiu., (Brl Stilus, Hillsboro NB-master.
Sell Clyde, (Br)
Robinson, Annapolis NS—master.
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Dixon Fanide C
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Partridge Phabe K mn
Richardson Amanda ran
Dyer Mary W mn
Recerd Augusta mrs
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Dana Sarah 8 mrs 30 MainRaymon I Lizzie

Relief ajtd Health to yocb Ihfants.
We have put up and sold this article tor over thirty
By order,
Rich Fannie E Mn
■t
W B snUBRICK, Chairman.
years, and can say in confidence and tbuth ot it
Kiciutrdson (too mn
Doughty Victoria
°““ L'*hthu“"
nover
been
to
have
we
able
of
wliat
Roblnion Hattie (jape E
say
Enlit Amy
any other
Roberts Hannah mrs
Fames Em
medicine—Never has it failed %n a single instance to
Rolf John mn
Feeney Katie
DOMESTIC PORTS.
eject a curet when timely used. Never did we know
Poritald Hattie
Smyth Anne mn Brackett
GALVESTON- In port 3d ingLbarque Mary Bsnban instance of dissatisfhetion by any one who used it*
street
Flaherty Hannah M
and Trajan, Sleeper, tor New
Clark,
Sw. etsir Ben) mn
Icy,
LA
mra
Fuller
York,
wtg
all
are
with
its
On the contrary,
delighted
operations, rise of Odes.
wife ofSkPlins Catharine V mn
Farty
Margaret
and speak in terms of commendation of its magical
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 6th, barque Cephas Stanztt
Small Kate A
Martin Farty
Sullivan Catharine mn
effects and medical virtues. We speak in this matter
Gregory. Rockland.
Foie v Maryan mrs
KEST-Sld
KEY
11th,
Brattle St
ship
Theobald,
Theobald,
Mary
Agnes
Feeney
“what we do know/* after thirty years experience;
Stevens E M mrs
(from Philadelphia) for New Orleans, In tow.
Flood S A 4
and pledge our reputation for the fulfillment of what
MOBILE—Ar 1th, barque Wapella, Orr, Bath:
Free man Susan L mrs
Spragne Harriet A mn
we here declare.
Iu almost every instance where the
Smith Julia E
brig Belle of the Bay, Noyes, New York.
Gordon Abby H
Ar I4tb, ship Rival, Doane, from Antwerp.
Smith Jaa mrs
Green Anna
Infant is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relief
Cld Itb, barque Gan Eden, Reed, New Orleans:
Stone Mary L mn
Louisa
Gaecnough
will be found in fifteen minutes after the Syrup is adloth, ship Vanga&nl, Bussell, do.
Gill Margaret mrs
Sylvester N P mn Back
BALTIMORE—Ar 10th, sch Gen Putnam, Sbarret,
Cove
ministered.
Gordon Mary A mn
»' Green Marv J mn
Bucksport.
Stratton W P mn
1_
Full directions for using will accompany each botPHILADELPHIA—Ar I7th, hrtg S Strout, Wal
Goodwin Mary mn
Aggie
Tlwmpeoa
tile
None genuine unless the fao-simile of CURTIS j lace, New Be lford; sch Kuight, Romcr,
Bangor.
Gage Wm C mn
Trundy Harriet mn
Cld 16th, brigs Lucy Ann, Ann, Bryant, and S
& PERKINS, New York, Is on the outside wrapper.
Gove Paulino
Wilber Abbie J
Stront, Wallace, Boston; sch Cata wain teak, ParkHughes Caroline B mn Willey Clan L mn
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
NEW YORK—Ar 17th inst, barque Celeste Clark,
Wilson David H mn
Hayes Ellen C mn
Price only 86 Cents per Bottle.
Bangs,New Orleans; brigs Yazoo, Couch, Norfolk; Hunt Elton W
Wormed Lizzie E 2
Itasca, Coburn. Hondont for Boston.
Ella
Williams Lizzie
june3snd&w6m
Harrington
Cld 17th, ship James Foster, Jr, Aboel, Liverpool;
Hilton Imogen I
White Lizzie M
Hatch Mary B ran
Meridian, Lambert, lor Louden: barque Zlngarella,
Whitehall Jane mn
The Invaluable Medicinal Prop- Bates, Matamoras; William E Andersen, Pierce, for Hale Mary E
Warren L D mn
Havana; Mary Lucreda, Bowers, Apalachicola; soh Hall N mrs oor Pine andWUber M J mrs
erties
e
While Swan, Wooster, Calais.
State St
Woodbury
Mary J mn
Of Bucliu are so fully known by the cures it has efPROVIDENCE—Hid 17th, schs Madonna. Csombs,
HaiTtman Susan L
Ward Mary ACumberland
fected in diseases arising from an impure state of the
Jackson Etta
Philadelphia; Jane, Haskell, Ellsabcthport.
St
Sid fin East Greenwich 26th, Bch Zicova, Heath,
Jordan Mary M mra
blood—producing unsightly eruptions, blotches and
Woodbury Penelope mn
Jarvis Wm mrs
pimples, and other more serious evils—that we can- Elizabethport.
Willard U E II mine
not speak more loudly in fevor of
NEWPORT—Ar 16th, sch Convoy, Carter, Belihst
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Winslow Winfield A mn
Kelley
for Norlolk.
Yemen Ellen
King Llzzlo W 2
SMOLANDER’S BUCKU
In port, brigs Geo Burnham, Mountfort,Providence
York Rachel mn Cape K
Kennedy Lizzie J
than to say it is compounded mostly of this herb, and
tor Philadelphia; Sophie, Strout, Clierrytiold lor New
of ingredients which add greatly to its efficacy. The
GENTLEMEN’S LIST.
for do: G E Prescott,
York;
SSmall,
Torrev,
Bangor
truly wonderful cures which thJa remedy has effect- Pierson, Vinalhaven for do: schs M D Haskell, HasLittlefield D L
Anthony Alfred
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SMOLANDER’S BUCKU
Engineer, Willard, Bangor for Baltimore; Lacy, Ap- Batov A A
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for Philadelphia; Pavilion, Snow,
Ben iTH«
Molsaac Anthony
There is no Buchu preparation rfeby,
i9 no humbug.
Mitchell A J ft Co
Bogin Capt
known that can oompare in medietnal value With it.
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SMOLAXDER’S BUCKU
for Providonce.
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Marvin Chae B
Ar 18th. schs E H Nash, Small, St Gebtge NB tor
is no watery compound got up to sell by advertising,
Morrill Chae 3
Bruyoros II L
but a valuable remedy,tested by long experience in priPhiladelphia; Wave, Crowley, frezn Addison for New "Brown H
Maxwell C P
vate practice, and tci ll do all %t claims.
The bottles York.
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BOSTON—Ar IMh, brig Abbott Lawrence, Greg- Barbrick John H
WHERE. BURLEIGH & ROGERS, Wholesale
McGregor Geo H
ory, Georgetown DC.
Brooks John W
Melcher Mol in an S Mai
Druggists, Boston, General Agents.
Cld 17th, schs F Hail, Mitchell, Hartford: Zone,
W. W. WHIPPLE, Agent,
Browne J A
Mason John K
21 Market Square.
nol4dlwsN
Nickerson, Bangor.
Minott John H
Burnaby J Edwin
Ar 18th, brig Ida M Comery, McLclian, PhiladelBurk Mathew
McUulre Jas Capt 0
Barker Mark
McCallar John Hon
phia; sch Ruth H Baker, Knight, Philo-lelphia.
Old J8rh, ache Jenny Lind, Cola, MachJaspoB; Gen
Kuril's Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renew*
Brion Preston
McLeod John
Meade, Ferguson, tor Searsport; Talisman, Fuller, Blair Robert M
MoQueen John H
ev has prdved itself to be the most perfect preparaTliomaston.
Batchelder 8 F
Multloone John
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tion for the hair ever offered to the public.
Brown S P for Margaret Mayo J K
New York.
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rious properties whatever.
ell, Philadelphia.
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it Will restore gray hair to its origNew York.
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inal COLOR.
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Clark C C
FOREIGN PORTS.
Crains D 3
McLaughlin Jr Robert CE
It will keep the hair from felling out.
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Morrison Robert K Act 2d
At Palermo 24th ult, brig E P Sweat, Chadbourne,
Aset Engineer U S N
Cobh Edw N
from Cagliari, ar 19th.
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Moses Stephen
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trous and silken.
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New York.
Cheney HR
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No person, old or yotmg, should fail to use it.
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COUGH

BALSAM!

New Advertisements.

PROMENADE_CONCERTI

PHOTOGRAPHER,

DIPHTHERIA,

CITY

HALL,

GALLLERY,

ht^nlutry

FRYEBURG

ACADEWyT"

ITCH!
ITCH!
Scratch, Scratch,

_

RESTORING,

33.

Wholesale'

lONES,

H.

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers.

Retail,

...

CO.,

_MARRIED.

Maine

Vol 50,

and/or Slate,

DIED._

Hall’s Rubber Emporium
IS kt 117 Middle Street, where every variety of Rubber Goods can be procured, at Manufacturers’ prices.
Their assortment ot Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
Goods is really magnificent.
JunelStt

LOOK,

LOOK I

SEND MK ONE DOLLAR, by mall, ahd I will
any one of those,Gold-Plated Artloles:—
Ladies Neck Chain, Gents Vest Chain,No; 8 Locket lor two pictures, Jet Hoops, Set of Ladles Jewelry, Gold'Itlbg, Gents Chain Phi, Gents Anchor Pin,
Peart Sleeve Buttons. Gold Plated Button., Silver
Plated Pen-Holder, Pen and Pencil.
Address
L. DRESSER, Portland, Me.,
t- Box 132.
Oct 27—BNdlw*

In this city, Nov 18, Freddie S, only child of Major
3 and Harriot M McDonald, aged 3 year, 3 month,.
{^“Funeral tide (Monday) afternoon, at 3 o’clock,
from No 19 Pearl street.
In this city, on the 19th lost., Caroline, daughter of
the late Jedediah Jewett, aged 1 years.
In Waldoboro, Oct 21, Mrs charlotte Shaman, aged
82 years.
In Augusta, Oct 2T, Mr Albert Baker, aged 38 yra.
In Belgrade, 0?t 24, Mrs Jane U, wife of Thomas S
Oolder, aged 24 years.

send you

DR.

BASCOM'S

and Croup

Syrup!

Portland, by
NOYES,

English Flannelsl
OQQ ENGLISH Woe Flannel Tender Shtru
UOO ami Jackets for sale in Store,
Commercial Street,
Head af WMftrlM’ WkarU

Not. M, IMS_illw
A

*• DRAPER, Aaciiaaccr.

rT_IMPORTS.
YARMOUTH NS.
Dana & Co.
ST JOHN

Soh Knuna—OTi glia fish, to

United cSiat«s Cotton Sale.
JOHN H. DRAPER & CO,

NB. Soil HirondaJl—34,100 feet boards,
48,000 scantling, N J Miller.

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.
NAME

Cough

Reports.

FROM

FOB

Liberty.New Yprk..Havana.Nov
Peruvian.Quebec.Llvordool.Nov

18
18
18
18
18
18
20
22
28
29

For Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup, Bronchitis, I America.New York.
.Bremen.Nov
of the Lungs, Pleurisy, C onsumption, or
North Star.New York. .New Orleans. .Nov
any other difficulties ot tho Lungs or Air Passage*.
Etna..New
York.
.Liverpool.Nov
For the above diseases this is the best remedy that
Virginia....Now York. .Liverpool.Nov
was ever offered to the public, as any person wno has
Santiago de Cuba. .New York. .Calllorula.Nov
For Cboup it has no
ever used a bottle will testify.
Cuba..Boston.Liverpool.Nov
equal. For Coughs and Colds, one bottle will satBelgian...Quebec.Liverpool.Nov
isfy any one that it must be kept m the house. For South
America.,. .New York, .ltio Janeiro.. ..Nov
relief
will
when
all other remConsitmptton it
give
Persia..New
York..Liverpool.Nov29
edies fail. PRICE FIFTY CENTS.
Cuba.New York. .Havana.Dee 2
E.
Dn.
F.
Bascov. No. 15
Prejiared an i sold by
Corsica.Now York..Havana. .Dec 4
Middle Street.
BURGESS, FOBES & CO., Wholesale Agents, No.
80 Commoicial Street, Portland, Me.
Minister* Almanac.-November 20.
Nov. 15.
dlmsn&w3m*
Sun rise.:.. .6.57 I Moon sets. « 35 pm
Sun wsta.4.311 Iligh water.u.41)
AM
(k7**A Physiological View of Marriage!
and
300
130
pages,
flue Plates
—1Containing nearly
and Engravings of the Anatomy of th.3 Human Organs in awtafe'nf Health and Disease, withaTreatlce on Early Errors, Its Deplorable < Consequences
PORT OP PORTLAND.
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Treatment—the only rational and succeeshil mode of
of
as
the
shown
cases
cure,
report
treated. A
smarter, November 18.
by
truthful adviser to the married, and tl one contemarrived.
marriage, who entertain doubt* a t their physSteamer U'wlaton, Knight, Boston.
plating
ical condition. Sent free of postage to any address,
Sell Win Th.impBon, llawee, Tangier.
on receipt of 25 cents, in stamps or post al currency
Sch Lookout, Lane, Welltioet.
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane’
Sell Catharine Wilcox, McPaddan, Lubee.
Albany, N. V.
8eh Mira, Condo n, Bellas!.
The author may be consulted upon any of the disSell Ripley Uopoa, Caruiel, Boothbay.
eases upon which his book treats either ptrtonaUj/ or
Sch Annie Sargent. McIntyre, Boothbay.
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of thewcrldl
Sloop Portland, Ho, t«r». Bath.
1 •
Oct 6—a k d*w6m
Soh Zone, NlckeraO*, MwMtae (br Boetou,

MARINE

Oil

DAT*.

Java.New York. .Liverpool.Nov IS
Moro Castle...New York. .Havana..Nov ID

Congestion

WILL SELL

NEWS

FRIDAY, November

21, lS(wir

AT 1 O’CLOCK P. M.,

At

the Exchange Salesroom,
111 BUOADWAY, N. Y,

By order of
SIMEON DRAPER, (J. 8. Catlaa Agrat,

1,300

Pales Mobile and JVfW
Orleans Cotton

Tlie above Cotton has been classed and sampled
by Q. W. Ajuory, ami can be seen In the bale at
the Atlantic Dock, Brooklyn, and by sample at the
ofllce of the Auctioneers, No. 3C Pine St., New
Nov. 20—dtd
York, two days bet>re the sale.

Slave your Fuel!
BY US1NO
■nriHMMU Improved Bather Mealdiag
•ad Walker Strip.
realtor the a**»unt offtirl waited in heatbuildings oi an; kind. The leant
shrinkage of door* or window* In oold w*ath>
This valuable
ex admit* piercing drafts of cold air.
article cacluJos the oold, wet, dust and noise effectuthe
window* to
ally, when properly applied, allowtnc
b* opened Ireety at all limes, and tar more desirable
sashes
at
and
oi the oust,
outside
one-uuartar
than
and the saving of fuel is oter one-hall, in the winter,
room
that
to
be
In any
require*
constantly warmed.
The snhacrlbcr is prepared to receive orders, and
tha
■t
Mouhlhig and Weather strip on to Boon aad
Windows.
OFFICK—333) Caagrese Street, (Up Stairs)
near the head of Ureeu Street, Portland, Me.
can

Src

houses or

NORFOLK 01SIERS!
V^/

xhli

Stocks amt Bonds at Ancttaa;
WKONBSOAY, Not. »d, at half part 1»
o'clock, at
MoiHdumtM' BxoUuntfe.
80 Shares Portland Gas Company;
IJiJOO Maine Central It. K. Bond;
19(000 Bangor City Bond*;
88,000 Augusta City Bonds.
novSOdtd

ON

Apple

Trees nt Auction.

THOUSAND

day received

Fre*l»

tbe Ini earf»

of

Oystei'1*!

OF FXTUA QUALITY, AT
Two Ikoiinrs per (iallnn Holltl.
No. 83 Federal Street,
JAMBS FREEMAN.
norSikUwls

Fresh
*

nn,

K. M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 12 Exchange Street.

BETCHAM.

W. W.

novgadlw*

Arrival!

r**»i}0 of O Y 8 T ER8, direct
For talc, Wbolaaale

/WV Afr^VIrstal*.
No*. 20-tUw

w ATWOOD,
*«-*.£304
Cengreee Street.
Ne.

Wanted.
■jTtOUR Steady Energetic Men immediately,
*'
APP*y“
W. W. KETCUAM.
(^p 8TATB1.;

novjodiw*

Hoard erg

Wanted.

handsome* healthy Apple
be accommodated
FEW single gentlemen
ONE
Trees; all choice fruit and true to their names.
A with board
at 44 CeeeSerleed Street,
llENBY HAILEY &Co., Auctioneers.
Nov. J». dlw*
can

novMdtf

Slight Cold,” Coughs. —Few are
of the importance of checking a cough
or “slight cold” in its first stage; that which
in the beginning would yield to a mild remedy,
if neglected, soon attacks the lungs. “Brown’s
Bronchial Troches” give sure and almost Immediate relief.
“The Troches” hare proved
their efficacy by a test of
many years, and
have received their testimonials from eminent
m n who have used them.

Monday Morning, November 20,1865.

“A

PORTLAND AND

VICINITY.

w* ddcerti^eri mill benejit themteieel, at welt at
accommodate us, by lending in their adeertieimente
at an early hour m the
day.
New AdrtrliMmnli TwDsrNEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

Advertised Letters—A. T. Dole.

U. S. Cotton Sale—J. H. Draper 3c Co.
Fryeburg Academy—Bev. D. B. SewalL at Large.
Promenade Concert—Benefit of Ministry
B. H Jones—Boots, Shoes and Bobbers.
Save your Fuel—W. W. Ketrbain.
Vol. 5o, Maine Reports—Bailey
2<oy«*.
Norfolk Oysters—James Freeman.
English Flannels

#nov20nw*F
Then

2,1742, in

Boarders WanUd-M Cumberland Street.
at Oo.
Apple Trees at Auction—HonryBailey
M.

we

Fatten.
Stocks and Bonds at Auction—E.
Wanted—W. W. Ketclmm.
Fresh Arrival—0. sters—L. W. Atwood.

travagantly dear.”
Wonder what he would say note, if he could
make his appearance in our markets and see
beef sold at 25 cents, and poor at that, with
other provisions equally dear?
Lecture on Geology.—Out readers
should not foiget that the second of Professor
Gunning’s Interesting lectures on Geology is
to be given this evening at Mechanics’ Hall.
The subject, as before announced, is the Earth
in the Period of the Coal Formations, and an
address may be expected fill! of interest and
of valuable information.
Go early, if you
wish to secure a good seat.

Fire.—At 10 o’clock Tuesday morning fire
broke out in the attic of the Dirigo
Eating
House, adjoining the Warren Market, occupied by Mr. John Wall. The upper part o
the eating house was destroyed, and the flames
swept through on one side to the shop of Mr.

Walker,

Rey. Geobge L. Walker, pastor of State
Street Church, who has been absent sinoe the
afflictive event of the death of his wife, yesterday resumed his pastoral labors. His morning discourse was a beautiful and appropriate
one—the theme being the affliction and loneliness caused by the loss of friends, and the
comfort and peace imparted by the belief that
they are in heaven.

and on the other to the Warren

Market House, hut by the efficient working of
the firemen, but slight damage was done to
these two buildings.
The eating house and Mr. Walker’s shop,
were owned
by John B. Carroll, Esq., who had
$1000 insurance on them at the agency of J.
E. Dow & Sons. Mr. Wall’s fiirniture and fixtures which

badly injured

Entertainment.—We understand that the
Ladies Social Circle of the Universalist Church
in Congress square, propose a social gathering
and reunion at their vestry, on Wednesday
evening, at 7 o’clock, to which all are invited.
Refreshments are to be provided. It will be a

destroyed,
were also insured at the same Agency for
$1,000 in the Piscataquis Company of South
Berwick. Mr. Walker’s stock, which was removed, and which suffered only from breakage
and theft, was fully insured in the Niagara, of
New York, and Cliarter Oak, of Hartford, at
agency of J. F. Dow & Sons. The provisions
sod

were

groceries

or

pleasant way

City Hall,

in the Warren Market were re-

no

spend

a

quarter.'

evening. There can he
doubt of its being an interesting and pleasto-morrow

ing affair.
The Fall Term of Westbrook

Seminary

closes

Tuesday, Nov. 21st Examination
Monday and Tuesday. Tuesday afternoon
will be devoted to Orations and Essays from
the students.
Several Indian chiefs were hung at Fort
Snelllng, Minnesota, on the 11th inst, for being engaged in the massacre of whites which
took place some months since.
They died
stoically.

have been extensive among the wooden build-

The next meeting of the Sabbath School

ings in that vicinity.

Teachers’

Mercantile Library Lectures.—From
the names of lecturers announced, a brilliant
course is anticipated. The introductory lecture

to

Pearl Street Sabbath School.—The
entertainment by the pupils of the Pearl Street
Unhersalist Sabbath School, will be given at

moved, somq of them badly damaged by smoke
and water, j
The origin of the fire cannot he accounted
lor, as there had been no fire in that portion
of the building. One of the occupants informed us that earlier in the morning a dress,
Isnging in the room where the fire originated
aught fire, but, as was supposed, the sparks
were all extinguished.
It might have been
that some spark was left unnoticed, which
shortly after was fanned into a flame. Had it
been in the night, the conflagration would

will be delivered on

the Journal of Rev. Thomas Smith,
find the following:—

“Beef ii now sold in this town [Falmouth, what Is
now Portland,] at 9d per lb
and other provisions ex-

MUNICIPAL OOUB.T, NOV. 18.
George Green, the fellow who so outrageously assaulted Mr. Joseph Bryant, la3t Thursday
evening, was brought up. He pleaded guilty
to the complaint and was committed to jail in
default of sureties in the sum of $500, for his
appearance at the November term of the Supreme Judicial Court.
Police officers Pickett and Gribbon, who
worked this matter
up, and arrested Green,
.are among the most faithlhl and efficient of
our police force.
They deserve credit for their
tact in managing this allair.

C. J.

and Now.—Under the date of Nov.

Association,

try of the State Street
at 7 1-2 o’clock.

will be held in the ves-

Church,

this

evening,

Promotion.—Gen. Frank Fessenden has
been breveted Major General of Volunteers.

Thursday evening, by

Maj. Gen. N. P. Banks. He will be followed
by Beecher, Chapin, Bishop Simpson, Gough,
3. W. Curtis, and other eminent names.
In
addition to the lecture, the Portland Band,
(Chandler’s,) will give a concert of half an
hour’s duration, prior to the commencement
if each lecture. This is an attractive feature,
and will tend to draw many to the lectures,
who would not, otherwise attend.

TELEGRAPH
-TO THE-

EVENING PAPERS.
Various Items.

New York, Nov. 18.
George Davis, Attorney General of the late
rebel states, took apartments at Fort Lafayette,
yesterday. Ex-General Johnson, rebel, is In

the city, receiving the calls of a large number
of sympathizers.
The Times’ dispatch states that Governor
Hahn, in a lecture last night, in Washington,
said that slavery though not existing in name,

will be sure of a seat, as arrangements
cill be made to supply every holder of a seas'.n ticket with a seat.

in Louisiana, still exists in fact, and in a more
Thieves at Fires.—At every alarm of
odldUe lhnn tliaD ever.
f fire in this etty, there is a general rush of
The New Orleans Times of the 5th says, in
relation
to rumors of naval and military prepromen, men and boys, who go for the sole purarations, etc.,“We have information that we
use of stealing whatever they can lay their
are not at liberty to disclose, giving positive
wds on.
It was the case, yesterday, and
corroboration to these rumors.
We hesitate
?hen Mr. Walker’s stock was being removed, not to predict that unless the French troops
hese thieves were prowling round to purloin are removed from Mexico, before Christmas,
there will be active intervention in behalf of
whatever they could. Two persons, a man
the Liberals, and the traditional policy of the
ud boy, were arrested while stealing boxes of United States be vindicated.”
A Washington dispatch says the subject ot
gars, and were marched off to the lock-up.—
Te ought to have the chain-men, which, years reconstruction was considered in the Cabinet,
yesterday.
;o, were connected with the Fire DepartIt is staled that the President is dissatisfied
Mi t, and who, by not allowing any but firewith the conduct of the leading men of the

owning

South, many

the property, to pass

to the street where the fire was, Baved a
eat deal of property from being plundered.

step into Grace
Go’s office, at 282 Congress Street, and see
leir splendid assortment of engravings, many
which are entirely new in the market.—
heir mode of selling them is indeed a novelThey sell orders on Wm. Grace & Co., for
These orders are in sealed envel-

oes, and many of them are for engravings
Inch cannot be purchased at retail for less

from $1.50 to $15.00 each, while In the
)x, somewhere, are orders for the splendid

lan

there, a Sewing Machine,
Furniture, Cook Stoves, Ac.

iano on exhibition
'tts of Chamber

all and

pardoned.

see.

From Havana.
New Yobk, Nov. 18.
The Herald’s Havana correspondent of the
12th says the government has despatched three
war steamers to look after the wrecks between
Cuba and the Florida coasts. The U. S. gunboats Hornet and Rhode Island were at Key
West for the same purpose. We are to leave
to-day with the Stonewall for Washington.
The end of the Haytien troubles is announced. It was settled by the U. S. and
British officials.

Searching fob Fossils.—An unexpected
Ucovery.—Saturday afternoon, while Chas.
Noyes, Esq., the worthy and efficient civil
gineer of the Portland and Kennebec Bailid Company, was searching for fossils in the
cavation made for a culvert, on Canal street,

box, which upon being opendisclosed the body of a new-born child,

came across a

appearances, it had not been in the
ice longer than eight or ten days.
As this
is a fossil that Mr. Noyes did not want, he
om

ik care to see that it was

The declaration of war between Spain and
Chili causes noexcitement. It is thought that
not one shot will be fired.
Capt. General
Lemsuna is expected next month.

properly buried by

a police officer, who handed
superin tendant of burials.

mmoning
the

of whom he

From Brazil.
New Yobk, Nov. 18.
Rio Janeiro correspondence states that the
of
llrazil is urging a vigorous proseEmperor
cution of the war. The allies are very santhat
guine
Lopez, the President of Uraguay,
must soon succumb. On the occurrence of
such an event, their intention is to compel arrangements for a liberal navigation of tbe interior waters, which will create a heavy demand for Ameiican steamers.
There are quite a number sf Southerners In
Rio Janeria They represent themselves as
agents for Southern families who desire to
emigrate to Brazil. It is thought that little
success will attend the movement, as they desire to perpetuate slavery, which is rapidly
growing in disfavor in Brazil.

It is worth one’s while to

1.00 each.

ft over

The Cate of Detective Baker.

Washington. Nov. 18.

Delicate Scbgeby.—Dr. Lamb, of this
y, on Saturday last, removed from the edge
the right eye of Mr. E. L. Thompson, of
ebeague, a cancer, with which Mr. T. had
in afflicted about ten years, and which had
,wn quite rapidly, for the last three or four

Baker, Detective of tlie Wai Department,
against whom indictments have been found
for robbery, false imprisonment and extortion,
Mr. and Mrs. Cobb
being the complainants, appeared in Court this morning, and gave bail in
the sum of $1600 for his
appearance for trial,
which will take place on the second Tuesday
of December.

tuths.

The sight was perfectly restored, and no
ager is apprehended of the cancer again

iking its appearance.
tor. Thompson returned home
r man,

than he was when he

r, to have the

a

From Jamaica.

New Yobk, Nov. 18.
The Jamaica Standard says over 1050 rebels
have been hanged and shot in the parish of
St. Thomas, and it is likely that ere the courts
martial close their sittings, over
10,000 will
have paid the penalty of their lives, for the
vile attempt to exterminate the white and
colored races of the Island.

much hapto the

came

operation performed.

Vpples.—Notwithstanding the cry of scarof apples, we do not believe that so large
uantity was ever before In this city, in one
’, as there was last Saturday. There may
a scarcity of the fruit.from the orchards in
i State, but from the Provinces, Canada and
Western States, the article is coming in
h great profusion, and prices are giving

Washington, Noy. 18.
Tliis evening a large crowd ol the friends of
Speaker Colfax repaired to his quarters and
complimented him with a serenade. In response to the earnest calls, the honorable gentleman addressed them at length.
Washington, Nov. 29.
Much importance is attached to the statement that the evacuation of Mexico by the
French troops may be looked upon as a thing
decided dn principle. It will not be uninteresting to recur to the fact that about two
years ago M. Drouyn de l’Huys said to Minister Dayton that the gangers of the govemmenf of Maximi Ilian would come principally
from thei United States, and the sooner we
Showed ourselves satisfied, as manifest'd in a
willingness to enter into peaceable relations
with that government the sooner would France
be willing to leave Mexico and the new government to take care of themselves, which
France would, in any event, do as soon as it
with propriety could ; but that it would
not lead or tempt the Archduke into difficulty, and then desert him before his governHe added that France
ment was settled.
could not do that.
Mr. Seward, in reply to the narration of Mr.
Dayton, instructed himto inform the French
Government, that, in the opinion of the United
States, the permanent establishment of a foreign monarchical government In Mexico will be
found n*t desirable. The United States, con-

sistently

with their principles, can do no otherwise than leave the destinies of Mexico in
the keeping of her own people, and recognize
their sovereignty and independence in whatever form they themselves shall choose that
this sovereignty and independence be demons-

trated.
It was

declared by Drouyn de
1’Huys that, as to Mexico, the purpose of the
French Government was to take the city to
give some kind of order to the condition of
things there; repay themselves for their debts,
expenses, &c., and then leave the country.
The text of the Convention concluded between France and Mexico, to regulate the
conditions of the stay of the French troops in
Mexico, for the purpose of establishing order
and consolidating the new Empire, was done
at the Castle of Miramon, on tbe 10th day of

previously

April,
troops

1804.
It provides that the French
at present in Mexico, shall be reduced
as soon as possible to a corps of 25,000 men,
including the foreign Legion. The corps, in
order to be a safe guard to the interests which
led to intervention, shall remain temporarily
in Mexico on certain conditions. Among
them was one that the French troops shall
evacuate Mexico hi
proportion as the Emperor
shall be able to organize the troops necessary
to replace them.
The foreign Legion in the service of France,
composed of 8,000 men, shall nevertheless remain in Mexico six years after all the other
French troops shall have been recalled. From
that moment the Legion shall pass into tbe
service and pay of the Mexican government,
which reserves to itself the right of abridging
operations of the employment of the foreign

Legion in Mexico.
It was stipulated that the expenses of tbe
French expedition to Mexico, to be paid
by the Mexican Government, should be plac-

ed at the sum of two hundred and seventy
million for the whole duration of the expedition, down to the 1st of July, lSd4, the same
to bear interest at the rate of three per cent,
From the 1st of

July all the expenses of the Mexican army shall be at the
charge of Mexico.
The above is given merely to show what was
originally declared to be the purpose of Napoleon, in establishing a monarchy in Mexico and
.he conditions in part, upon which he furnishper annum.

From Mexico—Imperialists to be Shot in Retaliation— Great Accessions to the liberal
Forces
The Defeat of Ortega— Mortality
among Imperial Troops.

The Herald’s City of Mexico correspondence states the Mexican General Palocios in
retaliation for the execution of Liberal Generals by the French, has ordered all the French,
Austrian and Belgian prisoners held by him,
to be shot.

The same correspondent? says the reported
defeat of Figueroa, by the Imperialists, is false.

M iscellaneous.

second Coolie vessel had arrived there, having
270 Chinese Coolies on board. Several vessels
had arrived at Honolulu from the Arctic Sea,
bringing such reports as allayed farther apprehension in regard to the safety of the Arctic

New Orleans, Nov. 16.
The steamer Capital, from Shreveport for
New Orleans with 180 bales cotton, sunk during the passage. The cargo will be saved.
There is considerable demand for American
bottoms for the Gulf coast trade.
Gen. Wheeler is here.

quital.

The Juarist forces are said to have increased to such an extent, that Marshal Bazaine has
ordered Brincourt to abandon Chihuahua and
fall back to

Durango.
The defeat of Ortega at Michalioacan, is
said to be of very great importance, as there
are over 40,000 well armed and
organized Liberal troops in the State, and commanded by
several popular leaders.
Between fonr and five hundred Imperial
soldiers, suffering from intermittent fever, arrived at San Luis recently, and they are
dying
off rapidiy.
Maximillian’s journey to Yucatan is deferred, the writer thinks, until it is time for him
to leave the country.
The Empress would
Btart on the 5th inst., for Vera Cruz and Yu-

BE IN SEASON I
I
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Goods

breaking up.

Various

Heavy Robbery.

Philadelphia, Nov. 19.
Me Elroy’s dry goods store, above Chesnut

Street,

“The War is over-and” the B>ys and Girls
all to meet around the table at the oldhomestead,
and have a glorious Thanksgiving
year.}

Markets.

New York, Not. 18.
Cotton—a shade lower: sales 3200 bales Middling
Uplands at 61 g 52c. Middling New Orleans 53c.
Flour—receipts 2,884 bbls.; sales 7,100 bbls. State
and Western dull and 5 g 10c lower.
State 7 75 g
8 00. Extra do. 8 00 g 8 26.
Choice do. 8 30 @ 8 40.
Bound Hoop Ohio 8 80 g 9 00. Choice do. t 66 g
11 76. Superfine Western 7 70 g 8 00. Common to
extra Western 8 10 g 8 69.
Southern dull and
oping; sales 460 bbls. mixed to good at 9 30 g
10 20. Fancy nd extra 10 30 g 16 09. Canada 5 g 10c
lower; sales 200 bbls. common extra at 8 10 g 8 30.
Extra good to choice 8 40 g 11 75.
Wheat—dull and lc lower; sales 28,600 bushels Amber Milwaukee at 186 g 1871.* Amber State, new,
2 38 g 2 42.
Corn—opened lc better, but closed dull; sales 63,000 bushels Mixed Western at 96 g 97c, and 98 g 99c
for high mixed nearly yellow, the latter price being
an extreme.
Do. do. unsound 92 g 93c
Oats—dull and heavy; sales of unsound at 46 g
51c. Sound 60 g 62e.
Beef—firm; sales 800 bbls. Plain mess at 11 00 g
14 00. Extra mess 14 00 g 17 00.
Pork—lower; sales 6800 bbls. mess at 32 624 g
32 87j, closing at 32 62* cash.
Prime mess 27 6u H
28 00.
Also sales of 1500 bbls. mess, for November
and December, buyers’ and sellers’ option, at 32 78 «
33 25; and I860 bbls. new mess, for December and
January, sellers’ and buyers’ option, at 31 76 @ 32 60.
Lard—uutbange J; Sales 600 bbls at 24 g
Butter—quiet; sales Ohio at 30 g 40e. State 38 @
50c.
Sugars—very quiet; sales 50 hhds. Muscovado at

General Bogan and the Mexican Mitrion.

Cincinnati, Nov. 18.
A dispatch from Chicago says Gen. Logan
in a conversation to-day with Borne of his
friends, remarked that he would accept of the
appointment of Minister to Mexico, provided

the Government would order 20,000 armed
men to accompany him to the capital of that

country.

’atten sold a lot at auction on Saturday,
ich averaged about three dollars per barrel.

Jtubberiee and MurderI

in

Kathville.

Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 18.
Bobberies and mnrders still continue in this
and
city
vicinity. Four mpp and one woman
were killed near the
Chattanooga depot last

'eat.—We have seen a specimen of comssed peat, from the bogs near Lynn, Mass.
;
specimen was quite hard, but not sufjiltly so to bum in a coal stove. It is believt can be brought to a sufficient hardness to
There are
e the place of anthracite coal.
lions of bushels of it in the Massachusetts
s, and with hard coal at even |12 per

night.

Missing.—Captain George Weston, of the
schooner Tiara, of
Goldsborough, which arrived at Boston, on Sunday, Nov.
12th, has
been missing since Monday. He left his vescan
of
be used at a great saving
, the peat
sel early Monday forenoon for the purpose, as
ense.
he said, of going to Salem to pay a hill. He
obeign Exports.—The total value of had In his possession about $800. He did not
eign Exports from this port last week go to Salem, and has not been heard of since
Minted to *81,395.72 Included in
theship- he left the vessel. Capt. Weston was about
its were 28,162 sugar box sbooks9753 forty years of age, and his friends fear that he
iks and heads; 126,333
hoops; 256 cart has been foully dealt with.
iks; 326 cart shooks and heads; 122,454 ft
Sentenced.—James Brown and John
her; 17 bbls flour; 4 do meal; 807 do potaDavis, two of the three persons who a short
i; 6 do onions; 72 do apples; 650 cabbages
time since, in Boston, garroted and robbed Mr.
dry diving apparatus; 2 cases wearing
this State, were
>1; 7 cases boots and shoes; 2 pckgs furnl- Goin Wilson, of Columbia, in
on Saturday sentenced to fifteen years each,

ap!

American Illustrated Newspapers tor
week have been received at the book and
odical store of A. Robinson, No. 61 Ex-

ke

I

hard labor in the Massachusetts State Prison.
In the case of Samuel Cowen, the third party
convicted of the same crime, sentence was
postponed on motion of his counsel, who proP°»6s to argue in favor of a new trial.

warm

reception,"and do

New Yobk.Nov. 18.
The Richmond Whig says the ladies of that
are
a
city
circulating petition for the release ol
Jeff Davis. They think as several months
may elapse before his trial, the President
may be induced to parole him in the manner
as

other state prisoners.
The gold deposits at the TJ. S.

Treasury in
this city, certificates, in four days’ time,
amounts to over $2,300,000.
Gov. Hamilton, of Texas, has displaced the
elected officers in San Antonio, and appointed
others in their places. Gen. H. P. Bee is in
the city of Mexico.
The Galveston Bulletin says the old regular
line of vessels between that city and Bremen,
have been re-established, and believes that
there wid be

a

"V al liable

From

Mi.ti.Hppi.
Miss., Nov. 16.
Judge Swan has declared the action of the
Legislature in abolishing the cotton court unconstitutional.
The Governor vetoed the bill, but the Legislature passed it over his veto.
The Legislature adopted a memorial to the
President, praying him to remove the Federal
troops from the State.
The House of Assembly has rejected by a
decided vote, the proposition to admit negro
testimony against white men.
Gens. Thomas and J. Wood have arrived at
Vicksburg. The latter has assumed command
of the troops in this State.
The Vicksburg Herald says Gen. Howard
has stated that he had discovered the condition of affairs in the southern states, not sufficiently promising to justify him in recommending the withdrawal of the Freedmen’s
Bureau. He regarded the condition of the
Freedmen in Georgia and Alabama as prom-

Jackson,

Heavy Bobbery in

Ban

Erancieeo—Capture

Execution of Eive Liberal Mexican
Generate.

and

San

been

discovered.

from Acapulco to the 3d Inst state
*rcnch garrison there had been
.at
strengthened by the arrival of 500 men from
Mazatlan.
fr,0110 Michahoaean states that the
ln considerable force and

Lf“*re

crude at 39 g 40c. Refined bonded at
Refined tree nominal.
Tallow—dull; sales 247,000 lbs. at 14j @ 141c.
Freights to Liverpool—quiet. Cotton Id. Grain
and wheat 6jd.

Chicago Markets.
Wheat—active; fresh receipts declined 2 g 3c; old
receipts declined 3 g 5c; No. 2 declined 5 g 8c; sales

f No. 1 fresh at 1 35 g 1 39, old at 1 32 g 1 34, and
No. 2 at 1 06 g 1 in.
Corn—quiet at 67 g 5?}c for No. 1 and 64 g 54jc for
No. 2.
Oats—firm at 27 @ 28c for No 1.
High Wines—active at 2 25.
Receipts-3,900 bbls flour, 41,000 bushels wheat.
2,800 bushels of rom, 25,000 bushels of oats.
Shipments—35,000 bbls of flour, 21,000 bushels of
wheat, 49,000 bushels of cum, 41,000 bushels of oats.
f

Nos. 148 & 150 Middle St

Cincinnati Markets.

Cincinnati, Nov. 18.
,,,,,,
Flour without decided change. Wheat
steady and
prices unchanged. Nothing doing in green meats.
Lard dull at 26jc for prime. Now whiskey dull at
2 28. Hogs quiet. Receipts 1,900 head.

THE

recently occupied by

LOCKE

£

Where they propose to carry

CO.,

on

the

retail

“*

quently^hot.
G~6)i. Alvarez,

Liberal^

Remember!
from the

Ladies Skirt far

A Nice

.75

A Better

“

“

“

1,25

GOODS

A Superior

“

“

<•

1.50

BIO DRIVE!

100 doz. Ladles Cashmere all Wool
Hose, former
price *1.50, pnesent price 61.00.
Call and see
them, they have no equal.

A

Bargain.

doz Childrens Bal. Hose, all Wool, 10 and 13c‘pr.

100

DEFY

WE
100 doz

can

Ladles, for 40

cents per

pair.

CITY

buy

Hoods at 65c each* worth 1.00
doz. Hoods at 75c each, worth 1.88
doz. Hoods at 1.00 each, worth 1.50
doz. Clouds at 1.00 worth everywhere 1.35

We have

Bishop

a

few

more

Ladles

0r

Im^rial

8ei1-

Vests, high neck, long

Matthew

Simpson*

Ladies, It will pay—If you want to huy a new
Cloak, we have got them beauties—Manufactured by
Paine, Berry & Co., of New York. New ones in
every day.

Remember,
We Manufacture
Skirts to

Maj. Gen.

—

order.
best qualities of French Corsets which
•1.75 per pair.

Keep the
sell lor

we

Cuas. U. Fling,
John Q. Twitchell,
Chas. E. Jose,

GOODS!

NO

AND

Prof.

VARIATION!

a

Course oi SIX LEC-

“

“

DRY

All

oar

Boat

All

oar

Beat DeLuine*, at

And

wo

“

Prints at

To be had at the principal stores and at the door.
fy First Lecture Gratuitous*
Not. 4-m&8

Lowest

Cash

Prices!

guarantee to

Arcana

Our Stock comprises

sell onr

DRESS

From the lowest grades to the richest qualities, and
m n akes that we can recommend for SERVICE.

(IV

Woolens,
Flannels,

During the coming winter. It is with no small degree of pride that the Committee invite attention to
the following eminent orators, comprising as it docs
some of the Best talent in the country, many of whom
the citizens ot Portland have never had the pleasure

Sousekeeping Goods,

ENTIRE STOCK in

And

Including

yo. 5 Leering IHoek.

BLANKETS,
Linen Damasks,
And ALL GOODS needed for HOUSEHOLD USE!

Nov 17—dtf

SHAWLS,
REMOVAL]
L. B. FOLLETTE,
HAS REMOVED FROM

IN ALL SEASONABLE STYLES.

CLOAKS,
Of

the LATEST and MOST FASHIONABLE PATwe offer

TERNS, and of the BEST materials, which
at

154 Middle St. to 331 Congress St.,

One Price, and No Variation!

And to his complete stock of

HOOP SKIRTS
CORSETS!

Trimmings

Ladies to

Goods

Department

t

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels,
Which he will keep in full lines.

BRICS, Muslins and Brilliants.
We are now opening a choice selection of

FOLLETTE,
IMPORTER,

WHOLESALE

AND

HOOP

RETAIL

DEALER IN

SKIRTS,

Corsets, Gloves and Hosiery,
331 CONGRESS STREET,
The ladles

respect lully invited to call and examine our stock before
purchasing elsewhere.
November 18, 1865.
dtf
are

STATE NORMAL

SCHOOL,

FARMINGTON, ME.
88,0,1 win begin Dec. 13. under the

T!?oL^?Dtor.
direction oi Mr.

GEORGE M. GAGE. Principal.
EDWARD BALLARD,
Superintendent of Common Schools.
Brunswick, Nov 16, 1666,
,nol8eodtdecl3

In Plain and Fancv Styles, including the finest qualities of FRENCH LAWNS, which we offer at
ONE PRICE, and No Variation,
Being convinced by our SUCCESS thus fhr that
MOTTO is the true
of our customers.

one

to

secure

the

An extra
on

F. G. Rich.
Tickets for the Course,
$1.00
Evening Tickets,
To be had of the Committee and also at Short &
Loring’s, E. C. Andrews, and Bailey & Noyes' Book
------

oommence

at

7$ o'clock.

FENIAN ASSEMBLIES.
j.--

held
THERE

will be

a course

of FOUR ASSEMBLIES

at

LANCASTER

BALL,

Commencing

Tuesday evening, October 31,
Following each week in succession on the Wednesday evenings ot November, together with a
ON

THANKSGIVING

EVE,

Under the auspices ot the (VDonoghue Circle of the
Fenian Brotherhood of Portland.
COMMITTEE

OF

John McAleney,
John Kelley,

our

confidence

Hugh Dolun,
P. M&Glinchy,
John Ciehan,
J. J. Maybury,
J. M. Hale,

Block,

D. °. C. O’Donogbue,
Edward Landregan,
P.E. Maloney,

John O’Donnell,

O’Donnell,
Fran.is OTtciloy,
P. C. Ward.

PRICE!

by

I

managers:

j. H. Costello,
John ciehan,

P.C.Ward,

Maybury.
Chandler’s full Quadrille Band.

Tickets for the

And No Variation.

J. H. Costello,
Thomas Noonan,

J. Jennings.

J. J.

Music

ARRANGEMENTS:
D. J. Farr,
James

floor

ELDEN & WHITMAN,

Oct 20—dti

Nov. 30.

Lecture will bo delivered by GEN. CA-

R.

ONE

Boston,

Sunday Evening, Dec. 17th, to which persons holdihig course tickets will be admitted free.
Committee qf Arrange^ienta:
E. A. Sawyer,
Rufus D. Bean,
REY,

Remember the Number LSf

5 Free St.

Of

I^“The first Lecture will be delivered by Judge
Russell of Boston, Mass.
MUSIC BY SHAW'S QUARTETTE CLUB.

BALL

Handkerchiefs !

RUSSELL,

commencing Thursday Evening,

Small

our

White

EVENINGS.

Mass., Nov. 30th,
HON. S. L. TILLEY, Provincial Sec'y of New Brunswick, time to be announced hereafter.
HON. JUDGE FRYE, of California, Jan. 25th.
The Course will consist of eight nr more Lectures,

Nov 3—dtf

Comprising the most desirable goods tor EVENING
WEAR; all classes of PLAIN and PLAID CAM-

-AND-

announced hereafter.
HON. JUDGE THOMAS

Stores.
Lectures to

Wares, Hosiery
and Gloves, including the
Best Quality Kids Imported.
We would invite the special attention of the
and

THURSDAY

of hearing.

—Also—

added

HOSIERY, GLOVES,

CITY HALL,

GEN. S. F. CAREY, of Ohio, Doc. 14th and 17th.
HON. S. B. CHASE, ol Penn., Dec. 28th.
HON. SAM’L HASTINGS, of Wisconsin, time to be

Domestics,

C3r~ Please call and examine lor yourselves at

AND

Would respectfully announde to the citizens of Portland that they have made all necessary arrangements for a Course of FIRST CLASS Temperance
Lectures, to take place at tho

25c.

LEACH, BARTLETT & PARKER.

Sale!

Closing-Out
—OF—

HOOP
-A.JSTJD

.,

Course, including the Ball.S4.0C
Single Tickets for the Assemblies..LOO
Single Tickets for the Ball.1-50
(admitting one gentleman and two iadies).
Spectators to the Ball titty cents. No Cheeks given
from the Gallery. Clothing checked fuee.
oct24 to nov22

“«•

HENRY BAILEY & CO.,

novia-dtd

novl6—dtd_Auctioneers.
House at Auction.
THLB8DAY, Nov. 23, at 3 o’clock

ON

P M
.shall sell the lower half of the two-a ory wooden
house on Centre, below Free St, recently
occupied bv
Mr. Ayer. The house Is finished throughout :
wood
cellar, pure water In abundance, and very centrally
situated; a large and valuable lot—near lew feet deep.
»a

ton, Mass.,

On THURSDAY, the 23d, at 12 o’clock
*t Central Wharf, Boston, Mass.
'Jbe
Schr.
Jettison, 161 tons old iucasuit/yp
ment, built in Ba tlmore in 1856 of White
•^aiHH^Oak; copper fiiotenod. thoroughly found,
with full inventory, in prime
a remarkably
fine vessel of her class. For farther
particulars aj*1
ily at 18 India Street.

m/u

H. HARRIS Sc CO.,
Auctioneers.

v
Not
17—dtd

Mary Louisa

at

Auction,

Boston, Mass.,

ON

in

THURSDAY,

the 23d, at 12 o’clock,
lbo
Bouton, Mam
Louisa, 14 (ons burthen,
New Jersey in ISIS, and new
--— topped hi
Kilg.irtuwn, in lkc3; h, g ,.l

Central Warf,

on

SS’w
built
in

carries

large cargo, and i. a Tery profitable
farther particulars apply at 18 India

a

For

H. HARRIS Sc CO.,
Auctioneers.

EDWARD M. FATTEN,
Auctioneer,
12 Exchange Street.

Real Estate on Cumberland Street
At Auction.
NONDAY. 27th November, at half past twelve
o’clock, oh till- premises, south-side of Cumberland west or Qrcen Street, Ihe valuable
property belonging to the estale of Cyrus Cummings, consisting
of a lot of land with a front on Cumberland Street ot
about 60 feet by about 161 in depth, and on the rear
line extending to Green Street, about 160 leet.
—Also—
Tho buildings thereon, consisting of a two storied
brick dwelling, No. 262, on Cumberland Street, con-

SKIRTS,

CORSETS I

taining thirteen finished rooms. Two storied wooden dwelling adjoining the same, conta ning eleven

rooms. -Also double wooden two storied
in the rear, with eight finished rooms each,
well arranged for two or four families.
Each dwelling is well supplied with water from a
never foiling spring in the cellar of the double house,
which is
by pipes to the other houses, together with a plenty ol cistern water.
Full particulars ‘in regard to this property and
terms of sale, may be had at Auctioneer’s otiice.
dtd
November 17,1866.

flni lie 1

dwelling

AT

COST,

CONTINUING FOR TEN DAYS!
:

i

i_

PRICES ALL MARKED DOWN

conveyed

EDW’D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 12 Exchange St.

Valuable Real Estate at Auction.
be sold at pqblic auction, on the premised,
on Tuesday, November 28th, at 3 o’clock P. M.,
ii notpreviously sold at private sale, tho valuable
lot oi land and three-story brick dwelling house
thereon situated, on the corner oi High and Soring

WILL

ANDERSON’S,

Skirt and Corset Store!
26 MARKET SQUARE. 26.

Streets, ior many years owned and occupi* <1 by
Geo. Bartol, Esq. The lot measures about forty-two
f°et on High Street and about 180 feet on Spring St.,
and is one of the most desirable locations in the city
for a residence.
The house may be see a and terms known on application to the auctioneer.
Nov 16—dtd

Auction

Skirts at 1.35 marked down to 1.00
“

1.50

“

“

1.25

“

1.75

“

“

1.45

“

2.00

“

“

1.62

Hale

Alexandria

At

Virginia!

GOVERNMENT SAGE.
IMPORTANT TO RAILROAD COMPANIES

AND OTHERS IN PROPORTION.

Assistant Qr abtermasteb,
Washington, D. C., October 31,18C3.
be sold at Public Auction, at Alexandria,
Va., on MONDAY, the 4th day of December,
Office of

VW A splemliil 35 Spring, extra clasp tape skirt,
only 1.50 lonner price’3.35.

CORSETS!

CORSETS!

WILL
1865:

feet assorted Lumber.
2,600,000
tta iuiw PlaiJarxn Car*, 4 feet RA inches
gauge.
20 box F reight Cara, 4 feet
caches gau0e.
4 Passenger Cars.
650Car Wheels, (good.)
125 pairs Car Wheels, on axles.
400

new

Car Axles.

Corsel*

1.00

at

marked down to

*88

1.50

«

“

1.75

“

**

1.50

“

2.00

“

«

1.75

1.25

Ladies, avail yourselves of the opportunity.
COME AND GET A BARGAIN!
THE

MUST

GOODS
OTTX

FIND

BE

SOLO!

THE PLACE

AND YOU CAN SAVE MONEY!
AND EKSON'S
New York Skirt and Corset Store,
MARKET SQUARE.

20

THE

NEAR

OLD

20.

CITY HALL!

GEO. ANDERSON, Agent.
Oct

Elliptic Car Springs.
100 Davis’ Patent car Springs.
500 tons good second-hand TRail.
64

20—dis2m

IVo. 1,

Lodg-e,

Independent Order of Good Templars,

GOODS

In styles of Plain and Fancy of the best fabrics, and
in the Cheicest Shades*

SAME PROPORTION.

L. B.

JLECTURESI

The undersigned Committee in behalf of

Black and Colored Silks,

30 aad 33c.

DAY

price.

GOODS!

Twelvo Chamber Toilet

andw££?e„ wffi, *£
tuedfand in toe^nJSuonf*11* *° order'Tery

ON

A Great

------

23e.

23e.

WILL COMMENCE THIS

llail,

He will give special prominence to tin LATEST
TEACHINGS of SCIENCE; what she has to say ot
the origin of things; ot life; of man; ot Uie antiquity
ot man; of the prophecies ot his creation, uttered
through nature.
Tickets for the Course,
75c.
25c.
Single Evening,
Scholars finom the High School admitted for half

LYCEUM

have decided that notwith-

Bleached

Having determined to reduce the large stock of
Hoop Skirts and Corsets now in store,

on

are

Good yard wide Bro. Sheeting at
“

In store,and are weekly
receiving a ftill
careftilly selcted stock of FOREIGN and

;ak

SstearAiS
m' tuL,ai,",,s’

Nov 17—dtd

DIAGRAMS?

Evenings.

now

and
HAVE

at Auction

of

.Stt. a’,nft,

freighter.

Monday Evening, Not* 13, at 7| o’clock.
And continuing through five consecutive Monday

DOMESTIC

Auctioneer..

5,000 pounds Rubber Springs.

Mechanics’

Block,

\r

Ota», Tin Iron

order,

AT COST.

Gunning’,

Of Boston, will deliver
TURES on Geology, at

ELDEN& WHITMAN,

on the very day we were in the
market
for onr first Stock, we axe prepared to offer

again advancing, we will
give our customers the advantage of *
ourgood luck. For instance
are selling

CORSETS!

Amply illustrated by carefully prepared

PAINTINGS

-JiPUY BA1LE* *

Schr.

CORSETS!

GEOLOGY!

5 Free Street

Oct31

-ON-

-AND-

Having fallen

we

HOOP SKIRTS,

LEOTURES

One Price!

And in fret all kinds ot

the

Committee.

T-G^kkisil
The opening Lecture will be announced in a Tew
novl3dti

cow Fencing

standing prices

!

_

-AT—

A

order;

N. P. Banks.

The remaining Lecturers will be announced as soon
arrangements and dates arc fixed.
Tickets for the Course of ton [18) Leotures.
$1.25,
to be had at the Bookstores on Exchange
Street, at
Paine’s Music Store, and Crosman & Co., Jliddle
Street.
Members’ Tickets to be bad at E. C. Andrews, Exchange Street. Each Member is entitled to two
Course Tickets at $1.00 each.
James Bailey,
John C, Progtke,
Geo. H. Smabdon,
Lecture

Remember,

G-OING- DOWN!

To purchasers and

Dsiyw

Evenings.

We keep the best line of Ladles DRESS BUTTONS In Portland, and our place of business is
No. 148 At 150 Middle 81.. Portland, Me.
FITZGERALD & HODSDON.

Dry Goods!

Extra Inducements!

Tun

Tlicreafterwards the Lectures will be on Wednesday

as

Hoop

DRY

Dry Goods,

For

NEW YORK

Thursday Evening, November 23d,
BY

at 11 o’clock

Title clear—sale positive.
HRNRY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
Nov 1«—dtd

The opening lecture wlU lie delivered

One Price !

Addreee of Wade Hampton to South
Caroli-

New York, Nov 19
Wade Hampton, of South Carolina,' beine
about to leave that State for an uncertain
period, has issued an address to his fellow citizens, presenting his ideas ot what he conceives
to be their duty under present
circumstances.
Although he does not fully concur in all the
measures of the
State-Convention, he thinks
it the duty of South Carolina to abide
by them,
as they are part of the terms
agreed upon
with the President, whose course towards the
people of the South is commended as wise and
generous, and Southerners are counselled a3
sensible men, to endeaver to constitute at least
therefrom the wreck of the Southern confederacy. “Above all,” he says, “Let us stand by
our State—here is our
country.”

hall,

Rev* A* A* Willets,
Rev* Edw. H* Chapin*
J* Pe Cordova* Esq**
John B* Gough* Esq**
George W. Curtis* Esq*

Remember,

Bleeves, for 82.00 each.

BUSINESS,

dress goods,

Ladies,...;..........
22 00
G onfleone n,.$4 00
The term’Will close on the twelfth evening with an
Assembly, with music by the iml Band, without extra charge to the pupils.

Lecturer

The following gentlemen have been engaged for this
■
Course, viz.:
Rev* Henry Ward Beecher.

doz.

&c7,

^U^'e?r.e,Tablci'llarWet'“..m,Cm«.d

Block,

Clapp’s

l'1AS0’Uen-

u.

dtd

Horses, Carriages, Harnesses,
AT

tehms:

Wednesday Evenings.

our

novls

Genteel Furuiture

-ON-

Knit Woolen Goods by the
Case, and
afford to sell them at very LOW PRICES.

IOO
100
100
100

In all Us branches.

Not. IT—edtf

nol7d3t

MONDAY EVENING, Nov. 20,1805.

THE

GLOVER 1

type's

FVf?T -SATURDAY,

RAYMOND,

w#

Congress Hall,

Thirteenth Annual Series of Public Leotnrcs
under the direction of the Mercantile Library
Aassodatlon, will be delivered at

Remember!
We

Library

Ladies ALL WOOL BIBBED H0SE,50e pr.

doz.

50

Mercantile

< arpots. trockAi complete set ol Chandeliers
w‘tb»
of Dry Good*,

20th.

Will commence Ills Fall Tehsi lor beginners in
common dancing,
Cotillons, Contras, Lancers, and
Polka Quadrilles, at

of Maryland.
Esq., of N. Y.

_

bla»* WarV
m-It.

Schr. Jettison at Auction, in Bos-

17th, 1865,

SHAW, Esq.
TICKETS admitting the hearer to the Course $ 1.25.
Tickets admitting to one lecure, Twenty-live Cents;
tor sale at the Bookstores, Paine’s Music Store,
Crosman & Co.’s, and Lowell <& Senter’s.
JACOB MoLELLAN,
1
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr., ]
Committee
BENJ. KINGSBURY, Jr., I
of
OLIVER GERRISH,.
| Arrangements.
M. A. BLANCHARD,
I
Portland, Nov. 6, 1S66.
dtl

COMPETITION!

CASHMERE

Nov.

8, FREDERICK DOUGLASS,
(te be announced.!
16,
Dee. 19, Rev. J. M. MANNING, of Mass.
Jan. 1,1866, Rev. A. L. STONE, of Mass.
Jan. 6, Hon. JAMES HARLAN,
Sec. oi the Int rior.
Jan. 12, Maj. Gen. O. O. HOWARD, U. S. A.
Jan. 19, GEO. WILLIAM CURTIS, Esq., of N. Y.
In addition to the above, the Committee feel justilled in saying that they have good reason to expect Mai. Gen. Kilpatrick, or N. J., and Hon.
Lyman Tremahi, of N. Y.
MUSIC under the Superintendance of JOHN L.

We carry the largest Stock
ofHOSIERY, GLOVES
and KNIT GOODS of any House in the State; do
not resort to Dummies and can not be undersold.

<

Furniture, consisting

MR# J#

Dec.

Remember!

A

_

ufiS'1*?’
OAuctiou.
m’L»’ B6d’’tfads> B,;"»“**

DANCING~

Nov. IT, Hon. GEO. S. BOUTWELL, of Mass.
Nov. 24, Hon. EICHABD H. DANA, Ja., of Mass.
Dec. 1, Mrs. FRANCES W. HARPERi,

and

CONVERS O. LEACH,
FRANK BARTLETT.
HORACE B. PARKER.

Doors

at

November 23th, at 10 A. M., Table*,

AUCTION!

HALL,

days.

DRY

TICKETS 25 CENT'S.
open at 7 o’clock. Concert at 7$.

at

COMMENCING ON

Dec.

has Drool aimed thp

e^TforfeTted PtUreJ FreUCh

CITY

Nov IS—dtf

wholesale

COUNTRY,

continued weekly thereafter, by the following
distinguished Lecturers:—

If you want HOOP SKIRTS
buy thorn
Manufacturer and save 20 per cent.

LEACH, BARTLETT & PARKER,
And have taken the Store No* 5 Deer lug Block,

EUSTIS.

deeming hall,
Monday Evening, November

Beds, Carpets, «£c.,

St

Rocker*, Featherbed.’

Ladies claes at 7 o’clock and Gentlemens’ at 8 o’cl’k.

And be

Remember!

undersigned would respectfully inform their
friends in Portland and vicinity tnat they have
formed a copartnership under the name of

M.

Exchange

OrAerte* sS;re.^er

CONTRALTO,

of these favorite and
delivered in

popular

Friday Evening,

Gold, 148 @ 150.

Notice.

E.

Furniture,

aud Brocket.

third Annual Course
fpHE
A
lectures will be

We manufhctur* our own Hoop Skirts, and as a
matter of coarse we oan and do sell them LESS than
any house in the trade.

67,277 bales.

Copartnership

MA11S1I,

Sales.

E. M. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 12

ery and

Nov 15—dlw

Mobile Markets.

Mobile, Nov. 17.
Cotton—nominal; sales to-day 1,200 bales; sales of
the week 3,600 bates; receipts of the week 12,548
bales; exports of the week 9,934 bales; stock in ^
port

-ON THE-

Portland Freedmen’s Association!

Remember!

_

wheat.

Independent Lectures !
13f AID OF TUK

Milwaukee Markets.

Milwaukee, Nov. IS.
Flour dull. Wheat at 1 38 g 1 49. Oats dull.
Freights firmer. Receipts 2,00 bbls. of flour; 96,000
bushels of wheat.
Shipments 29,000 bushels of

The object of this Entertainment is to
procure
funds for replenishing the
Library connected with
the School, and efforts hav-* been made to make the
occasion a pleasant and profitable one for those who
may favor us with their presence.
Tickets 25 cents; tor Children under 12 years 10
eta; to be had at Bailey & Noye’a, S. H. Coiesworthv’s and at the door.

STATE OF THE

nr

AND

TEA “d C0FFKE’

Nov 17—d4t

Chicago. Nov. 18.

Flour—declined 25c.

rZC«o«Jlart,coUTectod

Libcr^^nem4™L.!60,;^PtSPoi-Le
Ur0Urg0’ w1l0’were 8U,)8*-’

Presents !

FITZGERALD k HOW,

1000 bbls. of
614 g 63jc.

Francisco,

Nor. 14.
About 3 o’clock A. M. yesterday two disguised men entered the office of the Wkatclieer
House, when only one clerk was in charge,
knocked him senseless by a blow on the
head,
took the key from his pocket,
opened the safe,
and robbed it of $10,000 in
gold. The robbers
escaped unmolested. No traces of them has

tail to call

28}c.

13jc.
Naval Stores—quiet and unchanged. Spirits Turpentine 110 g 115.
Oils—firm; sales of Linseed at 1 49 @ 161. Lard,
Sperm and Whale quiet. Petroleum quiet; sales

Ac.

-AT THE STOEE OF-

rd

great rush of Germans into the

State during the coming year.
President Johnson, as a reward for rescuing
two white women from the
savages, has directed to be presented to two Blackfeet Ina
silver
dians,
medal, $150 in money, and an
official document with his signature, narrating
the circumstances of their noble conduct.
The Times 1ms a rumor that the rebel pirate
Shenandoah is on the way to Peru, or Chili,
to be sold for use as a war vessel.

not

some

entered early this morning, and
robbed of $10,000 worth of goods.
Mew York

O’CLOCK,
Constating of

JBCSZESESStiT

A.

HIGHLY TRAINED DOG S
Scotlie" and “Prince
Charlie,”
Will give one of hi, Populah
Entpux ainmenm

MUSIC BY CHANDLER’S BAND.

are

a

ASSISTED

MISS E.

Anil the

T 1-2

Singing, Recitations,

Remember!
Give them

WM, B. BROWN, the Great Oomic
Genius,
THIS -EMINENT

TABLEAUX, Ac.,

was

Prices* of

Items.

AT

Prices Advancing I

and secure

POSITIVELY ONE NIGHT ONLY!

TUESDAY EVENING, NOV, 21,

Scarce,

are

Auction

That Comical Hi own!

-ON-

Utica, N. Y., Nov. 18.

The grand jury have found five indictments
against Jas. F. Filkins, viz: one for the murder of G. \V. Loomis, and one for assault and
battery, with intent to kill Grove Loomis, and
three lor arson in the first, third and fourth
degrees, respectively.

HALL,

CITY

V

The Herald’s Washington dispatch has a
report that Sterling Price’s Colony in Mexico,
is

Universalist Sabbath School

for Murder.

Indictment

Entertainments.

the pearl street

Will give an entertainment at the

Orleans.

Ugalde,

who is also said to have been routed,
had strived at Moscortio, with 3,000 men, having made a raid through the whole of Mes-

PREPARE for THANKSGIVING!

fleet.

From New

Entertainments.

a

ising.

b

ige Street.

Washington.

From

New Yobk, Nov. 19.

rou

and those

----♦*•---

Honolulu.

San Francisco, Nov. 18.
Honolulu dates of the 27th state that

—

Tickets are for sale at the various bookstores,
ffe advise our citizens to purchase a ticket for
die course. It is decidedly the cheapest, and

en

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

ed material assistance.

BY

From

TELEGRAPH,

in

aware

400 tons old T Rail.
600 tons old Strap Rail.
50 tons Axle Iron, oM.
7 tons Tire iron, old.
6 toils Scran Steel, oid.
225 tons Car Wheels, old.
250 tons Wrought Scrap Iron.
220 tons Cast Scrap Iron.
3 tons Lead Pipe, old.
10 tons Scrap Brass.
7 coils, 1j inches diameter, Wire Cable.
21 Vises.
280 tons assorted Bar Iron.
34 tons assorted Sheet Iron.
50 tons assorted Steel.
250 tons Iron Costings.
6 tons Brass Cablings.
2 tons Sheet Copper.
1 ton Sheet Brass.
70,000 pouuds Boat Spikes.

250,000 pounds itailroud Spikes.
140,000 pounds cut Spikes and Nails.
25,000 pounds Rope.
11,500 leet assorted Glass.
6,500 feet Leather Belling.
3,500 pounds Rubber ami Hemp Packing.
10 Henderson Pumps.
2,500 feet assorted Gas Pipe.
50 Grind-stones.
28,000 pouuds Track Bart*.
7,500 pounds Spike Mauls, Cold Chisels, Ac.
2,000 Picks and shovels.
600 Lanterns.
4,500 Axes. Ratchets, and Adzes.
7,000 Handles.
60 8te<. 1-nlated Frogs.
00 steel Frog Plates.
50set Switch Fixtures.
3 portable Forges.
8
Engines.
3 Wood-sawing Engines.
2 portable Saw-mills.
2 steam Pile Drivers, complete.
2 Calotic Engines.
95 set Planes.
200 Hand .Cross-cut, and Circular
50 Steel Squares.
60 Screw Jacks.
900 feet Spark
2,000 pounds assorted Wire.
750 pounds Block Tin.

MEDICAL EL ECTlilCITY

DR.

W.

N.

DEWING,

Electrician

Medical
174

MIDDLE STREET,

Nearly Opposite the United States Hotel,
he would respectfully announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he has
permanently located in this city. During the two
years we have been in this city, we have cured some

WIIEHE

ot the worst forma of disease in persona who have
tried other forms ot treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often
stay cured? To answer this question
asked, do
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
doctor tho second time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for t we nipone years, ami is also a regular graduated physician.
Electricity is perfectly a«kipted to chronic diseases in
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia >n
the lioad, neck, or extremities; consumption when
fti the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
ol* the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas’Dance. deafViess, stammering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indiges-

they

tion, constipation and liver complaint,

every

case

that

can

be

cure
piles—wfe
bronchi-

presented; asthma,

tis, 'strictures of the chest, and all forms of female
complaints.

By Electricity
Rheumatic, the gouty, the laute anti tlie lazv
and move with the agility and elasticity
voutli; the heated graifl is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the unconth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness tc
strength; the blind made to seo, tlie deal to hear and
tlie palsied form to move upright; tlie blemishes ot
youth arc obliterated; the accidents of mature liie
prexented; the calamities of old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained.
The

leap with Joy,
of

LADIES
Who have cold lianas and feet; weak stomachs, lame
and weak backs; nervous and sick headache: ilizainess and swimming in tho head, with indigestiun and
constipation of the bowels; pain iu the side and back:
lcucorrha-a, (or whites); (suing uftlie womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long
train of diseases will find In Electricity a Bure means
For painful menstruation, too profuse
of cure.
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles
with young Indies, Electricity is a certain specific,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.
TEETHl

TEETH1 TEETH

Consultation tree.

___

WESLEYAN

SEMINARY

And Female College.
winter Term will commence
thirteen
Nov 2Ttli, and continue
Nov 17-d2t

Tnr

on

HOUSE No 18 Gray Street. P ssesslon
To be leased for a term ol
nov 16 dlw*

WHOLE
given immediately.
if desired.

FINE ASSORTMENT of
Dress Cloths,
A. D. REEVES’,Toiler
At
98 Exchange St.
Nov 4—dtf

A

60 Globe§Valves.
150 Monkey Wrenches.
12 Emery Wheels.
40 reams Emer, cloth and Paper.
2S Ox Yokes.
25 Water Tanks and Hoops.

3,000 Sashes.
Contents of Job Printing Office, consisting of Presses,

Type,

Cates. Ac.

A number cl Hand and Truck Cars.

Contents of the Supply Store.|Wliich contains a
very
large assortment of valuable Railroad Material, new,
and of the best quality.
Contents ol Maohine and Fdacksmlth’s
Shops, consisting of Planers, Lathes, Wheel

Presses, Forges,
Stationary Engines, Shafting. Belting, Ac., Ac.—
Also, a large lot ol second-hand Stores, Tools Machi-

nery. and other material.
Sales to commence at 10 o'clock, to he adjourned
from day today, until all is sold.
Terms Cash, in Government ftmds.
H.L. R BINSON,
Nov. 3,—law4wM
Brevet Colonel, A. t). M.

Those Overcoats
JUST OPENED BY

Morrell

P.

Remind their

Sc

customers

Co.,
of

PIIICES.

OLD TIME

CAix AND LOOK AT THEM.
No. 113 Exchange Street*
18—dlw
Nov

Silver

Skin

Onions!

JUST ARRIVED.
BUSHELS of Silver Skin Onions for
sale, on board Schr. ». J. SMITH
now
lying at MERRILL’S

1L^yjyJ

from
Connecticut
WHARF.
Nov 18—dlw*

Freight

for

Norfolk,

Va.

The SCHOONER CARRIE MELVIN,
Master Robert (i. Watf, 192 Ions buriben, will nail from Burnham’s Whari,
Tuesday, 28th inst, for Norfolk, Va.

m*\/

/flt

//lIAJIa

For freight apply I o
dtf
U. T. S. RICE & CO.
__

Nov. 18.

French

MONDAY,

_

years

1,000 pounds Sheet Lead.
75 boxes assorted Tin.
10,000 pounds Chains.
4,000 Files.
9,000 pounds Boiler and Tank Rivets and Plate
Washers.

Fluting!

weeks.

To Let.

Saws.

Netting.

I

Dr. 1). still continues tn Extract Teeth by Elec
TRICOT WITHOUT PAIN. Persons having decayed
teeth or stumps they wisli to have removed for rcsot
ting be would give a polite invitation to call. lor salt
Superior ElbcTt.o M ac.nf.tic Machines
tor family use. with thorough instr-ntion*.
board
Dr. D. can accent nv-dale a tew patients with
and treatment at Ms house.
,Vnm
Horn
Office hours from S o'clock A. M-to 12 M.,
to 6 P. M.. and 7 to !> in the evening.

MAINE

Pumping

„

,

French Fluting !
at Mrs. S.

SHEPPARD S,

and
Samples
40 Preble Street.
CALL
below Oxiord Street.
see

Notice

_,

one

door

Sopt'A—d3m*__
For Sale.
A Gray Horae, ten years old, sound and
trotted In t.66 this fall, and can
Has
kind.
—

do better.

ov

Address B, Box 1801, P. O,
It-dlw*

UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for

rp^IE
of

CalyJon,’

Prom the “Atlanta in
Charles Swinburne.

__

Valuable Real Estate

Nov

Stock and

of

2.>
2..
2.
2.
2
25

Worms, Worm-Fever Worm-Colic,
or Tee lling of infants,
Dnirraa of children or adults

Crying-Colic

Dysentery, Griping. Billions Colic,
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting,
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,
Neuralgia Toothache, Foceaehc,

j

13
14
15
IG
*’
7
18
19
20
“21
“22

Vertigo, 26
Dgspesia, Billlous St..iaucn,
k2.
25
Suppressed or painful Periods,
25
Whitts, too profuse Periods,
2.
Croup. Cough, difficult Breathing.
25
Salt Rheum Erysipelas Eruptions,

*‘

Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains
Fever and Ague Chill Fever, Agus,
Piles, bliud or bleeding,
Opkihulmy, uud sore or weak eyes,
Catarrh acute gr chrouic, 1 ihJttonza,
Whooping-Cough, violent Coughs,

*‘

2

Go
;*•

fin
fid
fio
&0
60
fin
50
fin

Asthm i, oppressed Breathing,
Ear Discharges, iuipaired Hearing,
Scrofula enlarged Glands, (Swellings,
General Debility Physical Weakness,
Dropsy, and scanty Secretions
Sea-Sickness, sickness from riding,
£0
fill
Kidney Disease, Gravel,
Nervous Debility Seminal Emissions,

*‘

“23
“24
25
‘•20
“27

“28
29
“30
•‘
31
“32
“33
“34

involuntary Discharges,
Sr.re Mouth, Canker,

1 00
fid

Urinara

fio
fio
l 0o
1 W>
bt)

Ineontinenkie, Wetting hod,

Painful Periods, even with Spasms,
Sufferings at Change of Life,
Epilepsy, Spasms, bt. Vitus* Dance,
Diphtheria ulcerated Sore Throat,
FAMILY

of good water.
Upon the lot

HUMPHREY'S

40

or

Wanted.

Grcen-liouse proprietor in the vicinity, to
take charge of an India Rubber Tree during the
winter. Apply at
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM,
147.Middle St.
Oct 19—dtf

SOME

a

Z., Press otiicey

Also,

To load lumber at

6,100 BUSHELS

To be Let.
STORE, centrally located

a

present

aitHFUrflf

R. N. BROWN.
Portland, September 18,1863.
sepl'Jdeod&wly

July

Ilenrv

AVERY
stories,
one

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen, I
Nov. 0, i860. )
That until further order, all vessels arriving at tills Port, irom Ports infected
with Cholera, or having had cases ot Cholera during
their passage, shall perform quarantine Easterly
from a line drawn from the buoy on Spring Poin t
Ledge to the Block House on House Island, where
they shall be detained until discharged by a certificate signed by the City Physician and Harbor Mas-

ORDERED.

ter.
And

the Harbor Master an 1 Boarding Officer are
hereby instructed to take all such vessel* to such
place o Quarantine.
And tbe Pilot-* of the Port are hereby directed to
make known this order to all vessels Which they mav
JACOB McL CLEAN,

M. HEATH, City Clerk.

LARUE
Apply to
aplOdlf

THE

Oct. 3,1865.—dli

a*!?

by

Lease for

or

undersigned have tins day
nership under the stylo ol

TIIE

(ormod

a

copart-

general COAL BUSINESS
of High Street.
S. K. JACKSON,
OSCEOLA JACKSON.,

a

term of Years.

undersigned have formed a copartnership unthe name

DEXTER,

Ami haring purrliasert tlic stork of Chase, Littlefield
& Co., will continue the general HARDWARE BUSINE S at the old stand, 175 Middio and 118 Federal
Streets.

J. D.

Portland, Sept. 22,18C5.

37 j

hliddlo St.

DEXTER.

GENTLEMAN and Wife, or two single gentlemen, will be accommodated with board ibr the

Seoteh

of New Y

Agents

Wanted,

Remember that
&
Cu”, ofl’'r bettor Inducements
i7r,.i„,s»li
ret nmol e ic
Soldiers, and
than anv other
homo In Iho Eastern Stales,others,
to sell fine Steel liner lvP
iiigs an.1 Books by subscription.
WM. ORACR & CO.
stiu“lb
ira MiHi,ah,IX‘,'’'vit1'
M"'
B. O. Box 1732.
rtottd’
to

-----

Oct

fi. Til OR. \TO
V1

25, 1SG5.—eodCw*

ASt?fwKl SSdSt'u*

Sfl0k-

VI'\raA!"f
.‘'r,!"1’

Clty Building, on MONDAY I
vcmbrr 2i)tli, at hall iiobI to’iWi",
be chosen, and other legal bnai
i,

Bl;°K1:rr’

Casco Street

vrW
"

T:

S,’C,ri‘tdarr‘

A Tieuhtthfe House <£■ Lot for Sale.
The House and Lot on Franklin 8t., resi-

rVj'r ”enco °f the late Edward Fern aid. The house
S'two-story, roomy. and in good repair, with
KooddStable. Lot about 5CX120 foot.

a

Inquire of

Portland,

Seminary.

WINTER TERM oi this

for

School'lor y0,,,,„

and Misses will cimmenco

MONDAY’

Nov. 2 lib, and continue tcnwceeks. lor terms’
«£c., enquire at No. 15 Preble Stroet.
MARY e. HALL, Principal.

Separate Department for Children.
ELLEN M. FREEMAN, Teacher.

C* I’ROCTER*

Nov. ,10,

Alt A.

sale

LEAD, Dry and’

Tsriom
*wHiVyt,e.,>'
to
sarv

carry
°

HuBiness.

on a

novl3J2w

ry

No. 20 rrcUo

•'fpurtenanceiinoeesni»t-elnss'V“
Carriage

Manufacturing

-ALSO,TOP BUGGIES ami JEN1 blv <6> warranted
CONCOED

NY'Tjfi'lfim-ciass
WAGONS.

To Let.
and convenient tenement, centrally locatcd. Also a store, a good stand for
Millinery
busings
Apply at 137] Middle Street.
November 18, I860.

ALAHGE

dtf

For particulars
enquire ot
Or of JOHN EANn d

Commercial St.
Aug. 29—dtf.

al

'?} 1
Nandall

premiers.

& Woodbury’s,

^ye^-5fij0oo)ooo.oa.

Passports required.
Freight received on days of sailing until 4 o’clook
C. C. EATON, Agent.
mcMlfl
Portland, March 80.1666.

PORTLAN D & PENOBSCOT RIVER
ARRANGEMENT!

Tuesday and Friday Bfeolnedik 10o’clock,cohucoting with the tip m *raiu from BmIdq.
Retuiuing.will Wave Bangor every Monday and
The ustivY»Morning a 6 o’clock, touching at Hock-

land, Catndenj Uclia&t.£eur*port, Uueksimrl, W iuttrportanri Hamden, hothwayv.
Passengers ticketed through on tve Boston, Maine;
aud JhuderM Kui road at the D*)tf*Ulm B‘*t»ien, iiulein,
Lynn and Lawrence.
For Freight‘or Passage a” ply to
A. SOMBHHY. Agetrf.
w«<n*
t
,4.-:,
At OIJiccou the Wharf.
Portland, Out 2Ttli, 18U5.-dU

Fare Reduced to the Penobscot River
On anil titer June 1, tbe ftnfc.be*
(ween Portland and B&ugor will )•*
$3.00; RocWand $2.00: ether land>hi(gK on tke ltiver reduced tn pfo■
portion, per steamer ttesralotor.
A. SOMF.BBY, Agent.
Port laud. May 31, 1885—dti

ur
a

_

^

l

Delivered
I

A.

For sale

generally,

Druggists

by

and

& Dealers

by

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,
*1

CO.,

General

287 Pearl St.,

,.r

Works,

Am?
Arbroath.

I

Agents,

-m*.

iW.

NEW YORK.

U
•

S3H

I
1

’1

Tf

*——-rrrr
ap22dt i

Property

FOR SALE!
THAT SPLENDID UNFINISHED

rrnim

MARBLE

ailments,

“There i»

(iroat

HOTEL,

Middle, Willow and Silver Sts.,

in the City ol Portland, Maine, belonging in part to
the Estate of Hon JOHN M. WOOD, and in part to
the undertigne i, is offered for sale and can be purchased at a GREAT BARGAIN.
It occupies about nineteen thousand square feet of
land, with an aggregate frontage of five hundred and
seventy-five feet. It is Five Storks High, and contains about two hundred and fifteen apartments for
the use of guests, besides lour capacious stores, ami all
the most approved modern conveniences for a FIRST
CLASS HOTEL.
It was designed by Wm. WASHBURN, Esq., Architect, of Boston.
It* arrangements for Hotel purposes are pronounced by competent judges lo be ftilly equal to those of
any Hotel in the country. Its construction is most
thorough in all respects; the basement and first
stories being quite fire-proof, and all other part;
nearly so.
Its original estimated cost was
$177,000, exclusive
ol the land; ot this sum about $140,000 have been
expended to bring it to its present stage of progress,
and ft is believed that
notwithstanding the present
enhanced prices, it can l>e completed tor occupancy
Tot $75,000, according to the original plans.
For price, terms of sale and other particulars, enquire of
JOS. ILSLEY.
November 11,1805. -dtf
#

Inaucements

rABTIES WISHING TO BUILD.

rrat Aitiscribers offer for sale * large quantity
J

desirable

bailflii^g

ol

lots in tho West End of the

city, lying on V'augbmvPitHb’Noiil, CfirlfoTi.Tnorm*,
West, Emery, Ouslunan, Lewis, lirambali, Monument, Dflntorth,’Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if dc*slye<f by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of sati.sifcotory character, they will advance, \f desired, one fourth of the cost qf building. on
completion qflht house. Fran parties who build immediately, SO C’ASII f*AYMJ JST3 REQUIRED.
A l’ply every day except Sunday, from nine to ton
A. M,, at the office of the subscribers, where plans
maybe seen, and full particulars obtained.
J-IL DROWN & SONS.
I
*>iay4tf
Portland, May 3, 01865.

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership heretofore.* existing
THE
F. Locke and Horatio

between II.
Staples, under the linn
name of LOCKE & CO., is this day dissolved by mutual consent. All accounts to bo settled by II. F.
LOCKE.
H. F. LOCKE,
HOBATIO STAPLES.
Nov.
If.05.
nol4d3w
11th*
Portland,

SOUTHERN

NINE!

& REXICK,
MERCHANTS, 71 Broadway, Neir

ERADFOUD

COMMISSION
York,
dimension wi

Southern Timber of any
th despatch, and on the most
required
lavorable terms. Ship menta made directly to all domestic nnd foreign nor is. ITiey are also prepared to
turn! h Oak and Nort hern I’imj Timber, hewn or
*
oc!2d3m
sawn to order.
execute ord

ers

such Word as

no

ThX

T A.R

Fail."

Cubebs and

strengthen
They
act
directly upon the roots
of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty

and

a
cm

RlHluean.
Urinary Organs,

CNfefbr

ingle or female, frequently performing
porfeet curAfn the short tpaoe •f'three or onr
dtn, and always in Mu time that any other pwpa-

a
r

at ion.

In the useot

Tarrant's Componnd Extract «j/* Cubebs ami
'■

Cop<libs

there!.

no need of o"nffnement or change of diet
In it. approved form of a paste, i* It entirety tuteleu. aud osuusi noanpleas-ntycontiua to the patient. and no txps.ur*
It i. now acknowledged bp
the most learned in toe profession that in the above
etas, ofdi.ea.es, Cubebs and Copaiba are the only
two remedies known that out bo relied ujon with
any oertainty or sueoee..

Tarrant's Compound Extract

Copaiba
1!

JVEVER

Cubebs and

RJILS.

rl

klanalactnred only by

TAR KA NT

&

CO.

979 Greenwioh S^., New York
Sold by Druggist* all over the World,L
may6 rr,dly
•.

returns. CJrdkj itair dimppears, bald spots are covered, hair stops failing, and
luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies and Children
will appreciate the delight-

*

ful fragrance

and rich,
glossy appearance imparted to the hair, anil no fear
of soiling the shin, scalp, or
most elegimt head-dress.
Sold by nil

Druggist*.
Depot 198 & 200 Greenwich St. N. Y.
ci&wGw
Scpt.27»

Copartnersliy>

Notice.
nn-

CUMMINGS* ,M. P., U. CO.,
And will continue the ApoHuxfcry business tn all its
II.

T.

branches. at the old stand No. 432 amt 431 Congress
Street, east ot State, (the “Up town Plug Sb re.”)—
Thankful for past favors to the old
to merit and ireoive a generous support,

establishment,

they hope
trotri the public, and they plodgp theif b<*t endeavors to sustain the ancient repipsti,.* aftBe shop tor
of dealing.
aualitv
q
y «t goo-ls and honesty
Tortland,

Nov.

1,

H. T.
A. C.
IB®.

CUMMINGS,

MITCHELL.

M. D.,

AJ1 these who are "indebted to II. T. Cummings
will shortly be called upon with their accounts; and
all having demnnds against him will present the
nov7d3w*
same for settlement.

GOOD assortment of hand made SHAWLS, to
1'A INK’S,
No. 13 Market Square.
Nov, 3,

A he toldtI2w*
aheap at

Slate

of

Maine.
to thin palate. cans* no jiaiu, aet
never require increase nl dose, do net
ami
tor
exhaast,
elderly persons, females and childTwu taken at night iunvren, are just the tiling.
tlie bowels inice tlifr next
warraulod
ill all ea.es of Piles and Falling of the [tectum. We
promise a core for all symptoms of tho IlYsrtrsiA,
such as
alter eating, Sour Stomach, Spit01 loud, Palpitation*; alw< Heads oho, I dmlnem,
L
Fain in the- Back r
anil Eyes, Sick 1

PHEASANT
promptly,

BALSAM is warauteAto cureCoughs,Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma, Whelping Cough, Sore Throat* Consumption, and and all ftffi'ctioHH ot the throat and
Lungs.
ForKde bv DrtgaDts. 50 cents per Lottie.
GEO C.‘ GOOmVrN A OO., »7 Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Agents tor New England.

SflorZtngl

ting

Oppression

■■

dou, Liver Compl

Monthly Tujiis,

an_

Faint new, dtc.
Travelers
t
wkat they need, as
they are so impact mud inodorous
hat they nay he carried In the rest pocket. Trice CO
cenLn Per box; tonal 1
3d
For na 10 by J.
S. HARRISON & COa* Prupriatorn, No 1
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any addresi* on

euclotdng 8U tents.

fntamfoly

Consumption or Insanity ensues.

Hembold’s Fluid ExtractBuchu
In afreefiofttf peculiarto “Females” is

STRICKLAND’S FILE REMEDY fm« cnrwl
thousands oi the worst cases of Blind an A Bleeding
Piles. y€t gives immediate relief, and effects ft nernianehf Cure. Try lit dkeetly.
It is warranted to
For sale bv all Dtliggints. 50 ctn. per bottle.
cure.
GKO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 3K Hanover Street,
novloddu
Boston, Solo Agents lor New England.
SYKKS,

PURCHASER FOR EASTKHN ACCOUNT,
It

H-Out,

flllAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUTTER, and WESTERN PRODUCE generally.

Particular attention Riven

and

obcapeet route.,

P. O. Box 471.

to ablppinR by quickest
ho- IRS South Hater At.,

Chicago, Illinois.

Rcfereiiaet-~yLwzr*. SO* Bewdlear k Co; Maynard k Sons; II. & W. Chiekerir*; C.|I. Camm,ig*
k Co; Chae. H. Stone; liallett, lTavis & Co| Boston.
J. N. Bacon. Esq, President Newton National Bank*

Newton.MawijC.B Coffin.Esq, N.Y.City. febOftdly

For Sale

A
St..
co

or

to Let.

of Band, situated
HOUSE, Barn, nnd One Aor»
in Falmouth, one-half mile ln>n« Atlantic and

LawronceDepot,and one-fourlUnulo from Cas-»
Bay. For terms apply at No, 5 Chapel Street,

Nov, 7—dtf

iui

in Ohlorenis

hy
unequalled
or Retention,

Painful ness or Bupyrejuion of C ustomary Evaouaions Ulcerated orodh rr6usSlate Oitne Uterus; aud
all complaints mo Went to the sex, whether arising
from habits of dissination, imprudence in, or the doc incur change of life,

HEMBOLD’S FLUID EXT. BUCHU
uitiir^
AND IMPROVED ROSE WASIT,

.1 ixifi

Will
exterminate from the System Disease#
et litt 31, expense,
little or au ohang<* lntnet.no Ineonrwiil nc«! or exposthose
unpleasant and
ure; complete y inpersedinp
dauge ous remedies, Coyaiva and Mercury in all

radically

arising Irottr habits of dissipation,

these disease*.
1

-.(it

1

1

Um
*

j

Helmbold's
2iri wtx5 a •vuu iKnlh.ni
EXTRACT BUG MB.

ni

lunS&UJB

In all disease* of these organ*, whether existing in
Mate or Female, from whatever cause originating,
It is p easnnt in
aud no matter how long standing.
taste and odor,action aud imre strengthening tuan any of tlifc preparations of bark or irota.
Tnos- suffering from Bsokttl Buwa or Delicate U on-

stttutloifs, procure UeJK*piedy at oocek
The reader must he awure that howdVcr slight may
l*o Hie attack of the abort diseases, it Is certain to aflcct Ins bodily beul h, mental powers and happiue.-s.
Au the above diseAses reqnlre the aid of a diuretic.

HELMBOLDS EXTRACT BUCHU
U
b
uii

lithe
HliD

Helmbold’s

id ij-j-jd iua l*d li

Great

,

»>1 nil

Diuretic.
,,,/

fiigUy

-j"

Concentrated

For
the blood removing all cfrooic const i
tutiotml diseases arhring from an Impure state of the
bluMUmlMitMily reliable ami effectual known remedy ior the cure of Scrofula, Scald liead^SaU Hhcum.
Pains and Swelling of the llenex. t’legation of the

purifying

BEAUTIFYING

TUG COMPLEXION.

t If all the discoveries that have been male to
blood
purge it out, none can equal In MNfet HELMHOLTPS
It
COMPOUND EX TRACT OF SARSAPARILLA
cleanse* aud renovates the blood, instils th$ vigor of
hcaflh into the pj stem, end purges out the humor*
which mukodisease. It. stimulates the healthy Ibuction* of the ho«ty,»nd<i*peils the disorders* that gfnw
aud rankle in fiio blood. Sucnuroundy that could
he relied on, has tong been sought for, aud now, lor
the first time, the pub ic have
tlic> can
depend our si*®*"* Mefe doer not adtnltiifi*iTtlncatPt
to show its effects, hut the trial efu single bbtlle will
show he sick that It has virtues surpassing any thing

uneonwliiojt

they have overtaken*

Two iablespoonftills Qfthe Extract ef Sarsaparilla
added toai>ii4of water Is equal to* the Lisbon Diet
Drink, and ope bottle is ItoUy equal to a gallon of the
byrup of Sarsaparilla, or the dccocliou as usually
made.
g3T Tkrst Extracts have been admitted to use in the
United States Army, and are also in very general uso
in all the State liospiials aud Public Sanitary InsiPutions throughout the land, as well as in priyate practices, and nun* eousidt red as iuvaluab e repiedies.

july4«lly

8co Medioal

Properties of Buchu,

tilSPENSATORY of

the UNITED STATES
Sw Prof, Dhwkk’b valuable work, on the I’aolite.
of PUyUic.
HeeTfmnriismml, by the laMuUfcbratM Dr. Phytic

DR.

OP

preparation.

any other

FROM

W.

arfMng

•>

AND

Catfifora

tor

Shawls, Shawls, Shawls!

from Indiscretion. The exlrtUifftetf power* oflNatuie, which are nccomimpmany alarming symptoms, ttW'iiK which
by
wRl be Jouml indisposition to Exertion, Los* of Memory, Wakefulness, Horror of Disease, or Forebodings
of Evil: In fact Universal Lassitude Prostration,
and inability**" outer into Oh* enjoyment* of society.
The t'onstltULioQ ouce affected with Organie Weakiu#s, xeqsirentlie aid 6l medicine to strengthen and
invigorate the System, which HtinlmM'i J&trrat* ttudocs. If no treatment is submitted to,
rhu

1710 RTTfcakness

Kota few ofthc worst disorders that affect mankind
arise Horn the corrupfiou that "accumulates in the

lift. STRICKLAND'S MELLIFLUOUS COUCH

J.

rnjE nfcdcrslgncl have formed a partnership
X der the name and style ot

%

PHILLIPS,*
for

Buchu!

Extract

Fluid

COS{POUND FLUID EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA.

H. H. HAY,
General Agents
Oct 5—d&wlun

Tf E LM BOLD'S

Throat and Leg*. Hlotcbea. Pimp!** on M«u F*or Totter, Erysipelas, and all Scaly Eruptions of the skin,

J. W. PEHKINS,

ing] ihbifforate,

!

,.|

Copaiba,

Certain,
Speedy
the iUadder. Kidney9 and
18 ofSure,
either in the

by all Druggists, and dealers in medicine gen-

W. F.

ance.

NT’S

COMPOUND NX TRACT OR

strongest71«sti»oniala

and lengthen the hair.

and Refined.

FOB

Valuable Hotel

/

Also, LINSEED

i

Bath, April 20,18G3.

x

cte

BY-

COO do All Long flax “Gov- I
ernment contract,”
300 do Extra All Long llax I
300 do Navy Fine,
J
in Portland or Boston,

tenance what is wrong. For years a Baptist clergyman, studying medicine to find remedies for his
with a delicate consumptive look, standing
with one foot upon the "rave, he made .he di covery
which has saved him.sell, and called out from hundreds of others, the
possible.
We have known pr. Poland for years, and never
knew a more conscientious, honest, upright man,
and are glad to slate that we believe whatever he
soy* about hi* White 1 ine Compound.”

Mrs. S. A. Allen's World's
Hair Restorer and Dress-

Red

N. B.— Ladies desiring may Consult one of theii
aux. A lady of experience in Constant attend
jau1.l665d&wly

own

lod

e

I

uj

r. M.

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.

-ED LEAD,

Oil,

in

purely

Boston.
At Eastport the Steamer “Queen”.afUl oonneot
for St. Andrews, Itohinstnu and Calais.with llieNow
Brnswtck and Ckhad* Railway for Woodsiock and
Boulton stations.
S'ago (-'oaahcs also eoaueet at
Eastport tor Machias and iuteraiudiate places.
At St. John the steamer Emperor will oonneot, for
Windier, Digby and Halifax, and with steaoiors for
Frederic sod the St Jobu River.
Through tickets
procured of tfro agents os the ulerk on hoard. No

Itufnevo and Bladder,Gravel, and other complaints.
For Piles and Scurvy, it will he found very valua-

ally.

l>r. JIT Beetle Renovating MeiUelne* are unrivalled In L-mcii-y and superior virtue in regulating aU
Fenndc Irregularities. Their actl<»n is vpeclfle and
certain of producing relief In a short time.
LADIES will tina it invaluable in all canes of ob
fetnuftkms after all other re medio* have been tried bn
Jt is
vain.
vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be takeu
with perfect safety at all time*.
Sent to anv part of the country, with full directions
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (comer of Middle], Portland.

Returning will leave 8t. John every Monday and
8 a. x, fer Eastport, Portland and

«

■

Infirmary,

LADIES.

THE

DR. UUGllES particularly nvite* all Ladiea, wbc
a medical adviser, to call at his room*, No. 5

Thursdays at

>

..

TO
need

On ami after Moiytay, Oct. 300k
the new mid net-got u&
••HUtit lsATOR.’M apt. W H
Mowuit, will U*fLV«i IU.il rot* 1 Wharf,
fool of State Street vFor t laud, every

—

.«

Elec tic Medical

Si. John.

St. John.

nOL/t STD'S

>•

appearance.

dilliculty, ignor-

many

»

is

than that ot any other company.

lo a dark and twrbkl
changing men
who die of this

are

the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
l can warrant a perfect cure m each rases, ind a
lull ai»d healthy luotmation (4 the urinary organa.
Person*, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do •> oy writing, fn » plain manner, a description
of thek disease*, and the appropriate remedies will
bo fin-warded Immediately.
All cur re*p<rt‘deuce strictly conlhlentUi, and will be
returned, it de&Uod.
Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
Addraes:
No. 5 Temple Stroet (comer of Middk)
Street], Portland. Me
Send a Stamp for Circular.

Uolai, wui Have Railroad Wharf, loot ol titatf St,
evtty MunnAV at 5 o’clock P. m ; and the Steamer
Mbw BttOVKWicK. Capt K B. Winchester, will leave
every lauusnvv nt6 o’ch-tk r.h.forEastpoatand

FAIJ,

ing Urino, Bleedfrom the

<

agani
There
ant of

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.

ble.
Give it a trial il yon would learn tlie value of a good
and tried mediciho* It is pleasant, safe and sure.

Seventh. -The rates of premiums are as low as
those of any other first class company.
Kefebeki'K^.—lion. Daniel
S.# Dickinson, Rev.
“Henry Ward Beecher, MessMi Robinson & Ogden,
New York.
^HAltbfes 15. IIAL.L, Agent.
Pfiicc No* $2 Exchange St., Portland.

!r,

*Glass-m;. or s’
T M VI

LITHARGE,
Lead;

,,

BARGAIN!

Maiae*

It is a remarkable remedy
fof li idney Complaints, Diabetes, Difficulty of Void-

PU .E WHITE

Manufacturers of

and

BATH, ME.
OAA BOLTS Superior Bleached 1

On

-4

Horticultural Society!

**’

road^taar

will
and

Mpttttylly.

Sold

w,

lor Sale,
acrer<, or more, on very favorable terms, on Oak
Hill, InScarboro,
no w occupied
by the subscriber.—
bmtnuft 'ibm I'or (land fifteen minu
^ Ran,ami thirty by the county

tv.

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.

l%ere aw many men at the ngo of thhty who arc
troubled wbh too Ivoqucul evacuations from the bladder, often acooinpanh-dtiy a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a mannci
On c\au*iiiu£ the
the patient cannot account tor.
urinary deposit* a ropy sediment will often tie found,
arid sometunes small particle* of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkhrii hue,

International Steamship Co.
Calais and

*

-Temple Street, which they will ilnd arranged for theii
e»I»ccial accommodation.

THE WHITE FIXE COMPOUND
GUHE8
Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs. Diphtheria, Bronchitis
and
Pulmonary Affections
Spit ting, of Blood,

"r'VNTCftl -DM

Uj.11 {h

^CT-'Carr, roHlacd.

Eastport,

lor

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY VNUAFFY EAF^HUlNUKI
Young men troubled with emissions in then,—a
complaint generally the remit of a htul habit In
youth,—treated ssluiiUboaUy, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day pusses but wo are ceiisulled by one
or inoro young man with the ahovu ilireuee, hoiij« ol
whom are an weak and emaciated a* 1 hough they had
the conHumptuMi. and by tiuhr frunwU •upi^wd to
have it.t All such ca*i-& yield to the
prop** and only
uttroci bourae of treatment, and in a gfiort time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

H. B. CROMWELL * CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
■dtf
May 89. 1886._ <

Jittered

(Located in New- York Cfty,"organized July 25, 1852,)
WILLIAM iC. ALEXANDER, Prcmlmt..
GEOKGE W. PHILLIPS, Actuary.

less

Atlantic \ iite-J.ea*L
v and Linseed Oil Co.,

Canvas,
SALE

.JAMES T. PATTEN &

For Sale.

Farm

j

nr.

>

i

FEET TTacIrmetack, Plank
^f and
Flat Timber for Sale by
C* S. CLARK* Agent St. Francis’ Mills.
Oet. 17,1865.—dlmis
Smith’s Wiiahf.

For narticnlars, enquire oi
BEN.T. KNIGHT,
octlSdli
Atlantic YVhui-r.

Brackett St.

and

an
as any
6th. It has as
and the castings arc heavier and, |iner than
oi
v.
other manuiacture.
H
.A C
;
7th, and last These Shoves frrV'-Warrtrlted ifrrcspoet to working, cracks, imperfections, «& ?., &c.

HacJcmetack.

Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer
TITE
Street, ata great bakuaiK.

Dwelling House nnd Lot of Land No. 3 Mont
poniery Street, Portland. Lot 3? x 50 f ct.
two stories, in good repair. Inquire of
nug8, k. CARLETON, Attorney at Law,
Pov2,ltf
No. 80 Middle St rcet.

ease

p&pible.

CHASE BROTHERS,
Head Long Wharf
B.—In store 500 bushels White Corn
per sell.
Convoy Irom Norfolk. Va.
ocIPtt&b

oc!4dtf

House

coal

*«*« *•
J%2S2S&m!**
Oven
Cook Stove,
largo

mkal-

by

DAVIS,

PplIF.
-I

actually loss,

Stove.
It may be regulated v.-ith greater
perfection than was *vfr Bn1 «#5chKMB#-(Il

,,

-FOB

winter.

THE
Ladies

ellow

“Oswego Family Flour,”
50 Bbls. “Chesapeake Extra
Flour,”
Cargo Sell. ‘Aid, from Baltimore, now landing
lor sale

Boat-House for Sale.
Customs Boat-House at Main Wharf, is for
rpHE
JL sale. Inquire ot
CHAS. J. TALBOT,
Oct 13—dtf
Surveyor of Customs.

Board.

Nov. 14,18CJ5.

3500
200 Bbls.

For Sale.

Mr. D. D. Chase, so long and favorably known
to the Jlnrdwaro trade of Portland, will r main with
the hew arm
sep2t) ’05 tf

Port sand

Yellow Corn and Flour.

No. 161 Commc rclal Street.

JOSEPH a. KINO.

11—dlw

BBLS. Fall and Winter Apples.
100 Tubs Choice Butter.
J ust received and lor sale by
*0. W. SMITH.
^
Oct.
20.—dtl
Nos. C and 8 Silver Street.

a

Apply to W,

little,

if not
consumes as
anv stovo now in use as a Cook
It

4th;

QAA

large Furnished Reams, centrally located, in
TWOprivate
ftwnily. Good reference required.

and firm of

KINO

than

To Rent.

Copartnersh /p.
der
THE

&■

MUSCOVADO

OIJU

store.

McGILVKRY, RYAN

3d.

Whiti^IjEatx

Sails and Rigging: tor Sale.
Standing Rigging. Sails and Blocks ol the
THE
new Bri<* Atlanta, 400 tons old
measurement,
saved In perfect order. Tlio draft, ot the spars can be
,,

mefluftery.

ow

the

uotlee,

:

Unsightly Ulcers,

Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

leave Parti aud.

Is now
to tlie afflicted throughout the country,
after h iving boon proved by the test of eleven years,
»n the New England States, where Its merits have
become as well knov'H as tlie tree from which, in part,
it derives its virtu**.

Equitable Lifty'Assignee Society

low: do not wait lor

treal, Quebec, lSan^or, Bath, Augusta, Eastport an*
St.John.
Shippers are requested to lend llwtr freight to the
steamers na early as 8 P. M. ou the day that they

COMPOUND,

LIFE INSURANCE.

°f

ieiiow b

Leave Breen's Wharf, Portland,every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,at J P. V.-, Md leave Pier
V North Jhiver, New York, every 'WTODftFSDl. Y
andSATURDAY, »t4oVlook r. M.
These Vessels are fitted up with fine aroommodations ior passengers, mak log this the most speedy,
awe and comfortable route lor traveller,, Letwtwa
New York and Maine
Pc-aege, ill Slate Itooin,
96.0d. Cabin passage *6 CO. Meala extra.
Goods forwarded by this Use to and Lorn Mon-

,,

Bocn-____mayl3lf

funelG—dtf

•■■►■BBESISiVxawootJ,
ran *b

mvi&

_

Portland, June 12,18C5—If

--

feet ol
st. for

House Lots for Sale.
finely located House Lots in Capo ElizSEVERAL
abeth, three minutes’ walk from the Cape Brldgte.
ol

at our

ami it has elicited the highest praise from all who
! hsvvnmmffled its-working.
\
y
It has all the b<*i points w bur former- favorite
Staves, Jwfiidfes others which they do not possess.
Anldug®lienf‘arc the following points:
t
1st. The allies, dropping into a sifter beneath the
grate, are sifted without moving.
2d. It sifts ashes wifiiouA dust, dr efthdr Sficirtp- r
braiuy, and the cinders arte WaflyWed im-

LINE.

misplaced

SEEK FOR AS JS'JlDOTR IS EE4SOS.
The Fains and Aches, ahd Lassitude and Nervous
Frustration that may fellow Impure Coition, are
the Baromctor to the whole system.
Do not wait lor the eon .cmfruition that Is sure to fol-

The splendid and last Utcamshict

m

WHITE PISTE

A. ts e i\ t s

dfldly

as

AH who have committed an excess ol any Lind,
whether it be tba solitary vine of youth, or the stingconlldencc in lecturer years,
ing rebuke of

I?

•

Secretary.

fun

s'Z&rA&LVto K8 A r EA KE,: Caps Ir. IT. SherCapt. U.
S nmiT".1 aoj HiAhCONlA,
willaatil further

England Remedy. ^

b

Store and Wharf now occupied by Charles
Merrill, situated between Union Wharf and
Merrill’s. The Wharf conuyie about 15tK) square tt.,
T»l!h a two story buifiling
thorowi, 20by 75. For further patticulai s inquire of
JOSEPH H. WHITE,
No. 6} Union Wharf.
may25dtf

Seen

Nsw

John W, Munger & Co*,
o

SEMIWEEKLY

THE GREAT

DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
Me.
OFFICE, 1GC

STEAMERS

New England Screw Steamship Co

These medicines arc kept cnnst&ntly on hand at
II. II. UA V & Co.’s, Wholesale Druggists, Portland;
and Druggists generally throughout the county.
$ov ig-rdtt;
'_

^fa*ffi***

E. N. PERRY, at the Sheriffs Oilice, PortInquire
lam i, where a plan of
Capo Elizabeth lots mav-be

JACKSON A SON,

k.

lor the purpose of doing
at Sawyer’s Wharf, foot

Apj ly

a

r

-Molasses.

CHOICE

has

H1NE,

THE

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

follows:—
Leave Atlantis Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Ti^eWt^y. Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o’clock 1*. M : and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Weduusday,Thursday, Friday and Batunlay, av5 o’clock P.il,
Fare in CaWfn
$2.00.
Kf Freight taken as usual
The Coupauy are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $r»nfn valne and that personal, uuleas notice U .given and paid for ut the rats of
one passenger fafr every $o<)0 additional value.
L. BILLIMifc. Agent.
Aug 6, 1*65.
—4\i c

tuyit:::

Pori laud*

cipTriLrice

fuiraue*

Arrangement!

WU1, until further notice,

No. 13 Dow Street.

OLIVER A.

aae..

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,

4'lic'Whira Pine Compound, advertised at length in
columns, is not only as to its name inviting, but
highly approved 'medicine. Dr. J. W. Boland,
(Accumulated in Six. Years.)
the inventor, lias the conti<Tehee of many w.bo know
Uip^e
liim, a continence which ho enjoyed while laboring
fi!
rii c
usefully many years as a Baptist minister, llis exFor Sale.
perience as a sufferer led to him to make experiments
(oiiHdcrnlion. for lfwiirins in Ibe Usui-4 f'AA TONS square Ilackmctnck Timber^
winch issued In Ids medical discovery.—Hutton
1
l*t hie? Life
Also, ShipKueOs; Oak, Hackmotack Don’t buy a Coofc Swtc until you have
^
fPntdkmm and Iitfector.
and Hardwood Plank, lor sale bv
seen and cXHiritned the
TlHvJCimor ©f the Manchester Daily and Weekly
First.—Pi niiufijs ott aT! regrflai* Life Polit ies
L. TAYLOR, ‘61 Commercial St.
Tfiirror, in a leader of the Doily, thus writes of the
Oct 21—dtf
cease at fixed dates.
o
Compound.
S
“Tho White FineJCompounu is advertisod at much
Stew AHD SECOUU STDV
If AY BE f (Mfcfc®. —All
E^dowmen^ Policies ecc ared non length tn our columns,- and we are happy to learn that
FOUND AT OUR STOVE STORE.
Sugar and Molasses.
forfeitable afler three years, for a pro rata amount.^ the demand for it is incioasinjr beyond all previous
Third.—Its cash income is greater than thatoi
expectations. It the very best medicine for Coughs
°* bOAA BOXES Yellow Sugar;
and Colds we know of» and no fondly that' has uuce
8 ■*
any company organized within the last fifteen year;}.
jidVfV/ 75 hogs Ik? ads “Remedies” liateovadd1 ltUJV
No. 174 Fore Street,
used it, wilt be without it. We speak from our own
other company ever organlacd dthMolasses;
oct23d4w
Vortlau«L
knowledge, it. is sure to kill a cold and pleasant as
Fourth*—l^p
20 liogshoads “Cienfuegos” Muscovado
—--!
—dsjSj
America, lias experienced such ex- sure. The greatest inventions come by accident, and
Molasses;
it is singular that the White Pine Compound made
traordinary prosjierity.
For sale by
tov Colds and Coughs should pTove to be the greatest
t.
SIOJOI A
H. I. ROBINSON,
FIFTH.—All of its profits are di vided among the
for kidney difficulties known. But so it is.—
remedy
Oct. 20.—dim
No. 1 Portland Pier.
We cannot doubt 11, so many testimonials eorne to us
,—-men. Besides the character of Dr.
from
well-known
Is
ra'io of ilislmrsements to receipts
Boland is such, that we know that ho will not counApples and Butter.

STEPHENSON.

\vr. H.

lillDS.

Sugar

C. C.

CllAMlMO.V OF THE DAT !
been sold in* tip
ptaf 4 only a §h<*t time,

THE

It has takep the lead of every thing in the
*
-'Opokine: Stove line.
^
Iiino case has;it foiled to give entire satif&unidhr,

344 Hhils. Choice MUSCOVADO MOLASSES,
42 Tea.Choice MUSCOVADO MOLASSES,
Cargo brig Eudorus, now landing and for sale by
II* EATON*
No. 1 Central Wharf.
Oct 30—d3w*

House Lots.

PEARSON & SMITH.

Copartnership Notice.

Nov

Q/V

OU SUGAR,

CO.,

House Lois, comprising 45,000
ELEVEN
Land,
Emery, Cuslnaao and Lewis

soon.

at 101

Trinidad

Cor. Commercial and Franklin streets.

on

JT

Stove,

’

l-

M. A. BRADFORD,

*

that remedlo handed oat for
guhwal use •hauld liavu
their elhoucy cstublidiod by
ll«
tohtod
u‘« yWllH
y
•*«■««*
phT»>Asn, whose
of,
preiATStery »t»4tw> lit* luui Ibt m tile iutie* be mud
tulhll; yet the country U Hooded with poor nontruiut
and cure-alls, purporting to be thu beet 4u the worhl.
are nut only uwjlc**, but always hdurieu*.
The uufortunate should do partrxlaii in selecting his
phVfttcian. os if is a lamentable yet tncontrovortabio tael, that many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from iittixiicriebced physicians in general practice;
lor it is a paint generally conceded by tbe test syphilograpbers, that the study and management of these
complaint" should engross the whole time of those
who would bo competent and successfti! In tlielr treatThe inexperienced general '.rsetitment and cure.
iouor, lutviiig neltlier opportunity uur time to make
himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
one system of treatment, in most eases m&kng an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury,
v
:i
_

*

nov2dlm,

Sale,

‘El Dorado Cook
IS

I

200
Selected Baldwin*; ’/T A.
lOO
Pure Cider;
50
Cape Cranberries:
at
tbe
Lowest
Market Prices, by
sale,
A. T. HALL, No. 1 Milk Street.

For

FTTHE
A H.

undersigned contemplating making * change
in their busiu «, would dispose of their Retail
Tra le, together with Horses, Bread Carta and Baking Implements, on reasonable terms it applied lor

A

&

Apples!

OAA BARRELS Choice Ealing Apples;
V.JKJ 1OO Barrels Greenings;

110and 112 Federal si.

JEFFERSON COOLIGE

‘

LYNCJH,

cams

St‘.f

over

58 Liberty St.9

8—<I2w__

Apples!

To Let.

To Let

A RARE CHANCE !

S.

Nov

cor-

Portland, Me.

CHAMBERS

fCfffakmQ,
New York City.

Kre.

CAUTION TO THE FUEUC.
pwwin mas< Know

w^U

AMERICA,

Rummer

announce

Orders received from any part of the country
ho promptly attended to. Every article is put up
packed in the beat manner.
Address all letters to

1804, and find tha^THB INTERNATIONAL RECEIVED MORE" TEWdlfaMS IN' TEE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ONE! Tliis list includes the English Companies aud the Hartford Agencies, all of which fall
farboliind the International in point of patrona e in
tliis City.— Axco York (W,nmei'cial Advertiser.
This is a*iiiost gratifying and remarkable fact, best
understood by tlidpe wlib beet knowthp real merifs
and 8 illful managchlSut cl tills stoning corporation,
which thus within two ya>:t|rs takes Hie k»ad oi scores
of other Companies that have been established from
a quarter to a half century.
CHARLES TAYLOR, ‘President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.

Nov 4—ilSmos

139 Commercial St.

containing

Portland, April26,16G5.—«uf

Mayor.

THOMAS

Elizabeth.

July25dtf

mai)t

Sugar.

LOU1

13 rooms, closets, &c., all in
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outThe
lot
contains
5(1.000 feet, and for beaubuildings.
ty of location is unsurpassed in this ^ ieinly.
Term easy. For pavdeulars enquire
nt;
SfVS Congress

passed, sent down and Concurred.

Approved,

Cape

v.e shall cliarge for 1« rlMkll%r4iisnciions by
wardinff the Certificates, paying iiie postage and doing the business, 25 cerrta each, which tnust bo enclosed whoa the Certificate is sent.
Five Cerlilicatos
will lx; sent for $1; 12 tor $2; 30 for $5; 100 for $15.
want
in
everv. JUegipmntf
AGLET#—We
Agents
and in evefy Town and County ui the Country, and
those acting as such will be allowed 1(1 cento on every
certificate ordered by them, provided their remittance amounts to One Dollar. Agents will collect 25
Colds lor evevy Certificate, and remit 15 cents to us,
either in Cash or Postage S amps.

try it::

try it:

—

cess*

4

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE I

Warranted* sure euro in all cases. Directions given
with every package. Tile cnly sure remedy need by
iu wararmy surgeon# during Ike war, and am safe
ranting every calm if tho directions nre ibliowed.
ns
this
disit
on
have
band,
Every faintly should
ease is most terrible, and sudden in its effect, and tlds
immediate
known
now
licit
is the imlv remedy
gives
and substantial re'ief.

New York Estimate of the International.
As an indication of how this Company stands AT
HOME, wc take the City business of 105 Companies
and Agoncfbs, nained ?n Hie Treasurer’s Report oi tlic
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for

BRYAN BROfi. <£

r f\ HUBS. PTilMli EABLY MUSCOVADO
MOLASSES.
75 Tierces Prime early Muscovado Molrsscs.
in uu.. r>.-iuw «#M-ir'Mii.MciTvauar Molasses.
50 BOXES WHITE HAVANA SUGAR.

4

SALE.
Estate, on the

f

affliction 01 private tiisoases, whether *ri*J*n»
impure connection or thu terrible vice of self-abuse.
bis entire time to that particular branch ol
Unvoting
in UUABthe
mescal profession, ke leeis warranted
of long
a cjukk in all Oa»e», whetlier
sUudintf or receutly contracted, entirely removing
the
UregH of disease ft oni the system, and making a
P«rta<kand Peum.VNENT ClIitH.
,
call the attention at tbe afflicted to tlve
»c« orbis
long staudkuz and well-earned reputation
and
sucfurnishing bumciea* assurance of Ids BkJU

Diphtheria Remedy!

BraUibrd’s

Tnsuraiicxj cm HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find It for their interest
to give us a call.

North
:

_1_

4

?.tarVno

as

desirable residence in Cape Elizabeth,
mile from Portland Bridge. The house is

two

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Molasses aiul

6.—dtf

In

..

Meal, Meal.
Supplied to dealers in any quantity, at any place of
business in the city, or by car load on any line ot railEDW. H. BTJRGIN.
toad by
City Mills, No. 120 Commercial Street.
dim
November 14, 1865.

Commercial St.

Heal Estate loi*

Also,

prices.

JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
For particulars enquire of his Attorneys, Messrs.
PfbIiOIS
Jackson, 5ft Exchange Street.

through

Brophy.

Yellow Corn,
prime quality lor mealing, now in store, for sale
by car load free on track, at the very lowest market

Stale and Danforth Sts.,
Now owned and oempied by the subscriber.

Book-keep-

from schooner James

Corn,

A

Valuable Heal Estate!
located Real

Mixed

JUST
Cargo of Schooner Concord.

the Bay son House.
House and Lot corner ol Waterville and Khcrbrook
Sts. Term, easy, 1o suit purchasers.
Apply Ui W, 37 j MlJdieSt.
.inly Hill I

finely

High

landing

FOUR STORY BRICK

The
ner of

aerstif).

the

on

Pier 43

TINKLEPAUOH, Commander,

with this disease to visit me, where they can tind a
home, and all the care and attention will bo paid
tlu)m to meke them at one# realize that they are rapidly rtig iiiui*; tlieir lost Strength and health.
Call and let.
A will warrant a cure in most cases.
me e xamine your case, or writs by letter, enclosing
two postage stamps* and l will inform yon at onoe.—
1 would also call the attention of thj public to

'|i61fclds

M., from

Will loavc on WEDNESDAY, tho 29th Nov., and
will call at Para.
An oaperieneed Surgeo in attached t» each Sto*mShip.
All letters must pass through the Post Ottice.
For fruigb t or passage apply to
THOMAS ASKNCIO & 06.,
IT Broadway, N.T.
THOMAS ASKNCIO & CO.,
Or,
,1
CUSTOM
HOUSE WHARF,
1
Nov 4—dtf
Portland, Me.

DOW STREET,

01’MCE-13

dispatch regularly,

at 3 P.

SOUTH

BltADFOJtD,

A.

month,

THE

Where all letters Hr ad rice or business should be
directed.
1 may be found there every nay to examine professionally cafes of consumption. Bronchitis, vr diseases of a consumptive nature.
Advice frric.
Board, with treatment, If desired, at $2.;k) per ilay;
horse and carriage furbished daily iu lair weather
fbr out-door exercise, tree of charge.
I would invifcPtwtfcnta from abr jad being afflicted

MARINE insurance,

5000

Merchandise.

Prime

M.

Dollars !

prepared

l&to 25
era.
ff to
15
5090 Ladies’ GiuwiiB Jet WucTdes,
u
*>
Hair Bars »<i.l t*.
r
5
to
10
and Balls,
Certificates of the various articles aie first put into envelopes, Mealed up and mixed; and when ordered are taken out without rc-gardUo chows; and sent
On Toccfipt of
by mail, thus giving all a fail chance,
the certificate, you wiH see what -you are to have,
send
to
the
Dollar and
is
then
it
at
and
your option
take the article or not. Purchasers may thus obtain
set
of Jewelry
Diamond
or
Watch.
a Gold
any
King,
on our list for Gne Dollar.
] «r£i/ ff
Spud 25 Ceuta f,»r Certificate,

CHASE)

I

TRly,

ONE of their NEW JfIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS.

Portland*-....Maine*

‘;fire department.

-bo

experience,

OTHER

River,

■

j

iOna Million

and Gold JjUtension

actual

Pernambuco,

STEAMSHIP COMPANY

29th of each

Temple Street,

Xo. S

Every Trip,

EVERY

PARA

Will

myself
country,undyileo
and treat personally or byhetter any caso of $ consumptive teiuliuioy.tliat proves iftv tinate and unyeldiug under other modes of treatment.

Original .Capital

UiiigSd,

ens

LITTLEJOHN &
No. i Central Wharf.

Sept 13—dCin

$o,

Surplus,201,188,10

HkVj,,

take, through

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL

health
I therol'ore,in consideration of my returning
and ot the agencies that have been the cause of it::
1 am preres duration, do announce to the public that
of the
pared to supply medicines to order, to any part
in readiness to examine
hold

1

place for Galves-

Aug. 29—dtf

Horses for Sale.
the Railroad Stable on Spring street, several
ATgood Horses, suitable for work or family use.

FOR

same

ton, Philadelphia and Richmond.

Store to Let.

i^viro

$1,000,000

rOto^

Vessels to load deals, at St. John* N.
for English and Irish Ports, at highest rates of height.

Brick Store eomcr Commercial and Franklin
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jefferson Coolidge & Co.
PoBsestiou given Oct. 1st.
A. & S. E. SPRING.
Sept 27—dtf

HOUSE

CASH CAPITAL,

§

the Medicated Tonic and Llio

the public my competency to warrant euro of Consompliou in all its various forms. This terrible disease Is considered the greatest scourge to health in
the Sew England States, because it has not been
treated in a proper way. Tlus'l hove lorn uodhy submitting to a general treatment for the disea: o and
realizing no ht(nelit whatever, hut continued to grow
worse, until uiy caw: was considered hopeless.

lt

500
50
100
5 )
50
60
2»>
5>
20
40

ChaflWj

iOOnjM’dl^nila

aug5ej&dtl

B.,

x

Attest:—J.
Nov 8—d2w

a

near

Wanted.

Real Instate for Sale.
and LOT No. 37 Middle Street, known

200 to

*l>

cdecs

to

with Bells and

GddfFootbpicks,

family without children, small genteel tenBY
the central part pi llmcity.
ement.
Address X. Y.

on Exchange
Street, suitable ibr a Wholesale Dry
Goods business, or ibr tbo manufacture of Clothing, or
of Boots and Shoes. Will be vacated this month or
the next. For further information inquire of DR.
NEWTON, Office 115 Exchange Street, up stairs, or
of J. E. DOW, Coiner of Milk and Exchange Streets.
dtf
Portland, Sept. 19th, 1806.

Is open Day and Evening, for a full ami thorough
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St.,
No. 101, opposite 11. II. Hay & Co., Apothecaries.
The Principal has had 21 years* experience.
I do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Series of Colleges into the other Continent; and that my
Diplomas and full Scholarships, aro good all
over this great would; but 1 do chum tlTev will
prove intrinsic to the Stud*»*t*» <*H4»cr
or GENTLEMEN) in any part of the United mates
(\f America; and also that our Counting Rooms
lor inductive training (without any copying,) both in
Accounts and Native Writing, Mercantile. Lav.',
tfc., offer as, full, thorough, complete,practical and
expeditious facilities lor BUSINESS EDUCATION, as any College in the U. S.
This is the only Commercial College in the State
where a full and complete Scholarship In
ing, Writing, Ac., is taught without copying, so Iba
no one can pass
the course without obtaining a thorough count mg-ioom education.
to live Citizen
k Zr' Mr. Brown would
of Portland and vicinity, his inarm gratitude for
their kindness and liberal patronage the past li teen
and with the promise of F
Bftfy so~
years;
lie its otherfavor8!

Silver Teapots and Coffee Unis, 20 to

sition I

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

each

TWmblis^^ils^iic.,

Wanted,

rjlHE
A

137

or

Tenement,

Oct 10—dtf

Stock of Goods for Sale, and Store to rent in
Payson Block, No. 37^ Middle St. Apply to F.
S. W., on the premised, or ut house No. 42 Middle St.,
oc6dtf
Portland, Me;

july25 dtf is

tenement suitable for oigj

two,
small families, with good water privileges. »»j j» i
WANTi
Box 1503.
Please address

to
JB. STEPHENSON,
-*
121 Commercial St.

House Lot for Hale.
on the corner of Deering and
Enquire of
It. W. GAGE,

BOO
500

75fK*JCoral,0|>al

Tenement Wanted.

particulars apply

SITUATED
Sts, 53 100 feet.

$150

to

CAN HE FOUND AT BIN

AND—

friends would be realized.
Through uiy whole sickness I have studied fully the
working of this ten iblo disease through all its various changes, nml am prepared to say that no one,
unless having the experience and chance of study
that I iiave had, is as well prepared to manage and
Thcrcloro having merited the poeuro the disease.

INTERNATIONAL

>

rpiIE
A

A

$20

Musical Boxes,

DR. J. B. HUGHES

TA-n*

JANEIRO,

And Iiah-ki,

1

an

$1^201,188,10

Portland, Me., Oct. 25,1865—dtf

a

Maine*

30 to
Dishes,
2o to
Ice Pi chers,
1000
to
2500
with•Salvers,20
Syrup Cufcs,
Goblets & Drinking Cups, 5 to
5000
nil paid iu«
**
to
15
3000
Castors,
20(H)
Fruit,Card x CakeBaskcts2o to
10 to
do*.
5000 poz n Silver Tea Spoo|i%
4‘
10000
TableS]K)ons&lTorks20 to
250 Gents’ G (>1(111 u 11 t’g-CascWatcliooO to 100 each
250 Ladies’ Gold & Enameled Hunt.<
35 to
70 "
ing-Case Watches,
600 Gents’ Hunting Case Silver
35
to
70
Watches,
Awl.Jau'! 1, 1S03.
50 to 100
200 diamond Kings,
to
4
Neck
and
30
Chains,
5000Gold Vest
"
4 to
8
3000 Gold Oval Bam I Bracelet*,
G to
10
5000 Jet and Gold Bracelet*,
20fM)OhatelaineChafn8&GttardChains,5 to 20
This Co. Is the FIRST and ONLY Co. ever organ1
4 to lo
7000 Solitaire and Gokt Broodier
4 to
ised on this Continent, with an
8
5000 Opal stall Emerald Brooches,
5000 Mosaic, Jet, Lava and Florentine
4 to
8
Eardrops,
*
& Emerald Eardrops, .4 to
4000C:ililornia DiamoiidBfiAst*]fins2.50 to lO
to
8
i- ,;1
01’
and
Vest Watch-keys2.50
3000 Gold Fob
^
3 to
10
4000 Fob and Vest Kibbmi-slides,
Solitaire
Sleeve-buttons,
5000 Sets
3 to.
8 u -t
Studs, &c.t
,
41a
G “
304^ ©bid
2.50 tv
10
10000 Minature Lockets,
*
««•
10
to
20
mtfgfc
spring,
4000
2 to8
3000
Crosses, &c,
to
...4
Plain
5000
G<jld Kings,
2.50 to
TO’ 4
1O000 Stowe Set and Signetrfftngs,
** i.
500Q Chased Gold
v.U **
2 to
10
DiamonYTRiugs,
*
and
7500Sets Ladieb, Jewelry—Jet
to issue
pn Dwelling
We are
15“ r
Gold,!
1
and nU>o upon EVERY
*
:
j Houses lor a Unn <rf reSD>,
i
0000 Sets Lallies’ Je wclry
:
A’earl, Opal and other stones, 4 to 15
SPECIES of. IN&OKAW.E PROPERTY at FAIR
[ [
10000 Gold Pens* Silver Extension
RAVES.
4 to
Headers and Pencil*,
1.0
10000 Gold Pens, and Gold Mounted
.roll OOl
>11
|
Gfo^ If! *4»®
%v,
t .dpi*

171

1)

for

aug2U’WJlly

ARTICLES!'": INSURANCE COMFY

300
150

Castlnctij;

than
ad-

weeks,

For Sale and to Let.

COMPANY.

more

Strayed

THEof
thereon.

SPECIFIC

office

S. H. McAEEINE,
State A yent

_____

CAW.VO AT

_

Thomas,

St.

Bronchitis, Sore

Having suffered for two year, with the terrible dis-

^ c* t

Nov. 15.

u

ease—Bronchial Consumption—in its worst tormyuid
having exhausted the iul.cst resources of the medical
department for that special disease, employing the
best Doctors in the city, a id my case given up by
thejn as being perfectly hopeless, 1 then resorted to
the trial of patent medicines| having tried them
thoroughly and receiving no benefit whatever from
them, I became disheartened and discouraged, anticipating that the fhllcst expectation* of my Doctors

All /la be Sold for ONE DOLLAR Each !

ROM the premises of S. T. Raymond, Cumberland
: Mills, Oct. 13th. one Chestnut Mare, G year* old,
3 white feet, striped face, light mane and tail.
Any one giving information to the subscribers, or
S. T. Raymond,where she may|bo found,will be suita^
bly rewarded.
H. L. TAYLOR & CO., Temple St.

For Sale.
desirable LOT, situated on tiro northerly side
Free Street, above Oak St., with the Stable

Box,

loft at this

as

KINSMAN,

aL
c

was

,c.a

Office No. 64 Middle Street, Room No. 1.

Not to he Paid
until you know what you are
to receive,

SPLENDID LIST^OF

it w ill be sold, and the amount, alter paying charges,
held subject to the order of the owner whenever tlie
claimant of said piece of goods shall substantiate his
claim thereto.
nov2 d4v

50

dwelling

Office and Depot, No. 5G2 Prowl way, New York.
Dr. Humphreys is consulted daily at his office,
personally or by letter, as above, for all forms o!
disease.
II. H. IIAY, Agent, Portland.
july2G’Gfieodly

board.
Rea land

for a man urn 1 wife and two
yoars of age; a religous fami“Enquirer,” Press Oilice.
^

of

■nr

Jteyard to Value.

F for

feature

llAVkKG LITIGATED A CLAIM!

;z

ONE DOLLAR EACH,
Wit ft out

distinguishing
j

AT

OF

a

Also in the selection of risks, its losses for the last
six yearshaving lx.cn from 30 to 70 pr* ct* Ic*»
tkftu ofg.ua y other Co* of as long slauding*
XljtHg ^cts iii connection with Its well-known character lor integrity, cfanraeml this Company to the
consideration pf all desSrir^ Life insurance.

\\ Ocl $> O^J

DISPOSED

To DK

An Owner If anted,

(£>

For

w *

ifEVkn

Half Million Dollars Worth

goods
six months ago, which had been previously
APIECE
lost. Unless called for withiu lour
vertised

Land
i'-et front oil Spring Street, and running
back about the same distance, with a convenient twostoried
house thereon: lifted up ibr two
families, and being in n good stale of repair.
For terms, &c., application may be made to JOHN
53 Union Street; or to the undersigned
at 490 Cougrcai* Street,
octlidtf
JOHN J. W. BEEVES.

00
1 uo

MEDICINE

Nov 1C—d 1

THE

$10

single

Private

ly pretered.

half storied

a

undersigned, as Guardian of the Estate of
Charles U. Place, Charles rf Kinsman, and
others, ho til 11 oiler for sale the desirable Real Estate
situated at No. 89 Sprint? Street, between Brackett
The property consists of a lot oi
and Clark Street.

SPECIFICS.

or

and

o.ie

House and Land ibr Sale.

tent to any part of he country, by Mail or Express, free of charge on receipt of the price. Address,
HOMOEOPATHIC

arc

Oct 3—isdtf

are

neat

For sale ('llMAP if applied for soon.
Enquire at. Gorham of J. A. WATERMAN, Esq.,
Messrs. UEDLON & ('ARD, or
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime St., Portland.
Nov
2.—d3w
Portland,

CASES.

VETERINARY

a

or

35 Vials, Morocco < jiSe, and Book,
$10 00
20 largo Vials, in Morocco, and Book,
G 00
20 large Vials, plain ease, and Book,
5 00
lfi Boxes (Nos.l to 15) and Book,
3 00

Mahogany Case lo Vials,
Single Vials, with directions,
gyThose Remedies, by the Case

Portintul, duly lfyis«-4tt

Board Wanted,

large bearing Fruit Trees,
jupistC gTalted with choice fruits.
in
one
Located
of the most desirable streets in the
village, within live minutes walk from the Siiuiuary»
and
Churches
Railroad Station.

»

Headaches. Sick-llc&daclic.

‘M2

Central Office 30 Exchange Street.

A

Rooms, besides Hall aod Closets—never tailing well

2,.
2

WARREPl SPARROW, State Aft.
1 *OR MAlN*E Jtsfl) NEW HAMPSHIRE*

A

Wanted.

I <^L'~^ COTTAGE, WOOD SHED AND
ft »*i ilfcV -l 2 DARN, together with TWO ACRES
OF LA N1), in good state of cultiva
9| t
r tion.
House- contains seven finished

Cts.
Cures Fevers, Congestion,Tnflamtftuins,

everyUtility

seven

A

office,

V ItOMPTN ESS

this Conlpany,

IT

these Eiots;

really wish to know nil the facts, vitally
their own inferetts before paying 0ui
where
Unjr money, are invited to call at tothis
i» cheerfully offered
understand the
whole subject.
Those wlio
important to

FEW gentlemen boarders pm beaecommdnaledat No. 39 PARIS STREET.
Portland, Nov. 14, lscs.-dlw

Family
and
INgirls, live Address,

In the above

reduced

In.Uio i^ymcnt of losses is

RIO DE

lor

Invigorator should be taken together. For an adult
a wine glass full of the Medicated Tonic three or four
limes a day; if the patient Is much reduced, a large
spoonful once in two or three hours.
The Lite Invigorator is a very powerful Tonic, and
should be taken with more care. A halt teaspoonfull
should be taken three limes a day, in a little water,
alter eating. It is purely vegetable and is sure to odd
One battlle of
tone and vigor to the whole system.
the Lite Invig iratoi* accompanied according to directions, with the Medicated Tonic, is warranted to
Itiscortaln to restore vitality
care In mott cases.
ami vigor to the system which will conquer and
throw oft the disease, restoring thcpatlonl to perfect
health and strength.
in oft'ering these medicines to the public I am not
Speaking too highly of their merits, when I say that
there is nothing in the whole catalogue of remedies
for the cure of Consumption, that will any where
near approach it in efficacy or real merit.

this way.
m
The Dividends, of the Charter Calr are equal in
Co.
of
those
Life
to
any
value
Dividends teithoul 'Jntereit payable in four or >rt
suffer a remarkable diminution
years, or at deatti,
to theirprescal value.
when
:i

sure cure

AT

IMMEDIATE RETCRX.
The advantages of this system over that oi'
delids payable after a term of years, without interest,
No other Company pays dividends in
are obvious.

ol

Comparisons wiHUoiMn

A

MAINE.

VILLAGE,

GORHAM

ill it than in any other.

Tailor Wanted.

SALE !

FOR
AT

more of them, than any other Co.
in the United States.
Tlie necessary result is, IT costs LESS to insure

CUTTER AND PRESSMAN is wanted-to takq
charge ot a Tailoring establishment in a flour
isliiug Village in this State.
To «>ne who understands the nnsincss thoroughly,
a permanent situation will be given.
The best oi references required. Apply to
S. T. CLEVELAND & CO.,
No. 4 Free street Block.
novl4 d3w*

For Sale.

SPECIF^*SS,

Makers—HIGHEST

Pant

AN

The two story Louse and lot corner ol Linand Mayo Streets, containing twelve
K'jjjcoln
BylLrooma. It is finished for two lamilies, with
abundance of hard and soil water. Lot 35 by 70. It
is pleasantly situated and In good repair. Terms
easy. Apply to
JOHN E. PALMER,
Oct 24—dtt
141 Middle St.

from the most ample experience, an entire success} bimplo— Prompt—Efficient, and Reliable. They ate the only Medicine*
perfectly whip ud to JMjpuiar use—so simple that
mistakes cannot be made in using them; so Imrinle**
as to be free from danger, and so efficient as to be always reliable. They have raised the highest commendation from all, and will always render satisliutiou.

paying bach to its
metnbers larger Dividends, and

Because it is

Agent in every town in the State of Maine to
soil a new, convenient and Useful patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing tor a rare chance
to make money should call on, or addresss,
J. liANKERSON & CO.,
130 Middle Street,
15—d2wd*
Nov
Portland, Maine.

Nov4—atf

PROVED,

2nd,-IT IS THE CHEAPEST;

Wanted.

At

HUMPHREYS’

and

Provision and Cro-

For Sale.

—

_

AV. F. CHI SAM, DC Exchange St.
For Hand, Nov. 15—d4w

oTin Evergreen Cemetery, on the main AveSaM lot is composed of two lots in one,
nue.
anti is very handsomely laid out. For particulars,
P- O.
B/>JfG96
address

Again it weeps,
And Go l doth take it from its mother’s arms,
From present am and future unknown harms,
And baby sleepy.
l Dr. llinds.

*'

Coat

Fur further part iculars address P. Ik Box No. 09.
novlOdow'
Portland, Novi8lli, tM>.

—“.SHE IS NOT DEAD 1J0T SLEEPETU*’—Holy Gospel•
The baby wept;
The mother took It from the nurse’s arms,
And h jot bed Its grief and stilled its vain alarms,
And baby slept.

Because it» net Assets cjtseesd those*
•\of any Life Insurance Co. in the
United States.

Wanted.

CUSTOM
prices paid.

Insurance Vo.

1st,-IT IS THE SAFEST;

ftirther particulars hv appllng to
DAVID GRIFFIN, Crotch Island.
Nov 18—d3t*

Fixtures
1 eery Store, with a good run 'ol trade. Location
good as any in the eTty, bath for buying and Kella

fi

hear

For Sale.

rjlHE

nolTdlw*

the only reliable and

Tliroat, Coughs and Colds.

the CHARTER OAK Life Insurance Company
them at the
declares Dividends eaclf year, nnipays
payment of the second and each succeding premium,
thus aiding the insured in meeting their payments by
an

Picked Up
Green Island Reel) about 40 fathoms of Lhaid,
Anchor attached; the owner qali
an
of
ONwith part

Middle Street.

jheatnut-husk

‘*

ingRAIIAM,
191

4—dtf

THE

The full streams feed on flower of rushes,
Bine grasses trammel a travelling root,
The faint, flesh flame of the young year flushes
i«’rom leaf 10 flower, and flower to rruit;
And fruit ami leaf ure as gold and tire,
And the oafc is heard above the lyre,
An i the hoote iheel of a satyr crushes
at tho chestnut root.
The

*•

PNo?W?e‘

throe-story Brick House !Xo. 70, comer of
Danfortli and Tate Streets. It has all the modern improvements and is in excellent condition.
Tlio house can be examined any day.
For terms, &c., apply to
RUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Wharf.
Portland, Nov. 8,1SC3.—iatf

For winter’s rains and ruins are oveT,^
Aud all the season of snows and of sms,
The .lays dividing lover and lover,.
The light t hat loses, tho night tliatw ms,
And time remembered is grief forgotten.
And rostsaro slain aud flowers begotten,
And iu grocn uucierwood uu 1 cover
Blossom by blossom the spring begins.

••

suitabry rewa/ded

House for Sale.

quicki

1
2
3
4
f,
G
7
‘8
y
10
‘Ml

{{

D

Is

Consumption,

MUTUAL BENEFIT
Life

Life Invigor ator.

And

Company.

Life Insurance

---Medical.

-r* FOB--

-IN THE-

Tuesday afternoon, on
fhN
XJ to Falmouth, fore side, “■“'"'S1 £*£•[
Lon" Shawl with bright colored border, the tinder
by leavmg the suae at the
wiU be

Also—The two-story Brick House No. 23 For© St.

Wise ly”

c;tj

-Steamboats^_

Bradford’s Medicated Tonic! UniteOStatesMa.il

CHARTER OAK

WHO

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES

the read from Portland

three-story BRICK TENEMENT, No. It
Street—a very desirable residence—in

Inquire ol

“A

four
e, five feet

Lost.

Brown
THAT

Come with bows beat and with emptying quivers,
Maiden most ported, lady of light,
With a noised many rivers,
With a clamor of waters, and with might;
Bind oil thy sandals, O thou most fleet,
Over the splendor and speed of thy teet;
ns, the wan vyot-t shiver?,
For the faint east
the mght.
Round the feet 01 the day, and too feet of

IIOM OS OPAT1IIC

NALE !

FOR

ThracSn

since been heard from by
a

REASONS

WHY THOSE

Any information
thankfiilly received.
Address WILLIAM S. S VWYER, Richmond, Me,
or GEO. T.
JONES, DanielsonviUe, Ct.
Nov IS—dlw

Nov. 11—dtf

The touguClee*

No

tember,

atives. He is about
fifty years of
inches high, and a little
stooping.
in relation to said Jones will be

Firm of Stevens, Fairmau & Co.

Wh ii the hounds of sprlnj are on "inter’s tia?c»,
TUe mother of months in ineaaow and plain
Pills the shadows andwintlyplaces
W ith lisp o f leaves and lipplo of ram,
And llio blown bright nightingale amorous
la half assuaged lor Itylu-S
ships aud me foreign faces,
For the
vigil and all the pain.

HAVE

RICHARD T.

JONES, of Richmond, tide
left his residence about the 11th cf SepMU.State,
and ha3 not
his rel-

L MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For further particular* enquire of, or address
GEO. L. KIMBALL,

CRO$trs.

“two

Information Wanted.

For Sale.

Invocation to Diana.

|

Medical..

Insurance.

Insurance.

Wants, Lost and Found.

Sale and to Let*

For

Poetry.

Try Thkm! and bo convinced of their
over everythin* elan of the kind ever cflVred to
the pablio for /irtmehifis. Coughs. Colds, Hoarse> umerness note Throat, C»‘ «rrb »nd nfluenxa
OU8 testimonia l) irom the Clrrjrr, »»d others, ie*
the
by
pnuc'pal
eompaoyipg eaohbon... *P.r
msyiioodtf
Dn^ete throughout the city.

ty

Special Notice.

or PMItwI.lybia
See remark* Ipnde

By Dr. Ephraim M’D >w< ll, a
celebrated Physician and Member of the RoynJ * **"
lege of Surgeons, Ireland. and published in the Traust tionsof the Km- and Queen * Jburnal.
Sep AJedip t iiimrgical Review, nub
jam ip Tmvft*. follow of lloyifl btllf** 'J Wodlciue.
Soumotlur the late fttandar.1 Works of
EXTRACT BUCHU,
«SARSAPARILLA■

filSScfub

Bold hy alHDnizsUtJ. Principal Depot
WATBB HEATING M TAUATUS, ami the jqfUly
cclebrate< 1 Me Urey or Hot Air Furnace, both olVbiiUi
have a world-wjdi reputation, can bo (Mind hereafter
atthestort of Wmwis-C, H. STL'Ak'i’ & CO., 1U
and ITS Middle St., Where he will he hapjiy to moot
those in want of ftirnaeos, and receive their orders.
He attends personally to Furnace work.
AHVAH I.IBBEY.
Portland, Ang 21,18C6.
aug22d3m

MECHANICS’ HALL.
VSTEkL arranged for Concert*, Lectures, Exhibif T tion#. Ley*** Ad., mny bp obtained on miplidP
ttonto
RICHARD COLE, Sit**rintendeait,
juuel&Utl
NJ..1 Tolmatt Place.
\ A YEAR made by any on# with
*[I*4md y vJ" /V "• 15—Stencil Tools. No experience,
necessary. The Presidents, t'nsbtrrs, and TVeasurer» of three Ranks Indent tlie circular.
Sent free
witli samples. Address the American StoncJl Tod
ocW&b
Works, Springfield, Verownt,

HELMIOLD'I
dkuo ajid

chemical warehouse
am Broad**,*.

Sept99,ld«-eod

m

PRESS! IfAY FHKSRft—Thn SMc-Tow-

COTTOS PRESS.
H~AYHAY and
wudly
up In

Tbl. machine la
«et
a common barp floor:
Will pr^s# ope ton prhay Into *9 cubic ftet to 3u mini
noVefttlngy roinhg or treading: no injury to
20 to. by 0 In. by ; 14 to.
tliTW i
Xo
other machine can press as cheap.
The invention Is
one ofthoso
hsppy hits” acknowledged to be Just
the thing. Muriel ond Hole of Hay may he seen at
Blake & Jtnwt' fVwnmerdftl St. Send.for CJre ulsr,
J'AU8TIK’ "***’ K*
•r

portable

